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ABSTRACT

Foster family support need was examined in this thesis. The Children's Aid
Society of the City of Kingston, Ontario and the Children's Aid Society in the Cornwall,

Ontario region were chosen to serve as the research sites. Ten foster care staff. foster
parents and foster parent association were initially interviewed. These findings, in
compilation with information from the literature review provided base knowiedge to
develop a relevant 12 page questionnaire, which was distributed to 163 regular foster
families. The results of the study are intended to be generalizable.
Results found that foster parents perceive they need t h e types of support:
emotional help, with a focus on respect and recognition; concrete help, with a focus on
financial compensation; and crisis assistance. Entwined were several secondary
themes, including: foster parents care more about qualrty support than quantitative
standards; foster parents indicate that there is an ambiguity in their relationship with the
agency; and many foster parents seem to be stniggling with the ability andior desire to
fully integrate foster children into their family. It was conduded that support to foster
parents needs to be a vital component of any professional system of foster care.
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1.O

Introduction and rationale for study

In recent years, social work researchers have drawn attention to the great need
for foster parent support programs, identifying it as a vital cornponent in the professional
system of foster care (Ure, 1995). Likewise, child welfare agencies are recognizing that
support to foster families is imperative in the 90's.sinœ the needs of children and youth
who corne into care are bemning more severe and cornplex. The importance and
difficulty of fostenng and subsequently the need for adequate supports must not be
minimized. Fortunateiy, as a result of this awareness over the past several years, many

service providers are beginning to incorporate supportive programming into their foster
care units.
In 1988, the Ontario Association of Children's Aid Societies launched a research
inquiry into various aspects of foster families in Ontario. Wth specific regard to support
services, foster parents reported that there was a definite need for bomeone to talk to
in a crisis': for "relief s e ~ c e s ' ;and "tohave someone available for guidance and

consultation". As a result of this finding, the Ontario Association of Children's Aid

Societies (1988) recommended:
'that a foster parent support madel be developed that would set guidelines for agency

-

foster Gare staff in developing a foster parent support program induding relief services,
emergency consultation, treatment and behaviour managementconsultation' (p. 10).

Ten yean later, in 1998. the face of foster care has changed, but one fact
remains: foster parents raquire support to deal with the many issues facing their
situation. Several child weifare agencies have begun to integrate such supports into
their regular foster cam prograrnming, hduding in Ontario, and as a result of speufic
recommendations in the province, the Ottawa-Carleton Children's Aid Soaety. In 1996
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the agency staffed eight Child and Youth Counselon to provide support to approximately

4 M 0 families in tirnes of m i s , as well as ongoing guidance and consultation. On the
other hand, several agencies in Ontario have not developed such fomal agency
opetated foster care support programs for their foster parents, but continue to offer
support through the foster care worker and child's social worker. The Children's Aid
Soaety (CAS) of the City of Kingston and the County of Frontenac (Kingston CAS) and
the CAS of the United Counties of Stomont, Dundas and Glengany (Cornwall CAS) are

two such agencies. Unfortunately, the main reason for not incorporating more extensive
supports has been funding cutbacks. Regardless, it is unclear what supports the foster
parents in these two regions or foster parents generally require, and M a t supports they
would benefit from. It was the goal of this thesis to explore that issue.
In the spring of 1996 1 began exploring the area of foster parent support by briefly
examining the Child and Youth Counselor (CYC) program at the Ottawa-Caileton
Children's Aid Society. This opportunity to look at a relatively unique foster care support
program created interest to continue research in this said area.
The goal of the following research was to explore foster parent support

generally. and design a study which would be genenc and useful to foster parents and
foster care agencies generally. The foster parents at the two agencies participating in

the study were seen to be representative of foster parents nation-wide.
Subsequently in Mardi. 1997 1 cuntraded with Kingston CAS and Cornwall CAS
to cornplete an investigation into foster care support need among their foster families.

Although both agencies were aware that foster families generally require a greater
amount of support, they were undear on what specific areas of support are most
needed from the perspective of the foster parents.

In April and May, 1997 an evaluability assessrnent was launched to determine if
the Iwo f&er Gan, programs and 163 regular foster families would iend themselves to a
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large-sale study of foster family support need. First, in-depth meetings and inteniews
were conducted with foster care directors, foster care social workers and foster parent
association executive in both regions. During the initial meetings, thesis proœss,
research questions and rnethodologies were cfarified. Follow-up interviews with 10
personnel provided background information for the entire study and a general base of
knowledge regarding the foster care programs and support services offered to families
at both agencies. Second, al1 foster care program documents were examined to clarify
any program processes, goals and objectives. This infornation served to help in the
production of the foster parent questionnaire. It was concluded that the two agencies
and i 6 3 regular foster families would tend themselves to a small-scale study of foster
family support need.
The primary questions which were explored were What is foster cam support?"
and What do fosterparents identij, as the type of support fhey require to successfully
mainfain their foster home?" Secandary questions expanded upon the primary question,

addressing the following topics: situations which would benefit from support, support
cunently received and support not currently received from the agency.
Research questions were answered using one pnmary rnethod. Based on the
information gathered dunng the evaluability assessment, and through the literature review
process, a questionnaire was developed to address the research questions. The
questionnairewas distributed to the 163 regular foster families in the Kingston and
Cornwall regions.
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1.1

Learning objectives

The pnmary rationale of this thesis was to conduct research in an important area
of study that had not been extensively documented previously. Relatively Iittle
information has k e n documented on foster care support need in the past ten years,
providing an exciting opportunity to ascertain current supports needed by foster families
and expand the literature base and knowledge base in this area. Although the study
used two Ontario agencies to obtain its sample, it was hoped that the results would be
generalizable to al1 foster families.
Secondary reasons for completing a thesis in this area was to gain expenence in
the area of small-scale research and data analysis, and to become more conversant and
knowiedgeable in the area of foster parent support.

2.0

Literature Review
The following review examines two main bodies of literature: foster care

and foster Gare support. General foster care and foster care in Ontario is
reviewed initially, followed by an in-depth review of foster care support, issues
related to foster care support, and currently operating support programs in
Ontario. The purpose of reviewing and summarizing general foster care
information was to develop an overall picture and understanding of the foster

care situation broadly. Foster care in Ontario was reviewed because the sample
group for the study was taken from two agencies in southem Ontario, and such a
review provides a frame of reference and perspective on foster care in the
region being surveyed. The purpose of completing the section on foster care
support was to understand the body of literature available, as well as identify
gaps and discrepancies that may exist in the literature.

2.1

Foster Care

The purpose of foster care has dearly changed from its original purpose
over a œntury ago. Family foster care began as an effort to rescue children who

had inaûequate parents, dependent upon chanty (Pecora. Whittaker, 8 Mau
lcco
i,
1992). For the thousands of children and youths from northeastem cities who

were moved on the orphan tains. there seemed to be no shortage of traditional
foster families with a wage-eaming father and a mother et home who were

Mliing and able to rescue goad children from bad envimnments (CWiA, 1991).
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By the 1950s and 60s there was a rapid increase in the numbers of
children going into foster are,coinciding w-ththe discovery of child abuse and
expansion of child protection services. Certainly in Canada, statistics show that
aboriginal children cornprised a large number of the children coming into care,
particularly dunng the Sixties Scoop when thousands of aboriginal children were
apprehended from their cornrnunities and families and placed in urban foster
homes. predominantly non-aboriginal homes (Johnston. 1983). As a result,
Children's Aid Societies expanded and there was a greater demand for foster
homes.
While the focus and definition of foster care was changing by 4975 as
documented by the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA), bewming more
permanent and farnily-centred, the foster family concept was still subsfifute care.
In 1983, Blumenthal (in Pecora et al., 1992) defined family foster care as the
provision of planned, üme-limited. substitute family care for children who cannot
be adequately maintained at home. Although Pecora, Whittaker. and Maluccio
have adopted Blumenthal's definition in their 1992 literature, it is important to note

that in 1989 the CWLA replaced this substitute purpose with a goal of
suppiementai c m . which respects ties to the family of origin and acknowledges
that there is no mrnplete substitute for that family. Rather, foster family care

endeavors to respond to the uniqus, individual needs of infants, children, youth
and their families through the strength of family living, and through family and
community supports. The goal of family foster care is to provide opportunities for
healing, growth, and development leading to haahhier infants. diildren, youth and
familias, with safe and nurîuring relationships intended b be permanent (CWLA,
1991).
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The Child Welfare League of America (1991) guidelines state that to meet
Vie diverse needs of infants, children, youth and their families, family foster care
mu*

1.

Provide a safe, predictable, nurtunng, loving, and caring home for infants,
children, and youth when they cannot safely remain with their own
parents. This includes demonstrating a model of healthy family living so
that infants, children. youth and their families may incorporate these skiils
for their own enhanced functioning. This nurturing must be responsive to
the effects of separation trauma.

2.

Conduct ongoing strengths and needs assessments of every infant. child.
youth, and family served to provide appropriate foster care, maintain
stability in the foster home and prevent foster home disruptions or
unnecessary moves. Assessrnents must refled sensitivity to cultural and
ethnic identities. Children, youth and their families must be involved to the
fullest extent possible in participating in their own assessrnents, goal
planning, and carrying out those plans.

3.

Address the unique developmental, social, emotional, cultural, educational,

physical, medical, spiritual, and specialized or therapeutik needs of every
infant, child, and youth in care, based on carefully conducted, culturally
wrnpetent, ongoing strengths and needs assessments. Services must
promote positive self-esteem. farnily identity, and family relationships.
4.

Help parents and the exîended family to the fullest extent possible with
resources necessary to regain aistody of their diildren and to maintain
safe heaithy relationships; or help parents to make timely deasions about
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alternative living arrangements intended to be safe, nurtunng, and
permanent. Wich should indude, to the fullest extent possible, ongoing
contact with the family of origin.
Help prepare infants, children, and youth for the most appropriate
permanence goal, which may be to retum home, long-terni care by plan
with relatives or others, or adoption.
Provide children and youths with the cornpetencies necessary for their
age and stage of development and for the eventual successful transition
into adult lives, relationships, and responsibilities.
Provide a clearly defined role for foster parents with cornmensurate
responsibilities, rights, and supports, including adequate compensation for
the cost of child care; pre-service and in-service training; respite care and
day care; and opportunities for liability insurance, a career ladder. and
participation in local and provincial foster parent associations.
Provide services from professional social workefs whose education,
training. certification. caseload size, and supervision provide the
qualifications and opportunity to meet family foster care prograrngoals.
Social workers must provide senrices, using a teamwork approach, within
a licensed child plaung agency andlor a family or juvenile court.

Be wnduded through an interdisciplinary, teamwork approach in which
social worken and foster parents work colleboraüvely with other

professionals and actively engage the parents of children and youth in
care in being part of the team.
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10.

Refiect the value that family foster cace is a community-based senrice and
that the community

-

essential provincial and federal supports must

take responsibility for canng for its own children. youth and their families.

Several authon (CWLA, 1991; Hepworth 8 Drew, 1980) assert that foster
care has been the single most important chilcf care resource over the past several
decades, but also state that a fostering crisis is now striking the United States
and Canada. In short. there are too many abused and neglected children and too
few resources to meet their needs. In response to this cribis. there has been a
thmst twards family preservation and minimizing the removal of children from
their biological families. However, it would be naïve to suggest that this is the
answer for al1 children facing abuse and neglect; foster care is an essential
option for many children unable to remain with their natural familias. It is
imperative mat, in the wake of the family preservation movement, foster care not
be viewed as an illegitimate, destructive last resort, but as a valid part of the

service repertoire and as the best arrangement for some children (CWLA. 1991).

2.1.1 Foster Care in Ontario

Foster care emerged as a f o m of substitute child care in Ontario in the
latter haM of the 191hœctury. Parallel developments occurred elsewhere in
Canada, the United States and Britain (Jones & Rutman, 1981). Middleclass
refomers of the day saw foster homes as a humane solution to the need to find
appropriate ways to deal with neglected, dependent and delinquent children
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(Ontario, 1990). It was a move away from the pracîice of large institutional Gare
facilities for meeting the needs of children.
The perspective that dominated the creation of what evolved into the
foster care system in Ontario today was that of J.J. Kelso, who became the
province's first Superintendent of Child Welfare. Appearing before a Royal
Commission on the prison and Reformatory System in 1890, Kelso recommended
the establishment of a new type of voluntary society to work with neglected
children and to prevent them from becoming criminals. These societies were to
have responsibility for placing neglectedchildren in good, preferably rural, homes
(Ontario, 1990). lncorporating this perspective, the 1893 Act for the Prevention of
Cruel& to, and Better Protection of Children gave broad powers to voluntary
societies to protect children. The Children's Aid Societies have been the semipublic agencies responsible for the care and protection

of children (OACAS,

1988).
During the 20Ih century, the structure and practice of foster care services
changed dramatically in Ontario. With the development of the social work
profession, the voluntary Children's Aid Sociefes acquired professional staff to
anange and supervise placements, and govemments assumed a growing share
of responsibility for funding of child welfare services (Ontario, 1990).
Today, responsibility for the foster care system rests largely with the 54
Children's Aid Societies in Ontario. The Ministry's role consists of the overall
development of long-term policy and review/coordination of the system. Each
Children's Aid Society is responsible for the recniitrnent, approval and
management of foster homes in its jurisdiction (Ontario, 1990). Every CAS must
develop and maintain: policies and procedures regarding the operation of foster
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homes; a system for classifying foster homes; procedures for recruiting,
screening and selecüng foster parents; a system for supervising foster homes;
an annual evalwtion system for foster homes; and an u p - t d a t e list of homes
which it has approved.
In the past 20 yean, child welfare and other social service agencies in
Ontario, and elsewhere, have been plaung inaeasing emphasis on keeping
children in their natural families by providing more assistance to d y s f ~ n ~ o n a l
families. As a result, children are coming into care at a later age than in the past
Also, the social service field is moving away from the institutionalkation of
various client groups, and emphasizing cammunity-based service delivery

(Ontario, 1990). Children who might in the past have been served in institutions
are being placed in foster care. Thus foster parents are being expected to go
beyond their traditional role of subsiitute parent, and deal with children whose
needs are more cornplex and whose care is more demanding.
One of the major problems in foster care in Ontario has been with the
recniitment and retention of foster homes. Extensive efforts have gone into
addressing these problems for over 30 yean. In 1963 Jack Bevan wrote "In the
past, it was easier for Children's Aid Soueties to find foster homes. Pemaps the
changes in our socio-economic sûucture is a major reason'(0ntano. 1990). In
I S i ï , Barbara Rosenblum's research report on foster care noted the severe
shortage of foster homes for adolescents (Ontario, 1990). Certainly the
inaeased entry of wornen into the paid labour force has had an impact an the
availability of homes prepared to foster, deaeasing the number. Regardless of

al1 of the reasons, it is hypothesizedthat foster home shortages may definitely be

connected with inadequate support to foster farnilies. PaRly as a resuit of the
ongoing pmbierns rewiting and retaining foster homes, the province of Ontario
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initiated seveal studies since 1979 on issues surrounding foster care, the most
cunent large-sale study being conducted in 1988 by the Ontario Association of
Children's Aid Societies. That study identified several foster Gare concems and
issues which are discussed in the following section. It should be noted that there
have not been any large-scale studies conducted on foster parent support in
Ontario that have been publicly documented. One of the aims of the current study
was to expand knowledge and information in the area of foster parent support.
In short, three trends were identified in the review of foster care
generally, and more specifically, in the province of Ontario where the research
sites are located. First, there has been a change in how the role of foster care is
understood, from that of foster parents being the replacementlsurrogate parent to

a more supplemental role where the child's biological family is induded and
contact, when appropriate, is encouraged. Second, the type of diildren foster
parents are now required to foster has changed dramatically, with children
presentingwith far greater emotional, behavioural, and educational difficulties,
induding increasing numbers who have been physically and/or sexually abused
coming into care. Finally, there is an inueasing shortage of foster homes to meet
the demand. The latter two trends certainly create an environment where foster
homes are forced to deal with extremely challenging children and subsequently it
would seem need a great deal of support.
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2.2

Foster parent support
The giving of support to foster parents is a vital cornponent of a

professional system of foster care. In fact, many experienced social work
pracütioners daim that training foster parents. in itself, is not enough. Training
does not necessarily translate into practical skills that foster parents can use

-

you have to make sure of foster parents skill development through follow-up and
ongoing support
Support can be defined as any assistance that is given. received, or
exchanged between people, either individually, or, in a group setting. It may
include emotional and physical cornfort, material goods, or financial resources. It

may take the form of helpful advice (the offer of insights gained through
expenence), or knowledge specac to a particular problem or opportunity. It could
also mean advocacy (that is, acting on behalf of someone's interests), or respite
(temporary relief from responsibility). or defense (protection of someone who is
facing adversrty). It rnay be as simple as keeping a person wmpany during a
stressful time, or as complex as guiding them through a major life-transition. Some
of the forms of support for foster parents as identified in the 1988 Ontario
Association of Children's Aid Society report indude:
The informal support that is usually exchanged during training
programs.
Peer support groups where foster parents reœive support and

guidance from other exprienced foster parents.

The services. educational resounes. information, and peer contact
p d d e d by the local Foster Family Association and the provincial

Faderation of Foster Family Associations.
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Agency-provided in-home supports, such as: respite, free sitter
services, case aides to assist with children with difficult
behaviour, support frorn Social Worken and Child Care Worken.
tutors, financial support for leisure activities and education
pursuits, etc.
Resources provided in the community which a foster parent can
easily access as needed.
In 1990 the Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services published a
document on foster Gare. A pervasive theme ninning through it is that foster
parents need adequate support services to fulfill the expectations placed upon
them. This report identified five types of support which are all-important and need
to be addressed by agencies placing children in foster homes: financial
compensation, tangible supports, emotional supports. relief and recognlion.
Providing adequate levels of financial compensation can do more than
sirnply cover a foster child's expenses (Ontario. 1990). It can convey a message
to foster parents that their contribution to the child's overall care is recognized
and valued. Financial compensation c m also be used to reinforce the perception
of foster parents as professionals who are compensated for providing their
expertise.
Tangible supports were a second type of support identified in the Ontario
Ministry of Community and Social Services report. They (Ontario, 1990) identify a
number of supports that could be provided as a regular part of the ongoing
relationship between worker and foster parent. For example, regular visits and
phone calls from the worker, induding pre- and post- placement visits, follow-up

and feedback, as well as general staff availability are required (Burke 8 Dawson,
1987 in Ontafio, I W O ) . The agency can also provide support to foster parents by
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providing child care services and transportafion to allow them to meet together as

a group for purposes of mutual support (Gil, 1984 in Ontario, I W O ) .
Third, the report (Ontario, 1990) states that tangible supports, must be
enriched and coincide with emotional supports from agency workefç. It is helpful,
they suggest to have a worker who is solely designated to supporting families on

a daily basis, as well as in times of crisis. This wuld indude tistening to 3 foster
parent describe hislher stress or affinning him/her for a job well done.
Fourth, the Ministry (Ontario, 1990) observes that the wmplex needs of

the foster child today make the challenge of meeting the child's needs seven days
a week more draining than in the past. Many sources identify the need for relief
services that would give foster parents a break from the responsibility of canng
for the needy foster child and time to renew energy for the often-taxing role they
have assumed.
Finally, the Ministry (Ontario, 1990) points out the need for recognition and
respect for foster parents' skills and efforts as it relates ta their needs.

Many of

the supports they request refiect this underlying need.
Robert Twigg (1991) Mtes of the difficulty agencies have retaining
competent foster families; he suggests that this shortage is mainly the result of
agency failure to meet families' needs for support. He further maintains that
foster families remain active in fostering much longer if they feel they are
receiving adequate and needed support. Twigg (1991) defines such support as
including social work assistance, as well as professional services to deal with

the specialked needs of children and youth.
Triseliotis (1990) also found that it is more effective and more efficient to

keep existing foster care parents by supporting them in a range of ways, than to

lose tham and mnstantiy be trying to replace them. It is very wasteful to lose
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existing foster parents through a lack of continued support and training, or by
making too many demands on them. Several research studies have suggested
that foster parents should not be pressured into taking on children they don? feel
confident about or taking on more children than they feel able to wpe with.
Triseliotis (1990) goes on to Say if we are asking families to take on increasingly
difficuit and problematic children it stands to reason that they will need more

l need recogni~onand
preparation, training and wntinued support. They ~ i l also
where necessary respite gaps as a relief. Research is starting to show that
there are fewer breakdowns among foster parents who have been prepared for
the job and who are also being provided with post-placement support.
In a 1987 study of foster home breakdown (Bemdge 8 Cleaver, 1987). the
researchers found that la& of social worker support and poor co-ordination of
agency services factored significantly in the breakdown cases they examined.
Similady, resource diffiwlties wrnpounded the existing problems in foster
placements,making the problems seem unmanageable.
StrengtheningTM-gg (1991) and Triseliotis' (1990) cal1 for adequate
support, the Child Welfare League of America made several recommendationsin
1995 regarding the retention and support of foster care providers. As a point of
clarification, they explain that foster parents are not clients of the agency, so they
do not receive service; they receive supports. CWLA (1995) suggests that
foster parents need regular consultation and aisis support. 'Consultation is an

effea-veway to collaborate with foster parents regarding both the services the
child and the child's biological family may need and the supports that foster
parents may need to help them meet identifid needsm(CWLA, 1995). They
further add that support in times of crisis is essential. In a recent Wisconsin-

CWLA national study, 89% of the respondenta said that support within 24 hows
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of a cnsis is an important aid ta retention. Similarly, Chamberlain's 7992 study
indicates that weekly support meetings can be a factor in retention. Most
importantiy, however, the CWLA (1995) reports foster parents' confirmation that
regular contact with the agency through supewision, monitoring, consultation, and

-

-

suppo~
groups as well as immediate contact dunng times of cnsis can
positively affect retention.
A Prince Edward Island foster care study in 1994 concluded that in order

to ensure that a sufficient number and variety of suitable foster homes are

available for children requiring care, it is necessary to not only develop an
effective recruitrnent program, but also to address the issue of retention of
approved foster homes (Ure, 1995). Along the same lines, Ryan (7 987) found
that failure ta retain appropnate homes results in greater efforts toward
recruitrnent and home study, in a lack of expenenced homes, in mismatching of
children and families, in overcrowding, and in unnecessary moves for children. It
has been suggested in rnany studies that many of these problems could be
lessened or alleviated by supporting foster parents pre- and post- placement.
Foster parents in the PEI (1994) study identifiedthe need for support in
many areas. For some, the lack of respite care is an issue, particulariy for those
dealing with difficult children or children with special

needs. m e r s have

requested additional support in dealing with attachment and sepamon issues,
and coping with feelings of loss. Foster parents in this study also identified
specific training needs to include drug addictions. induding signs of addiction,
fetal alcohol syndrome and fetal alcohol affects; sexual abuse; and eating

disorders.

The litersture suggests that the face of foster care has changeâ
drastically in the past 20 years, and mat there is a higher proportion of more
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dificu/t and needy children entenng a r e . Agencies report that they are dealing

with a more concentrated population of children who are needier, and the general

in-care population appears to have more complex needs than it did ten years ago
(Ontario, 199û).
The problems of children now in foster care include emotional,
behavioural, and educational difficulties. In addition, increasing numbers of
children who have been physically andlor sexually abused are coming into care.
Foster parents, or sumgate parents, as they are more traditionally known, are
required to deal with these changing problems. They are being asked to
undertake an expanded new role and to meet the challenges of foster children's
pronounced and wmplex needs (Ontario, 1990). When planning future direction
for foster care service, it is important ta wnsider not only the needs of foster
children but also the role and the needs of the foster parents who serve them.
It seems clear that foster parents need more support than is generally
available from agenues and local foster parent associations. The number of
foster home breakdowns, children drifting from home to home, and foster parents
! parents is not
leaving the foster care system each year suggests that support O

what it needs to be. Unfortunately, agency budgets, which have been negatively
affected by govemment wtbacks, have not allowed for extensive support
programs to be developed over the past few yean. However, without
preventive support programs being put in place foster parents will continue to q u l
following stressful incidents and family breakdowns.
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2.2.1 Foster parent support in Ontario
In the province of Ontario there are no extensive regulations goveming
support to foster families. Support has not been clearly defined or studied.
leaving individual agencies to define and design their own support programs,
based in large part on avaiiable funding. It is the goal of this thesis to explore the
question of foster parent support in two southeastem Ontario centres. It is hoped
that the gap in Iiterature and knowiedge will begin to be filled by the results of this
research project.
The Child and Family Sewices Act (Ontario, 1988) does guarantee certain
rights for foster parents. However, from the onset, it is important to note that
there is no mention of support. The Act does say that foster parents must be
infomed of the cornplaint procedures available to thern through their CAS. Foster
parents are to be infomed of any major decisions made in planning for a Crown
Ward who has been in their care for two years or more. Foster parents are
entitled to ten days notice if the child is to be removed from the home and is a
Crown Ward who has lived with the family for two years or more. If a child has

been in their care for six months or more, the foster parents must be notified of
any court heanng involving the child and may attend the hearing with or without
counsel representation (Ontario, 1988). These are the rights of the foster parent.
In an extensive study by the Ontario Association of Children's Aid Soaety
in 1988, foster parents were asked to rate their agency's capacity to provide the
necessary support to cany out their fostering duties. Many of them (46%) said
enough in sane amas and not enough in othen. Nineteenpercent said not
enough overall. while 35% said that the agency's support was sMcient When

asked to comment, the negative feelings increased and 41% said that support
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from the social worker was inadequate. A number of foster parents commented
on the need for sameone to talk to in a cn'sis, the need for relief services, and the
need for more training (OACAS, 1988). Some of the comments induded: "Support
is vety haphazard"; There is a definite need for at least weekly contact with a
child care worker by telephone and monthly meetings

foster parent. diild and

worker"; "We really need support for teenagers"; It is important to have someone
available for guidance and consultation"; 'Family relief is a musr; "Specialized
foster parents do receive fair training and support, but regular foster parents
receive almost nonen(OACAS, 1988).

The Ontado Association of Children's Aid

Societies recommended that a foster parent support model be developed that
would set guidelines for agency foster care staff in developing a foster parent
support program - including relief services, emergency consultation, treatrnent
and behaviour management consultation. While there was never a foster parent
support model developed for the whole of Ontario, several agencies paid heed to
the suggestion for more support and developed their own programs; the
Children's Aid Society of Ottawa-Carleton is one such agency.
Following the recommendations made in the 1988 study, the OttawaCarleton Children's Aid Society made intemal recommendations to increase staff
support to foster parents. Specifically they rewrnmended increasing foster care
staff wmplement by four foster care service social worken. These workers
would provide in home support and relief; homemaker support so foster parents
could spend 1-1 time with children; and in-home teaching in speciaity areas
(Damell, 1988).
Four years later, in 1992, the Ministry of Community and Soaal Services
undertookthe Residential Famüy Resourœs Project to build on the strengths of

current approaches to foster care and provide a provincial framework for the
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development of more integrated. flexible. generic approaches to family-based
support across the ctiildren's services systern. The Proposed Fmmework for
RLsidential Family Resources reviewed the issues influencing the development

of family-based services (OACAS Journal, 1992 May). The intent was ta
articulate a framework of family support thaï would enable the residential
services system and foster parents to perfom muftiple functions to meet the
varying and emerging needs of children and their families. The framework dearly
stated that foster parents are not expected ta perfann al1 functions, nor are foster
parents expected to go far beyond generally accepted roles. However, it was
recognized that as needs and situations change andlor worsen for diildren
requiring foster care, foster parent roles will change and be expanded. The
ministry of Community and Social Services called for the support of such
expanded roles of foster parents. Specifically, the framework states that the
foster parents' role only be expanded if accompanied by appropriate training,
authority, support and compensation.
While some individualagencies may have developed better training,
support and compensation packages for their foster families, the province still
does not have support standards that foster parents can rely upon. The
follcwing

sections describes a program at the Children's Aid Society of Ottawa-

Carleton which was designed for the sole purpose of supporting foster families.
A retatively new form of support for foster families is being employed by
the Children's Aïd Society of ûth~a-carieton,following the research study in
i988 by the Ontario Associaüon of Children's Aid Societies. As noted in the

introduction, foster parents reported, with specific regard to support services,
that there was a definite need for %orneone to tafk to in a ctfsis", for um/ief
sendc8sm,and 70 haus someone amilable hrguiâançe and consulfation"
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(Ontario, 1988). As a result of this finding, the Ontario Association of Children's
Aid Societies remmmended that a foster parent support mode1be developed that
would set guidelines for agency foster a r e staff in developing a foster parent
support program - including relief services, emergency consultation, treatrnent
and behaviour management wnsuftation. The CAS of Ottawa-Carleton has
integrated a unique f o m of support into their foster care programming, offering
guidance, consultation, and cn'sis intervention help from child and youth
counselors, a very specific and trained group of social service workers in
Ontario.
As of Febniary, 1996 seven Child & Youth Counselors (CYCas)wmprised

the Foster Care Support Team at the Children's Aid Society of Ottawa-Carleton.
Two of these CYCasprimanly assist families in the Therapeutic Foster Care
Program and the Emergency Foster Care Program, although each generalfy
carries one foster family from the Regular Foster Care Program on their Caseload.
There are approxirnately 300 foster families providing service for the Children's
Aid Society of Ottawa-Carleton. with seven CYC's available to assist these

families. Each CYC works with seven to eight families at any one time, offering
support in times of crisis, or for geneal guidance and consultation
According to the program documents, the main purpose of the Foster Care
Support Child and Youth Counselor is to assist foster parents in providing a safe
and secure environment for children and adolescents that has structure and limits
within the wntext of a caflng atmosphere. Working in collaboration and
consultation with other CAS staff, with the child and hisher foster family, the

CYC helps develop and implement an intervention plan specific to the needs of the
child and the foster family, meeting fegularly mth the family to support parents

with the plan for the foster child. CYC's are expected to assist famiiies in crisis
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and act effecüvely in situations requinng prompt assessment and immediate
actions. They are required to demonstrate and comrnunicate to foster parents, in
a knowledgeable and skillful manner, the range of child managementprinciples,
practices and techniques required to intewene effectively with children; this may
include special therapeutic interventions. With regard to educational
requirements, CYC's are expected to possess either a three year Community
ColIege Diploma (Child & Youth Counselor, Social Service Worker, or Early
Childhood Education) or a Bachelor of Arts.
According to several curent staff involved with the CYC program at the
Ottawa-Carleton CAS the use of such support wof~ershas been useful in
retaining foster families, lengthening placements and perhaps preventing some
breakdowns. However, there have been no conclusive studies to confinn such
assumptions. Regardless, the program is relatively unique and certainly woral
greater assessment and review. 1: was as a result of this brief examination of
the CYC support program, that my interest in foster family support in general
stemmed. I became keenly aware mat there needed to be more research in the
area of foster parent suppon and decided to explore the concept of foster care
support more broadly, hoping to wllect new information that would be helpful to
both foster care agencies and foster parents, generally.

2.3

Summary
According to the Merature, foster care support is generally accepted to be

social work assistance to deal with the speaalized needs of children and youth in
foster care settings. Spedïcally, research conducted to date, aithough only a
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few studies have been completed in the area of foster Gare support, points to a
variet)! of support types, primarily identified by foster families. These repeatedly
and consistently induded financial compensation, tangible supports, emotional
supports, relief and recognition.
Upon completion of this literature review, it became evident that there is a
need for more research in the area of foster parent support In Ontario, where
the sample group was obtained, there have been no documented studies
focusing solely on support in the past 20 yean, and only one large-scale
govemment foster care study in the past 10 years which bnefly Iooked at support
to foster parents. It is imperative that this area be examined and support to foster
parents take centre stage in foster care departments of al1 Children's Aid
Societies. The role of foster parents has been expanded, and caregivers are
now expected to deal with extremely damaged and disturbed children without
adequate support. This pidure is the same throughout Ontario and seemingly
throughout Canada, and certainly at Kingston CAS and Cornwall CAS. However,
it was unclear to these agencies what type of foster farnily support is most

needed. The following research study examined this question, specifically, and
centrally, what foster parents need in ternis of support, to successfully sustain
their foster placements. It is the researcher's hope that the findings wi-Ilbe
beneficial to both agencies involved in the study and to foster care departments
generally, will strengthen foster parent's cal1for more support, and will begin to fiIl
the gap in knowiedge and literature that exists regarding foster parent support.
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3.0 Methodology

This research design was exploratory in nature. The questionnaire component
comprised the bulk of the research, targeting 163 regular foster families who work for
the Kingston region Children's Aid Society and the Cornwall region Children's Aid Society.

The qualitative cornponent comprised mainly of preliminary interviews with foster care
staff and foster parent association staff, which assisted in the development of the
questionnaire. The questionnaire included both close-ended questions and open-ended
responses.
Methodology components are identified and diswssed, following the presentation
of research questions and definition of key ternis and concepts. All components are
summarized in table format for easier reference. Foms and interview schedules
referred to can be found in the Appendices.

3.1

Research questions

Primary research questions were:

1.

What is foster family support?

2.

What are foster parents' perceptions regarding the necessary supports to
successfully maintain their foster home?
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Secondary questions research questions included:

1.

What situations in the foster home would benefit from regular support?

2.

What type of support are foster families wrrentiy receiving?

3.

What type of support are foster families not currently receiving?

4.

Are foster families satisfied with the type of support they are currently receiving?

3.2

Definition of key terms and concepts

a)

Familv foster care
An essential child welfare service option for children, youths, and parents

who must live apart while generally maintaining legal and usually, affectional ties.
When children, youths, and parents must be separated because of physical
abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, maltreatment or special circumstances, family
foster care provides a planned, goal-directed service in which the care of
children and youths takes place in the home of an agency-approvedfamily. The
value of family foster care is that it can respond to the unique, individual, needs of
infants, children, youths, and their families through the strength of family living.

and through family and cornmunity supports (CWLA, 1991). The two following
definitions (regular foster care and specialized foster care) are essentially

subgroups of mis broad category, famBy foster care.
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b)

Regular foster care
This refen to non-specialized care. Regular foster a r e will refer to, unless

otherwise indicated, c a r ' which basically provides a safe and nurturing family
environment for children who do not require specialized care. In regular foster care,
there is the provision of a safe and healthy family environment for the day-tday care of
the child. Generaily, the family integrates the child into their routines and activities. No

more than four unrelated children and no more than two children under the age of two
years may be placed in one home (CWLA, 1991).

c)

Specialized foster care
This type of care provides specific treatment or a management strategy to ensure

the physical and emotional well being of the child. The Child Welfare League of America

prescribes that special training and/or particular skills is required by the foster parents.
No more than two children should be placed in a speciai foster home at any tirne; one
parent must be at home on a full-time basis (CWLA, 1991).

d)

Foster care worker I Foster care resource worker
The social worker diredy responsible for addressing the needs of the foster

family, advocating on behalf of the foster family and ensuring that appropriate supports
are provided to the famiiy when needed. The worker is a professionally educated and
trained individual, generally with a B.S.W. or M.S. W. degree.

e)

Child's social worker

The social worker responsible for ensunng that the child in care is approptiately placed in

a fostering situation, and recsives the necessary supports to adjust, remin in the home

and transition effectively. The worker is a professionally educated and trained individual
with a B.S.W. or M.S.W. degree.

t)

Foster parents
An individual or couple licensed, certified, or approved by a child weifare

agency to work collaboratively with that agency to provide family foster a r e
services to children, youttis, and families (CWLA, 1991).

g)

Communications chairpersonsl communicators
Communications chairpersons are wrrent foster parents, seleded by the

Support Cornmittee of the Foster Parent Association, who provide information,

encouragement, and advice to other foster parents who rnay be under an
investigation, a service cornplaint review or who have other matten with the
agency. The communications chairpersons may assume a role in other noninvestigatory situations in the provision of care for a child in a foster family. This
person consults with, counsels and supports foster families in their adjustments

to the child placed in their home and assists in resourcingto meet needs before,
dunng and after placement. This type of support penon is connected to the FPA

in Cornwall region.

3.3 Overview of thesis components
The design and implementaüonof thesis research h summarhd in table 1, which
is followed by a brief discussion of eadi component
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Table 1: Thesis components
Component

rPreliminary component

Lilerature review

i PreliminaG component

Research Child & Youth
Counselor Program et
Ottawa-Carleton CAS

Preliminary component
3

1

Evaluability essessment
of the f0stûr Car8
programs in Kingston
and Cornwall.

Design

Surveyed over 60
refemnces related to
foster care and foster
C8rû S U P P O ~ .

Measure
Not applicable

Qualitative& researched Not applicable
the CYC program via
informa1 staff interviews
and exsrnination of
program documents.

Preliminary & follow-up
interviews wifh foster
a r e personnel and
directors

Foster care support
Intenttew schedules

Preliminary & fol10w p
Interviews w#h bster
parent association staff

Objectives

achieveC
To understand issues
related to foster care
support, and identiw
the geps in th3
litereture regarding
these issues.
To gain an
understanding of their
rote in the foster care
environment for the
purpose of filling a gap
in the literature.
Expanded interest in
the field of foster Car8
support
To determine if the
progrems in Kingston
and Cornwall lend
themsefves to e
quantt?etive &
quelitative inquiry.
To clanfy research
questions, goals, and
methodology and to
operationalire terms
end variables.

Background interviews
Examination of program
documents

To understand the type
of support offered to
foster fernilies by the
agency and by the
foster parent
~ssocietion.
To gether information
which would essist in
the development of the
questionneire.
Develop 8 questionnaire
based on inîbmetion
obteined in 811 p r e v h s
components

N d applicable

To develop e
questionnaire wfiich will
be used to exemi'ne
issues of foster cam
support need amongst
163 bster tbmi/#s in
both regions.
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Table 1continued
Questionnaire
administration

to 163 foster families in
60th regions

Aneîysis of data
analysis

3.4

To detemine what
foster families need in
rems of support.
To detemine foster
parent satisfaction with
supports currently being
received.
To summetize. enelMe
& present findings k m
the questionnaire in an
effort to detemine what
foster families csed in
t e m s of s u ~ ~ o r t .

Researching the Child & Youth Counselor Program

In January to March. 1996 a brief examination of the Child and Youth

Counselor pmgram in the foster care depsrtrnent at the Children's Aid Society of
Ottawa-Carleton was canducted. Child & Youth Counselors and several foster
care supervisors, child social workers, foster care worken were infomally
interviewed. AI1 available program documents were reviewed and summarized.
Information collected during this qualitative exploration was summarized
and included in the literature review. Essentially this research expanded the
researcher's interest in the area of foster care support need and canfinned need
for further study in the area.
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3.5

Research sites and programs
The two pn'mary research sites for this study were the Children's Aid

Society of the City of Kingston and the county of Frontenac (Kingston CAS) and
the Children's Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundes and

Glengany (Cornwall CAS). Kingston. Ontario is located on the northem shore of
Lake Ontario, at the point where the lake joins the St. Lamence River. According
to the 1996 census, Kingston had a population of 55,947. The Kingston
Children's Aid Society semes not only Kingston, but the outlying region of
Frontenac County, extending from Bame, Ontario to Wolfe Island. The entire
region of Frontenac County, including Kingston has a population of 136,365.
Cornwall, Ontario is located on the north bank of the St. Lawrence River in
eastem Ontario. Cornwall's population, according to 1996 census figures is 47,
403. The Children's Aid Society in the Cornwall area serves the wunty of

Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, extending from Alexandria to Chesterville. This
enüre region. including Cornwall has a population of 111,301.

3.5.1 The Children's Aid Society of Kingston and the
County of Frontenac
At the time of this study, the foster care department at the Children's Aid
Society in Kingston was comprised of 49 regular foster families, 13 provisional
(regular) foster homes, 10 provisional (regular) relief foster homes and 12

spsu'alized treatment homes. Although only regular foster homes were

examined in this study, certain aspects of the treatment program will be
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discussed in ternis of support and types of children who are designated to the

program. Treatment homes will be bnefly presented initially, followed by a
discussion of the regular homes, which is the focus of this study.
The goal of the Treatment Foster Cam Progmm is to provide children who

have complex needs with a coordinated and integrated system of Gare wherein
the treatment process occurs prirnarilywithin a stable and caring family setüng.
and is guided and supported by a strong dinical team. Children between the ages
of 4 and 14 may be referred to the Treatrnent Foster Care Program if they have:

a)

experienced physical, sexual or emotional abuse; or

b)

neglect, or a chaotic lifestyle; and

C)

display serious emotional and behavioural problerns as a
result of their life experiences; and

d)

cannot be adequately treated and cared for within the
regular foster care system;and

e)

are expected to benefit from a famiIy based treatment
model (CAS Frontenac-Kingston, 1994).

The treatment foster a r e program has a great deal of support. Two

social workers are responsible for the 12 families. The foster families in this
program also have access to a vanety of professional support penons for
guidance, consultation, aisis intervention and raspite needs. At the time of a
child's admission to the program, a treatment team is established. The corn team
is wmposed of the social worker, child and youth worker assigned to the foster
family, one or both parent therapists, the supervisor, and the consulting
psychologist. Other professionals from education, children's mental health and

the agency are induded as needed.
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Regular foster care, on the other hand, refers to the provision of a safe
and healthy family environment for the day-to-day care of the child. Generally,

the family integrates the child into their routines and activities. No more than four
unrelated children and no more than two children under the age of two years may
be placed in one home. The 74 regular foster homes (including provisional and

relief regular homes) are supervised by two social workers at the Children's Aid

Society. These hivo workers are also responsible for an adoption caseload. With
regard to foster family responsibilities, the workers conduct training and
recniitrnent, do home studies, place children in appropriate homes, complete al1
progress reports and updates, and close foster homes. It is important to note that
their role does not include support to families. Due to the large caseload of these
workers, it is not possible for them to provide in-person support to foster families,
even in tintes of crisis. Support is supposed to be received solely from the child's
social worker, and as a result, support is not foster parent focused but childcentred. There is no agency person who provides support to foster parents
besides the child's worker. According to agency staff, this is intentional and
based on the belief that agency personnel should not act as advacates to foster
parents since foster parents are employees of the agency.
Clearly the foster parents connected to the treatment foster care program
receive far superior support than the regular foster homes. Supporting this
observation, the Kingston area Foster Parent Association (FPA) expresses and
maintains that there is a lack of support given to regular foster homes. The
region's Foster Parent Association is made up of foster parents wrrentiy
providing senrices for the Children's Aid Society. They serve to represent foster
parents as well as assist parents in a variety of situations, including crises, for

general guidance and offer sme training opportunities.
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3.5.2 The Children's Aid Society of the United Counties of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry
Cornwall Children's Aid Society has 114 regular foster families providing
foster care services for them. These foster families, which include five respite
homes, are assigned to three agency foster care workers. These workers are
responsible for recniitment, sueening, placement and support to families. The
foster child also has hislher own social worker who is responsible for working
with the child and ensuring that the M d ' s needs are being met in the chosen

foster home.
Support to foster parents is received from a variety of sources. First,
agency foster Gare workers are supposed to have a partnership relationship

with foster parents. This relationship which ideally has clear, open
communication is one where foster parents are seen as agents of the society
contracted to provide the daily life experiences for the child (CAS Stononf
Dundas & Glengarry). There is to be no notion of cornpetition between the society
and the foster parent - but rather close cooperation. As they work together,
there must be a sense of equity and common purpose. This partnership
mlationship, in itself, is intended to provide a measure of support to foster

parents. Foster parents also have access to one behavioural psychologist, who
supports the rest of the agency programs. Finally, the Foster Parent Association

in Me Cornwall region operates a support program, entitled the Communicatofs
group. Support personnel are composed of foster parents who function to

provide support to other foster parents in a vanety of situations, as well as
pruviding ongoing guidance and consuîtation.
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3.6

Evaluability assessment
Once the researcher had decided that the focus of the study would be foster

family support, several agencies in southem Ontario were wntacted with a request to

complete research with their foster families. Shortiy after an agreement was made with
Cornwall and Kingston region CAS. in May. 1997, the researcher met

agency and

foster parent association (FPA) staff in an in-fonnal forum to discuss the purpose of the
study and the method of data collection. These meetings also served to act as an
evaluability assessment which would detemine if the two foster care programs and 163
regular foster families would lend themselves to a study of foster family support need.
Meetings and interviews were conducted with foster care diredors, foster care social
workers and foster parent association executive in both regions. During the initial
meetings, thesis process, research questions and methodologies were darified. At the
same time, available program documents were examined to gain a dearer understanding
of the support system operating at both agencies. This helped to clarify prograrn
processes, goals and objectives.

Wm the input of agency staff and foster parent

association execuüve the prirnary and secondary research questions were detemined.
lt was wncluded that the N o agencies and 163 regular foster families lend themselves

to a study of foster family support need.

3.7

Questionnaire development

There were several steps invohred in the development of the final questionnaire to
study foster parent support. Three crucial stages are presented and discuued below:

Stage 1: ldentifying the method of research
Stage 2: Establishing an information base
Stage 3: Designing the survey instrument

3.7.1 ldentifying the method of research
The decision ta use a mail-out questionnaire as the method of cullecting

descriptive and exploratory information on foster family support was based on several
factors, and agreed upon by agency staff and FPA exewtive. Rea and Parker, 1997,
supporting Oppenheim, 1992. wnte that there are several positive reasons for selecting
this route. The foremost advantage of the sample sunrey technique in general, is the
ability to generalize about an entire population by drawing inferences based on data

drawn from a small portion of that population (Rea and Parker, 1997). Specifically with
regard to mail-out questionnaires, the following reasons, as identified by Oppenheim,
1992 and Rea & Parker, 1997, were seen as key elements in deciding this method.

Cost savings
Convenience: The questionnaire can be completed at the respondent's convenience,
alfhough they are encoüraged to retum 1 as soon as possible.

Ample tjm: The respondent has virtually no time constraints. There is enough time
to elaborate on answers and to consult personal records if necessary to complete
certain questions.

Anonym@ Because there is no penonal wntact with an interviewer, the
respondent may feel that the responses given are more anonymous than is the case
with 0th8t f0fTnat~.
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Reduced i n t e ~ e w e bias:
r
The maibout questionnaire exposes each respondent to

precisely the same wording on questions. Thus, it is not subject to interviewerinduced bias in ternis of voice inflection, misreading of the questions, or other derical
or administrative emrs.
Similar to Oppenheim, 1992, Rea and Parker, 1997, identify disadvantages with
mail-out surveys. These are briefly identified below, followed by discussion if the
researcher was able to minirnize the disadvantage.

Lower msponse =te than othermethods: Two foliow-ups were implemented in an
effort to increase the response rate and yield an appropriate sample size necessary
for purposes of generalization.
Comparativelylong time period: The mail-out method generally requires a few

weeks for questionnaires ta be retumed; follow-ups are also timeconsuming.
Self-selecfion: Mail-outs atmost never achieve a 100% response rate. Hence, even
in the best of cases, there can be some bias in the sample. For example, poorly
educated respondents or those with reading or language deficiencies tend to exclude
themselves from mis fom of survey more often than from surveys administered by
an interviewer.
Lack of inte-wer

involvement: The fact that no interviewer is present means that

unclear questions cannot be explained, and spontaneous volunteered madons and
information are not likely to be recorded by the respondent and cannot be probed by
an interviewer as would be the case with other methods. However, the benefits of
reduced interviewer-induced bias was seen as more important in this study.

Lack of msponse to open-ended questions: It is more Iikely that questions tequiring
an original we
tifn

response in lieu of futed answers will be avoided. It was found,

however, that respondents generally did answer the open-ended questions. which
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may point to the wncem that only respondents with reasonably good literacy skills
responded.

3.7.2 Establishing an information base

Pnor to the development of the survey instrument (questionnaire), it was
necessary to gather infomation about the subject matter under investigationfrom
interested parties and key individuals. The researcher interviewed 10 foster
family personnel (five at each agency), including management. foster care
workers and foster parent association executive, for the purpose of obtaining
base level infomation which was ta be used to devise a questionnaire. Without
such preliminary information, Rea and Parker, suggest that the survey questions

could prove to be petipheral or tangential to the goals of the research study. A
short interview schedule was prepared and the researcher met individually with

each of the !en participanl. Each intewiew lasted approximately one hour.
The interview schedule (see Appendix A) for staff intenriews was
purposively designed in an open-ended exploratory manner. In an effort ta
ensure validity, a member of the social work faculty at the University of Manitoba
examined the interview schedule. This helped to ensure that valid and focused
questions were k i n g asked. WW regard to reliability, it is recognized that
evaluation experts often question the reliability of responses raceived in openended questionnaires. However, the researcher chose not to direct the
responses, attempting to gattier as much general viformation about the programs,
since relativeiy lMe has been documented. All interviews were wnducted in-

penon. and responses documented in writing. Every effort was made to ensure
that accurate information was reeorded. In several instances, clarification was
requested during and afîer the interview on issues that recall rnay have affected.
Issues of confidentiality, anonymity and informed consent were senously
considered and appropriately managed. Agency staff were made aware that the
research being conducted was confidential and the researcher was bound by
ethical guidelines. Subsequently, staff names did not appear anywhere in the
final report and specific comments and responses made by individual staff were
never discussed in a rnanner that would link staff to particular comments. Staff
were only interviewed if they chose to did so voluntanly and gave their infomed
consent following an explanation of the research process.
In keeping with the goal of this thesis to study and present generalizable
information on foster care support. the responses from Kingston and Cornwall have been
collapsed. Furthenore, the differences in responses were minimal. therefore a separate
presentation of the interview responses would merely be repetitive. Most agency
specific comments which do not relate to generalizable foster care support have not

been induded in the following presentation. Similarly, information which was gathered
during this interview process but is not relevant to the study at hand has been elirninated
and is not documented.

3.7.3 Interview summaries
Question one of the interview asked personnel to describe the foster Gare

support system offeted to foster families by the Children's Aid Society in their region. It
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was difficult for respondents to answer factually, and not offer opinion on the perceived
positive and negaüve implications of the support system as it stands. The list of
responses is gleaned fmm the myriad of responses, many judgmental, provided by a l ten
staff. The responses confirm the van'ety of and spectmm of responses regarding how

foster care support is delivered and what is available from the agency. Responses to
question one include:

Support to foster families is provided by both the foster care support worker and the
child's worker.

Support by agency staff is supposedto include the following elernents: being there
for the family; ensuring the family has rights; talking and listening to the family; helping
out in crisis situations; offering initial support and training sessions to new foster
families; helping new famiiies through the initial days and months of fostenng;
responding to al1 telephone calls for foster families; day to day support of giving
suggestions and direction to families; directing some calls to child's social worker;
providing initial 7 day and 30 day visits to foster families; provide workshops and
training to foster parents; providing access to the staff psychologist individually and
in a training setting; and providing two days of respite per month.
The role of the foster care support worker is to fows on and ensure the well being
of the foster family and parents. The rofe of the child's social worker is to focus on
and ensure the weil being of the child in the foster home.
Agency staff are supposed to adhere to Iegal guidelines and deal promptly wiai
issues and crises that will have legal ramifications.

Agency staff are supposed to respect al1 foster families and acknowledge the
importance of their position in the system.

There was very M e agreement on the types of support seMces offered to

foster familias, leading the tesearcher to examine more iwdepth in the questionnaire the
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actual types of support services currently offered to families. and what types of support

foster parents feel they should be reœiving. Based on the information gleaned from the
first question, the questionnaire was designed to elicit responses ta: 1) Identify what
foster family support is, as well as the types of foster care support that has been
received frorn CAS over the past few years; and 2) Issues of assistance in crisis
situations, day to day support, phone support, difference in support between foster care
support worker and child's social worker, support from the staff psychologist and
existence of relief and training.
Responses to question two were more consistent than those given to question
one, asking what type of support is offered by the Foster Parent Association. However,
it should be noted that foster parent association members point to and acknowledge a
great deal more support given by the association than do the other intewiewed staff.
Responses indude:

FPA offers training to foster parents.
FPA organizes summer and Christmas programs in an attempt to bring foster families
together.
FPA provides the Cornrnunicatots group whidi provides assistance and support to
foster families. The Communicators pmvide service in lieu of another agency social
worker. Communicators act as an advocate in cn'sis/dispute situations with the
agency and offer general support and assistance to foster families. There are six
communicators. (Cornwall agency response)
FPA is in the pmcess of setting up a Communicator's group in the Kingston area; they
plan to have thme to five vdunteer support staff. (Kingston area response)
FPA is a peer support network. which a& as a collective

and liases with the agency.

voice for foster families,

FPA offers an Employee Assistance Pmgram to ail foster families.
FPA offers an insurance fund for foster parents.
FPA is an advocate and neutral party for foster families to cal1 upon for assistance

and support.
Essectially, the FPA is foster parents helping foster parents.
Foster parents often cal1the president of the FPA because they feel there is no
fomalized agency support.
FPA a d as a peer support group.
FPA are volunteer foster parents who iisten to foster parent complaints, are involved

in the investigative process, mediate and sometimes offer ikpenon suppon

There was a great deal of agreement on the types of support services offered to
foster families by the Foster Parent Association. As a result of these findings, the final
questionnaire specifically asked foster parents if the supports identified above should be
offered by the FPA, as well as the breadth of and usefulness of such services.
Question three asked of each interviewee: "What is your role in supporting foster
families generally or in times of crisis'?" Respondents were asked to only ofier
information on their own role, and not pass judgment on the mle of other agency staff.
Foster parent association and communicator members offered the following

statements

regarding their role with foster families:

Work effectively

with agency on foster family behaif.

A d as an advocate for foster families in al1 situations requiring an advocate.
Guide foster parents legally and poliücally.
Provide emotiona support to foster parents.
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Phone contact for support
In-home support when requested.

Foster care support worken offered the following

responses regarding their role

with foster families generally and in times of crisis:

Listen to foster parents.
Act as a counselor to families.
Act as a 'problem solver" to foster families.

Providing emergency services is a key and important focuo.
Providing initial support and training to new foster families is a key and important
focus of the foster care support worker.

Responsible for foster parents' legal nghts.
Liase with child's social worker to provide appmpriate support to foster family.
Provide in-home support services regulaily to foster family.
Have phone contact with foster families regarding initiai placement issues and foster
home wncerns.

Management identified the foo
l wn
ig

responses regarding their role with foster

familes:

Help solve problems that cannot be resolved by worken.
Deal with policy related issues.
Attend FPA meetings.
Act as 'back-up" to support worken.
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Provide an 'open-doof to al1 foster parents and staff.

Act as a foster parent advocate.

Specific questions were designed in the questionnaire to delve into the role of the
foster care support staff, child's social worker, and the FPA. Most irnportantly. questions
addressed what type of support should be offered by these people.
Staff were asked if they felt that the CAS is providing foster families with the

necessary supports they require to successfuIly maintain their home and foster chifd

placements. The answers to this question were varied, and ranged from "Yes, generally
the agency provides foster families with the necessary support they require to
successfully maintain their homento a definite "Nomto the same question. The following
responses completes the list of responses to the inquiry of whether or nat the agency is
providing necessary supports:

Support is adequate if the issue involves legal implications.
Financial support is inadequate.
In the majority of cases, support is adequate.
The agency is severely lacking in staff support to foster families.

The agency has lost foster families and foster care breakdown has occurred
because of the lack of support to families.
Foster parents need a proper agency advocate and someone to cal1 and talk to.
Workers are overloaded and cannot provide support.

In general, the responses to mis question were negative, and respondents feit
that agency support is not what it should be. However, respondents did not elaborate

fuliy on the types of support they am not feceiving. Question six addressed this in
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greater detail, bu! it was imperative that the final questionnaire allow foster parents to
dearly identify which supports they feel they should be receiving from the agency.
Based on wrnments made to this question, the connection behnreen foster family
breakdown and a lack of support was examined in the final questionnaire, along with
financial support issues.
Question five asked if they felt that the FPA was providing foster families with the
necessary supports they require to successfully maintain their home and foster child
placements. Most of the responses were consistent and respondents agreed that FPA
supports compliment and supplement support affered by the agency.

Furthermore, it

was put forth by al1 respondents that the Communicator's group does a good job of
helping resolve issues and crises between the agency and foster parents. Specific
issues arising from the responses to question five included the usefulness of the

communicatots group and the employee assistance program, the role of the FPA and the
communicator, and what else the FPA wuld do to support families.
Question six asked staff to identify which supports foster families were not
wnently receiving that they required.

In general, foster parent association members and

foster care worker responses were similar, M i l e management responses were not
detailed. All respondents did agree, however, that foster care workers and social

worken generally do not spend enough time with foster families giving support,
especially in-home support. As a result, respondents felt that the partnership between

foster parents and the agency is disappearing. The following list summarizes the varying
answers to this question:

The emotional needs of foster parents are not being deait with.
There is no time for assistance with generally diff~cultbehaviour of a child; unbss a
aisis erupts, foster families are often told and expacted to ndealwith it yourselt".
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There is no training beyond the initial sessions offered to new foster parents.
The foster parent must subsidize agency rnoney, which is a great financial burden.
The frequency of in-home visits is not adequate.
Often oie plan-of-are meetings do not indude the foster parents.
Foster parents desperately need more in-depth training on issues now faung foster
children and families.
Someone to talk to withoi;t beingjudged and documented.
Better response for minor crises.
Adequate, specialized and relevant training.
Acknowledgment and reward for a job well-done.
Someone to Iisten to their frustrations.

Key topics ansing from question six which were addressed in the questionnaire

indude issues of in-home visits, phone contact, training, plan-or-care meetings, financial
support, prablem solving of diffïcult behaviour, and attention given to the emotional needs
of foster parents.
Question seven, which addressed the types of support foster families currently
are receiving, resulted in several conflicüng answers. In question six, the majority of
respondents agreed that phone contact and crisis (except in very serious situations)
support is not what it should be. However, a few of the respondents offered
contradidory responses in question seven. The responses inciuded the following:

7 day and 30 day vis& are adequate.

Crisis support is adequate.

Phone contact is adequate.
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Support revolving around the placement of a new child in a home is good.
Phone calls to foster care workers are always answered.
The assistance and support of the behavioural psychologist has decreased the
number of foster care breakdowns.
Respite is generally goad.
The agency responds within 24 houn to serious crises. such as assaults.

Serious cornplaints where there will be legal implications are dealt with well.

Question eight examined the types of situations most frequently facing foster
families which would cause them to require support. All respondents agreed that
behavioural difficulties is the main reason that foster parents would require support; this
indudes tantrums, acting out behaviour. and serious explosions. Other responses
induded:

Aggressive/ oppositional behaviour by foster child
Self-abusive behaviour by foster child
Problems dealing with the child's social worker
Informationgiving and shanng about the diild
Venting daily frustrations/ sorneone to talk to
Relief required

Request for financial assistance
Conœms regarding the plan-of-care

Guidance and direction

As a msuit of these findings, several questions in the questionnaira were
devoted to the most cornmon behaviouralsituations (of the foster child) facing foster

familier which would require them to ask for or eccept agency support. Since
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behavioural issues was repeatedly mentioned in the interviews as a key reason that a
family would need support, some emphasis was placed on this topic area.
Question nine asked: Do you feel ihat there is a connecüon between foster family
breakdown and a lack of regular support or altemately between foster family stability and
regular support? There has been a great deal of research to suggest that there is a
connection between foster farnily breakdown and lack of social worker support; this
question stems from such literature. Generally the responses were similar, and pointed
towards "Yes, breakdowns do occur because of lack of support". There was some
variance in the perceived degree and extent to the connection. evidenced by the
following responses:

Dozens of breakdowns occur yearly because of the lack of agency support to foster
families.
Matches between foster parents and children are sometimes not the best, there is
often not enough information to share with the family, and resources are scare; this
ultimately leads to stress on he foster family and breakdowns result.
The combination of tough kids, a bureaucratic system, financial burden and the lack of
social worker availability results in foster parent bumout, and eventually foster family
breakdowns.
lncreased respite and access to the behavioural psychoiogist will result and has
resulted in longer placements.
Support is the key ingredient b keep families intact and from breaking dom.

Finally, the last question in the interview offered interviewees an opporhinity to

express how they felt the agency could better serve foster parents. The responses to
this question miteratad many of the responses given to other questions and were
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appropriately incorporated into the questionnaire. The following list summarizes answers
and comments ta question ten:

Training to foster parents should be mandatory.
The behavioural psychologist is a waste of money; famiiies have very little access to
him.

Social workers need to manage their time more efficiently; they can definitely do more
support work within the framework of their existing caseload.
Foster parent rates should be increased by 4%, which is the amount that they were
recently cut.
Agency worker on the whole need to listen more (than they do), advocate more. and
offer better training to foster parents.
Offer Child Care Workers in the home on a regular basis, similar to the Child and
Youth Counselor prograrn 2t the Ottawa-Carleton CAS.

3.7.4 lncorporating the information base into the

questionnaire
The infomation colleded in the ten interviews summarized in the previous

section,along

infomation gleaned from the Merature regarding foster family support

was used to devise the questionnaire for the next stage of the research. The cbllected
and sumrnarized information

and responses assisted in producing a focused and welC

diracted questionnaire. Speafically, following the literatura review, the evaluability

assessrnent, and the s ~ m r n a ~ n
ofgthe agency interviews, a list of support valiables

was constnicted for the questionnaire, and questions devised to address each of these
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list is a compilation of areas connected with foster family support,

or specific fundons identified as a support to families. These variables are induded in

Part II,question 2 of the questionnaire (see Appendix B).

Variable list
New foster parent orientation and training

Pre-placement visit and meeting w-thchild and social worker
A 7 day visit by the social worker

A Plan-of-Caremeeting at 30 days
Plan-of-Care meetings every 90 days
Support when a foster child is initially placed in the home
Ongoingtraining
Regular visits from the foster family worker (resource support worker)
Regular phone calls from the foster family worker (resource support worker)
Regular visits from the child's social worker
Regular phone calls fmm the child's social worker
Foster parent support group meetings
Meetings and assistance from the consulting psychologist (Cornwall region only)
Foster parent association
Assistance in cisis situations
Relief
Support when a foster diild Ieaves the home

Financialaid
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Each of the above variables was examined within the questionnaire through both

dosed and open-ended questions.

3.8

Designing the survey instrument

The developrnent of the survey instrment is a crucial cornponent of the survey
research process. At this stage the researcher must devise a senes of unbiased, wellstnictured questions that will systernatically obtain the information identified in stages one
and two (identitjhg the focus of the study 8 establishing an information base) (Rea and
Parker, 1997).
The development of the questionnairewas an extremely detailed and timeconsuming process, including numerous decisions conceming the wording of questions,
balancing of futed-answer and open-ended questions, questionnaire length and the
overall format
The first part of the maii-out survey, and perhaps the most important, is the
introductory letter (see Appendix B). Rea and Parker (1997) state that it is important to
inforrn potential respondents about the purpose of the study in order to convey its
importance and to alleviate any trepidations that potential respondents are likeîy to have.
It is equally important to convince potential respondents that their participation is useful to

the respondents themselves. In the introductory letter (see Appendix B) the researcher
included the folowing

components, identified by Rea & Parker, as important: the status of

the person conductng the study, a general statement establishingthe objMhes and

goals, the basis of sample seleetion was darified, assurance that patücipation is

~ l f f eand
d useful, assurance that participation is strictly confidential (and in this study,
anonymaus), and brief mail instructions.

Part Iof the questionnaire (see Appendix B) wmprised of demographic, closeended questions, included for the purposes of narrowing the results and examining data
more specifically in one strata or another.
The Iist of variables (identified in stage 2),were the main fows of the
questionnaire. Part II of the questionnaire followed this list of supporf aeas, posing
closed and open-ended questions appropriate to each variable at hand. Most questions
in the questionnaire have closed-ended response choiœs or categories. Sud, questions
provide a fixed list of alternative responses and ask the respondent to select one or more
of them as indicative of the best possible answer. In contrast, open-ended questions

have no preexisting response categories and permit Me respondent a great deal of
latitude when respondingto them (Rea & Parker, 1997).
Rea and Parker (1997) suggest that there are several advantages to ciosed-

ended questions; it is for many of these reasons that the questionnaire had a majority of
them included. One, a set of alternative answers is unifom and therefore facilitates
cornparisons among respondents. Two, for purposes of data entry, this uniformity
penits the direct transfer of data from the questionnaire to the cornputer without

intemediate stages. Three, the fixed list of response possibilities tends to make the
questions clear to the respondent Four, such categories may remind the respondent of
alternatives that otherwise would not have been considered or would have been
forgotten. Five, closed-ended answen can be direded. which limits extraneous and
irrelevant responses.

Six,fuced responses are less onemus to the respondent, who will

find 1 easier simply to choose an appropriate response than to consinid one.
There are, however, certain disadvantages, es pointed out by Rea and Parker,

(1997). to closeended questions, vuhich were considered prior to the development of
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this questionnaire. One. there is ahnrays the possibility that the respondent is unsure of
the best answer and may select one of the fixed responses randomly rather than in a
thoughffil fashion. Two. and similady, a respondentwho misunderstands the question
may randomly select a response or select an enoneous response. mese disadvantages
can be mitigated by including another alternative in the fiued-response format: 'Other
please specify

." This alternative was incorporated throughout the

-

questionnaire, representing a compromise between closed and open-ended response
formats.
In this questionnaire, most questions were close-ended. However, the
researcher sought to obtain more nch, in-depth responses to enhance the dose-ended
data. Therefore. for most of the variables. both close-ended and openended categories
were included. The researcher was aware of the inherent problems with open-ended
responses, including the following. as outlined by Rea and Parker (1997). One. openended questions will inevitably elicit a certain amount of ivelevant and repetitious
information. Two. the satisfact~rycompletion of an open-ended question requires a
greater degree of communicative skills on the part of the respondents than is true for a
close-ended question. As a result, these questions may elicit responses that are dimcult
to understand and sometimes incoherent Three. statistical analysis of open-ended
questions entails interpretative, subjective. and time-consuming categorization. Finally,
open-ended questions take more of the respondents tirne; this inmnveniencemay
dissuade some respondentsfrorn cornpleting the questionnaire.
The actual phrasing and fonatting of the questions was a detailed and thorough

proœss. Rea and Parker (1997) State that there is a vefy fine line between appropriately
and inappropriately constnicted questions. They suggest that as a geneal guideline,
wording should be simple, straightforward, and to the point Therefore, highly technical
words or words that require or are associated with higher levels of experience or
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education were avoided. The researcher also made an effort to avoid ambiguity in the
questions, as well as remain neutral and not indude words that carry with thern the
power to elicit emotions.
The sequence of questions was an important consideration. A poorfy organized
questionnaire can wnfuse respondents, bias their responses, and jeopardize the quality
of the entire research effort. The following considerations were followed, as outlined by
Babbie (1988) and Rea and Parker (1997). One, the first questions should be relatively
easy to answer, eliciting a straightfoward and uncomplicated opinion or deriving basic
factual information. Two, sensitive questions should be minimal, or if included, should be
placed late in the questionnaire. Three, related questions should be placed together
within the questionnaire so that the respondent can focus and concentrate on specific
issues without distraction. In order to facilitate this, separate categories of questions
were created and a distinct heading characterizing the section was included. Four, at
the very end of the questionnaire, it is often seen as beneficial to use one or more open-

ended wniing questions - ones in which the respondent is asked to add any information,
comments, or opinions that pertain to the subject matter of the questionnaire. A small

section of four questions such as this was included at the end of the questionnaire.
Whereas the open-ended questions were relatively easy tr, present, requiring
simply an ample number of lines for the respondent to Mte an answer in full, the closeended questions required more thoughfful presentaüon and development The goal was
to measure the variables. Babbie (1988) and Rea and Parker (1997) explain that
variables used in a survey project have distinct measurement scales. Some variables
can only be dassified into labeled categories, or a nominal scale. Data is not ordered

and no valuation is irnplied; categories can only be counted with regard to frequency of

occurrence. m e r variables are capable of being ranked or ordered, the ordrnal d e .
This levd of measuremant goes a step beyond the nominal scaie; it seeks to rank
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categories of the variable. The ordinal level of measurement provides informationabout

the ordering of categories but does not indicate the magnitude of difierences among
these categories. Finally, other variable not only are ranked but are also associated with
certain standard units of value that determine exacüy by how much the categories of the
variable differ; this is the inteml scale.
Many of the chosen variables have inherent responses ranging from nominal level
to interval levels of measurement, and these were accordingly indicated in the
questionnaire. This was the case with most of the dernographic variables in Part 1. For
the variables constnicted out of the staff interviews and Iiterature review, the use of a
scaled response mechanism, in which a continuum of response alternatives is provided
for the respondent to consider, was developed with a majority of questions. Generally, a
Likert scale was used, which most often entails a five-, seven-, or nine-point rating scale
in which the attitude of the respondent is measured on a continuum fmm highly favorable
to highly unfavomble, with an equal number of positive and negative response
possibilities and one rniddle or neutral category. Rea and Parker (1997) explain that al1
scaled response senes would adhere to certain principles. The following were adhered
to this questionnaire:

The number of questions in the series should generally consist of iwo to ten items,

depending on the wmplexity of the subject matter.
The questions should be unidimensional; that is, they should be consistent and

concerned substantially with one basic issue.
The scale itself must be logical and consistent with a continuum.

for each question in the series, the sale must measure the dimensions of response
in the same order,

The final considerationwas questionnaire length. Rea and Parker (1997) Say that

a questionnaire should be as concise as possible white still wvering the necessary
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range of subject matter required in the study. The researcher resisted the temptation of
developing questions that, although interestihg, would have been peripheralor
extraneous to the primary focus of the research. As general guidelines, Babbie (1998)
says mat mailed questionnaires should take no more than 30 minutes, including openended responses. lt was estimated in the pre-testingthat mis questionnaire took
approximately2535 minutes to complete.
In summary, the questionnaire (see Appendix 8) was 12 pages in length
and divided into five sections: demographic information, foster parent support
services, general fostering and questions conceming breakdown of placements,
agency specific questions, and final evaluation questions. The second sedion
(foster parent support services) examined what elemenis constitute foster family
support, and investigated foster parents' perceptions of the level of importance
associated with the identified support variabies. The third section (general
fostering and breakdown questions) addressed such topics as: types of
incidents/situationswhich would benefit from support, and the wnnection
between support and breakdown. The fourth section (agency specific
questions) bnefly evaluated CAS support services from the perception of the
foster parents. Finally, the fifth section afforded respondents an opportunity to
discuss in an open-ended manner the types of services they currently are and
are not receiving.
The final questionnaire used in this study can be found in Appendix B.
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3.8.1 Issues of reliability and validity

As discussed in the previous section, information gathered during the

evaluability assessrnent and the interviews at both sites were used to design
relevant and valid questions in the questionnaire. Foltowing the cornpietion of the
design, staff at both Children's Aid Societies and a faculty member at the
University of Manitobaexarnined the questionnaire for relevant and valid
questions. Finally, the questionnaire was pre-tested on five foster parents, who
were asked to comment on the types of questions being asked. lncluding
changes made following the pre-test phase, three drafts were completed of the
questionnaire before distribution.
With regard to reliability, five foster parents from the Cornwall and
Kingston regions, who the researcher had previously met, were selected to pretest the questionnaire. The main criteria for selecüon of respondents for the
pretest was their ability tu give thoughtful and informed feedback on the quality of
the questionnaire. The researcher met in-penon with each of the foster parents
and had them complete the questionnaire. Answers were analyzed and
diswssed w'th the parücipants and their feedback on any aspect of the
questionnaire was encouraged. Several suggestions made by the parücipants
were incorporated into the final version of the questionnaire. For example, one
foster parent pointed out teminology that would not be familiar 10 their agency
foster parents (tiUe of foster care worker and consulting psychologist). Similarly,

questions which clearly were rnisunderstood or undentood in a vatiety of ways.

were reworded or eliminated. For example, one foster parent assisted in
changing the wording of several questions Michasked for rank ordering.
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3.9

Distribution of the questionnaire

Upon completion of the questionnaire design and pre-tesüng wmponent,
114 foster families from Cornwall CAS, and 49 families from the Kingston CAS

were mailed a copy of the questionnaire, along with a detailed letter (see
Appendix 8), and a stamped retum envelope to the researcher. This was
wmplete representation of al1 regular foster homes at both agencies. These
families received advance notice mat the study was being conducted and that
they would receive a questionnaire. Foster parents were asked to retum the

questionnaire as soon as possible.

3.9.1 Ethical issues
Issues of confidentiality, anonymity, infomed consent, and harm to
participants through direct or in-direct contact were seriously considered and
appropriately managed. The researcher had no access to foster parent names,
addresses or phone numbers. All mailing was conducted by the agencies, and
foster parents were explicitly asked not to indicate their names on the retum
questionnaire or retum envelope. Participants received a package of information
along with the questionnaire which dearîy states their rights as participants, and

the researcheh handling of confidential material (see Appendix B). They were
told that they could choose not to participate, or participate and not answer any

questions they found uncornfortable. They were assured that not answering
questions or not participating would in no way affect their position as a foster
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parent or the support they might receive in the Mure. Al1 participants were made
aware that the research being canduded is confidential and the researcher is
bound by ethical guidelines. To further ensure canfidentiality, only tabulated and
summary information has b e n incorporated into the thesis. It was not necessary
to enclose informed consent documents for signing because retuming the
questionnaire implied consent, and furthemore, the researcher did not want
access to foster parent names.

3.9.2 Questionnaire follow-up
Following distribution of the survey instrument, steps had to be taken to ensure
that the response rate was as high as possible pnor to cleaning the data set and
analyzing the findings. The initial questionnaire distribution yielded a 411 (n=20)
response rate from Kingston, and a 27% (n=31) response rate from Cornwall. Four
weeks follMng the mailing of the questionnaire, al1 families received a reminder in the
mail to remember to retum the questionnaire (see Appendix E). This was done through
the agency and the researcher had no access to farnily names or addresses.
In addition, a second letter of reminder was sent eight weeks following the initial
distribution (see Appendix E). In this letter, foster parents were afforded the opportunity
to obtain another questi-onnaireand stamped ratum envelope in the event that they had
misplaced or discarded the fint one reœived. Once again, this was done through the
agency and the researcher had no access to family names or addresses. The response
rate increased yielding a 57% (n=28) response rate from Kingston, and a 33% (n=38)
from Cornwall. Overall, the response rate for both fegions combined was 41% (n=66).
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3.1 0 Research limRations
The follhng

limitations to this study of researcb are noted. although they may

not be exhaustive:
1.

The overall response rate (41%) to the questionnaire was low. In a study such

as mis, a higher response rate is always preferable, rnaking the findings more reliable in
ternis of generalizability. However, questionnaire response rate does tend to be low in
most studies, and therefore should not be compared to other instruments. Furthemore.
the researcher did take appropriate steps to increase response rate, and was
succassful. The value of these findings, although based on lower nurnbers than desired.
should not be minimized; they wnstitute some of the very few findings specifically
regarding foster parent support ever wllected.
2.

The use of a questionnaire, instead of in-penon or phone interviews, to elicit

informationfrom foster parents has certain disadvantages. First, and related to point
one, there is generally a lower response rate than other methods, however. two followups were irnplemented in an effort to increase the response rate. Second, the element of
self-seledion impinges upon the response rate. For example, poorly educated
respondents or those with reading or language deficiencies tend to exclude themselves
from this f o m of survey more often than from surveys administered by an interviewer.
This mates a bias. Third, the lack of interviewer involvement can create problems. The
fad that no interviewer is present means that undear questions cannot be explained,

and spontaneous volunteered readons and infomation are not likely to be racorded by
the respondent and cannot be probed by an interviewer as would be the case with other
methods. However, the benefits of reduced interviewer-induced bias was seen as more
important in this study. FinalJy, and creating another bias in the resuk, is the lack of
response to open-ended questions. It is more likely that questions requiringan original

written response in lieu of fixed answers will be avoided. It was found, however, that
respondents generally did answer the open-ended questions, which rnay point to the
concern that only respondents with reasonably good literacy skills responded.
3.

The dernographics of the sample region may not completely match al1 other

regions in Canada where foster parents offer services. Although the researcher had no
compelling reasons to believe that responses would be substantially different elsewhere
it is important to recognize that social class, ruraüurban location of foster home, culturel
ethnicity and different agency poiicy context could affect the generalizability of the
findings. These are always issues that affect any study; however, there were no
glanng differences in general agency policy, there is a mix of both mland urban foster
parents working for both agencies, there is a wide rnix of social classes offering foster
care services and finally, in southem Ontario there is a wide mix of ethnic groups,
including Aboriginal foster homes and children.

3.11 Methods of data analysis

The questionnaire was designed for ease in wding and inputting into a standard
spreadsheet (Excel5). which was used for manipulations of the data. All dose-ended
questions were coded (see code sheets in Appendix C) and entered as such into the
spreadsheet If the question was not answered a letter value of d a was assigned,
which is easier than a numeric value in anaiysis. Subsequently, a deaning process was
implemented to ensure that there were no emn caused during input This p m s s
involved having an individual. not the researcher, go through the data and confirm the
entry as accurate and consistent with the initial entry.
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Exce15 on a Macintosh llsi was used to store and manipulate al1 of the data.
There were 8 spread sheets in total. Background information was compiled on one
spreadsheet for each region. Part II was divided into two parts, due to the enomity of
this section,

giving hvo spreadsheets for each region. Part II1 and IV were lumped

together due to the small amount of data yielded from each; one spreadsheet was used
for each region. Excel5 is capable of doing univanate, bivariate and rnultivariate
analysis. This includes summary averages, modes, means, medians, and standard
deviations.
The first method employed to summarize the data was univariate analysis, which

is the examination of the distribution of cases one variable at a time. This single variable
analysis was done for most questions and provides basic care information from the
questionnaire. The results are presented either as raw numbers or as a percentage of
those respondents who selected certain responses.
The second method employed to summarize the data is called bivariate analysis.
ln contrast to univariate analysis, subgfoup cornparisons constitute a kind of bivariate
analysis in that two variables are involved. The purpose of bivariate analysis is largely
descriptive - independently describing the subgroups - but the element of cornparison is
added. Several nokdirectional and directional queries and hypotheses were identified
following the generating of univariate results and bivariate analysis performed. All of
these queries lead to the overall and central theme of investigation: what do foster
parents perceive as the important elements in foster family support These, mostiy nondirectional, hypotheses were generated by cross-referenung variables in the
demographic section with variables in sections 11,111 8 N.
Wth each of these methoûs, percentageswere calculated and variables

presented as such. In addition. data is reported in the form of summary averages or
measures of central tendency. Mode, the easiest average to calahte reports the most
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frequent responsehalue to a specific question. Mean calailates the arithmetic average
of al1of the responses, and median represents the rniddle value in the ranked distribution
of responses. Mode was calculated for many of the responses, whereas mean was
only selectively calculated. Averages have the advantage to the reader of reducing the
raw data to the rnost manageable fom: a single number or attribute.
Although descriptive analysis yields some very important and interesting
results, it does not provide a completely sound basis for generalizing beyond the
particular study. Even the results of bivanate or multivanate analyses that show
relationships between different variables in th& study do not provide sufficient
grounds for infemng that those relationships exist in general or have any

theoretical meaning. Throughout the design and distribution of the questionnaire,
consideration was given to potential sources of error impinging on my ability to
make inferences about the results and relationship between variables. These
sources of biases, threats to intemal validity and other extraneous variables
represent rival hypotheses if not adequately managed. However, another rival
hypothesis is chance, which has to do with sampling error or simply the luck of

the draw. No matter how rigorous the research methods are, there is always the
chance that the data we obtain may be a fluke and not representativeof any
bmader population. There is sometimes a solution

to this dilemma, one that

enables us to infer, whether the results/relationship is strong enough to be
generalized. The solution is to test to see if the relationship is staüstically
significant In cases where bivanate analyses were generated the chi-square

test was used to determine whether it is likely that two categorical variabks are
assoaated. These computations were completed rnanually (Schueman, 1983;
Rubin & Babbie, 1993; and Blalock, 1972). The computaüon beginswith the

determination of the expeded counts in each c8ll of the table. The expected
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count for a ceIl is computed by multiplying the total number of cases in that cell's
row by the column total, then dividing by the total number of cases in the table.

Chi-square is computed by subtracüng the expected count from the observed
count in each cell, squaring that number and dividing by the expected count
These values are then added up for all the cells. The computed Chi-square is
then looked up in a table (Blalock, 1972). To use the table it is necessary to

detemine the degrees of freedom for the computed nurnber. The degrees of
freedom are found by subtracting one from the number of rows and one from the
number of columns and multiplyingthese numbers together. To use the Chisquare table we find the line for our degrees of freedom and determine the
largest entry in that line which is smaller than our computed number. We look at
the probability listed at the top of that wlumn (Sdiuerman, 1983).

3.11.1

Analyzing the open-ended responses

The questionnaire was designed with numerous open-ended questions which
were intended to provide some richer answers to flesh out and enhance the close-ended
data. Upon receipt of the questionnaires the open-ended questions were manually
transcribed into lists conesponding to each question. Responses were transcribed
verbatim and where answen were idenücal a notation of a duplicate response has been

made for purposes of tabulating.
For each sudl question and list of responses, categories were devised based on

the responses (see Appendix D). Following this, responses were assigned to the most

logical category. The decision to place a certain response into a certain category was
based on e set of ales (seeAppendix 0).
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In an effort to ensure that the categorizing was reliable, the researcher
implementeda reliabilw checking process for the qualitative

open-endeâ data set.

Following the researcher categorizing the responses and assigning responses followïng
a set of deasion niles, an independent individual repeated the exercise for 50% of the
responses. More specifically, this penon looked at each question's list of responses and
categorized the first 50% of the responses. Upon completion of this, the researcher and
the individual assisting in this process reviewed the chosen category in contrast with the
category previously chosen by the researcher. 88% of the categones chosen by the
assisting reviewer were identical to that of the researcher. The remaining 12% were
discussed and several were altered. Many of the discrepancies resulted frorn a
difference in understanding of the rules associated with the categories. For the most
part. following discussion and debate a consensus was reached. Although 88% is an

acceptable number for reliability of this form of data set. the researcher chose to have
this assisting individual review the remaining 50% to ensure a higher level of reliability. In

the second half of the data, 94% of the categories chosen by the assisting reviewer
were identical to that of the researcher. Again, the remaining 6% were discussed and
several were altered and a consensus reached on which category the response should
be slated into.
As a result of discussion with the assisting reviewer and the tesearcher's
advisor, many of the initial categories were cdlapsed during data analysis. Many of the
categories were similar and the numbers low in some categories, so it was benefiu'al to
collapse several categories, making the disassion more manageable.
Results were simply tabulated and are reported as both raw numbers and
percentages. In addition, results are reported, where appropriate, in the f o m of

summary averages or measures of central tendency. Mode, reporüng the most frequent
responselvalue to a spaafic question. is the main central tendency reported.

The richness and in-depth nature of the open-ended responses was useful when
discussing the close-ended data. Where helpful, full responses are transcribed and
discussed.

3.12 Feedback to participants
Upon completion of the final report, an exewtive sumrnary was produced and is

accessible to all fcster families through the foster parent association office. The Foster
Parent Association and CAS offices were given a wmplete copy of the report.
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4.0

Data analysis and findings
Chapter four presents al1 of the univariate and bivanate results of the

questionnaire for both agencies. This indudes both close-endedfindings and openended responses. The format of presentation for this chapter follows the structure of
the questionnaire, methodically reporting the overall findings, whereas Chapter 5
discusses trends and patterns which emerged from the study. Charts and graphs are
intetspersed throughout for easiet reference.

The results from Kingston and Cornwall have been combined, and are generally
presented as such, for two main reasons. First, the findings were similar for both
agencies; large differences in the frequency counts between Kingston and Comwall
results are noted. Second, the overall response rate was low (Kingston -28 and
Comwall -38), therefore it was beneficial to combine the n CM) to be able to discuss
a larger group and rnake general inferences about the broader foster care population. It

is important to rernemkr that the purpose in presenting these results, as with the entire
thesis, is not to evaluate specific agencies and their programs, but to offer general
findings and canclusion regarding foster care support.

4.1

Background information ( Questionnaire part 1)

Eighty eight percent @58) of the respondentswho completed the questionnaire
were the mother in the foster home. Overall, 55% (n-36)reported that both parents
were the main caregiven of the foster children. However, in Cornwall 32% &12)
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stated that the mother was the main caregiver. while in Kingston 64% @=18)reported
that the rnother was the main caregiver of the foster children. mis is connected with the
report that in Cornwall, 82% (n=31) of foster families have two parents in the home on a
regular basis, while in Kingston only 61% @=17)reported same.
Overall. 24% @=16)of al1 responding foster parents have fostered for less than
three yean. M i l e 53% @=35) have fostered for more than 10 years (see Figure 1).
Respondents from Cornwall generally have fostered for a longer period of time than
those who responded from Kingston. There was a difierence in the demographics for

the two agencies. Sixty six percent (nt25) of Cornwall respondents reported that they
have fostered for more than 10 years. whereas 36% @=IO)of Kingston respondents
reported same.

Figure 1:

Years fostering for Kingston or
Cornwall CAS

iLess than

3

i3to6
u7to10
More than 10
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Figure 2:

Number of children currently
fostering

0 Three

More than 4

A large percentage of respondents (50°/0;-35)

reported that they were

cunently fostering either one child or none (Figure 2). In Kingston there were no

responding foster families fostering more Vian 3 children, whereas 21% @=8)of
Cornwall families reported that they were fostering four or more children.

Figure 3:

Total number of children
fostered for Kingston
Cornwall CAS
Less than 3
i3to6
O7to10
More than 1 0

The responses to the question of how rnay different children the respondent had
fostered for the agency were consistent and similar between agencies (Figure 3).
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Fifteen @=IO) had fostered less than three different children. Eighteen percent @=12)
had fostered between three and six children. Nine percent CM)had fostered seven to
ten children. and 58% @=38) had fostered more than ten different children.
In total, 66 respondents reported that they were wrrently fostering 112 children;
59 boys and 53 girls.
With regard to any other children residing in the home. besides the foster children,
61% @=40) overall responded that "yes, there are other children in the home".

4.2

Foster care support services (Questionnaire Part II)

The following section presents findings from Part II of the questionnaire (Appendix

B). Several questions have been collapsed into smaller sections for easier reading and
reference.

4.2.1 What is foster family support?

Forty four percent of families believe that support is primanly emotional help,
including recognition, canng. celebrating. talking, sharing concems and respect lnduded

in the myriad of responses categorized under emotional help are the following:

'...support means when stress levels am high. being able to cal1 someune and

share areas of concem without being seen as not k i n g able to cope.'
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'...support is understanding, caring CAS staff who don? criticize and judge."
'...recognition of the added time, energy and stresses on a family."
'...respect for us as professionals."
'...someone at CAS who cares about your and your needs."

In contrast to this, 30% of families reported mat supporf is concrete, induding
areas of finances, relief, physical help, and cancrete cnsis help. Sixteen percent of
respondents gave broad, aII encornpassing answers to this question, indicatingthat
'support is everything". These responses generally induded an indication that support is

made up of both emotional and wncrete supports. The final 10%were not specific about

the content of contact that they associated with support. One respondent stated that
support "is an unbiased person ta assist you in times of trouble and pat you on the back

in the good times*. Another stated "...support indudes a right ta my views and the right to
express them without retribution from CAS." And, another stated that support is 'keeping
foster parents infomed of available supportsn.
Foster parents were asked to check the types of support they feel are important
in their foster home (Part II, question 2 - Appendix 0). The list was compiled from
previous foster care studies, the Iiterature and interviews with agency staff. In addition,
respondentswere asked to select the five most important supports and rank order them.
However, it was necessary to eliminate rank from this question when analyzing the data
because a large percentage of respondents either did not understand the instnictions

or

simply failed to do the rank ordering. Therefore, if there was indication that the question

-

was completed in any way (for example six choices ci'iecked), each choice was
categorized as either important or not important. If the choice was checked or anked it

was categorized as important. If the choice had no marking, but other choices had been
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checked, it was altemately categorized as not important. All respondents @=66)
answered this question, with a majority of the choices on the list being identified as
important. With the exception of three categories (support when a foster child
leaves the home, meetings & assistance from the psychologist (Cornwall
agency) and othe r), the remaining selections were identified as important elernents in

support by over 50% of respondents. The following

list identifies those selections which

were chosen by more than 70% of the respondents as important:

-

Assistance in cnsis situations 92% @dl)

-

Regular visits from the child's social worker 77% @=51)
Support when a child is initially placed in the home - 76% @=50)
New foster parent orientation and training - 73% @=48)

-

Plan of care meetings every 90 days 73% @8)

4.2.2 Pre-service training & pre-placement visits

Foster parents were asked if information nights and initial pre-sewicekoretraining for new foster parents is a helpful support (see Figure 4). Eighty six percent
( ~ ~ 5reported
6)
that core-training is definitely or at least generally helpful. while 14%
@=9) reported that they were unsure or the training was not really important. This

question was followed by an inquify into what topics foster parents felt should be
included in the information nights and initial pre-servicdcorettaining for new foster

parents.
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WW the exception of the other category, over GO% of respondents reported

that al1 of the topics listed were important efements of information nights and initial p r e
service training. The topic rating which was the highest was CAS policies and

procedures, which 71% @=46) of foster parents reported as k i n g important.
Figure 4:

Usef ulness of pre-service & core
training for new foster parents

Yes, generally
63%

0 Unsure

Figure 5:

Usefulness of pre-placement
visits
IVery useful
Somewhat usefu

Q Somewhat not

useful
Not very useful

Similady, foster parents were asked how useful pre-placement visits by the

social worker and the child (see Figure 5). Sixty percent @=39) of respondents @=65)
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stated that these visits are very useful; 17% @=il)
said they are somewhat useful; 12%
@=8)said they are either somewhat not usefulor not vwy useful; and 11% @=7) said

they were unsum.
The questionnaire wntinued by asking two open-ended questions regarding preplacement visits in an effort to eiicit more in-depth responses. First, foster parents were
asked to "describe how pre-placement visits by the social worker and child would be
helpfuln. Forty four respondents answered this question. However, there were 53
separate citations noted in the responses, therefore percentages refer to citations rather
than respondents. For the most part, this question was answered in two major ways.
51% @=27) of respondents focused on the benefit of the visit to the foster family.

including an opportunity for the foster family to meet and assess the child, a chance for

the family to obtain information, set niles and routines, for the family to get a hands on
feeling of the child and to familiante existing family members with the child. Some of the
responses to that end include the following:

"...the preplacement visit is an initial indicator of what the foster family can expect."
"...gives the foster parent a chance to know if it is a good match."

"...breaks the ice for the foster family and other children in the home."

"...an opportunity for the foster family to find out any diffiwlties the child is having."

Alternately, 36% @=dg) of respondents focused on the benefit of the visit to the
foster ctiild coming into the home,includingan opportunity for the ctiild to meet and
assess the foster family, an opportunity for the diild to request that certain needs be met

and a chance for the child to familiarire him/henelf with the foster family. Thirteen
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percent @=7)of foster parents specifically identified preplacement visits as most helpful

with teenagers, and not with very young children oc babies.
The second open-ended question related to preplacement visits asked foster
parents to "describe how preplacement visits are not helpful." Forty three respondents
did not answer this question, reducing the

to 23. Of those 23 responses. 57% (n=13)

reported that the behaviour at these visits either by the child or the foster family is not
typical of daily behaviour. Several verbatim responses related to this percentage include
the foilowing:

'...the child does not act Iike themsetves for a few days, so premature
misconceptions can occur."
'...visits are overly friendly and not typical of daily behaviour expectaüons."

'..A takes a while for the child to reaIIy adjust to a new home.'

Twenty two percent of respondents felt that preplacernent visits that are too
short are not helpful. Four percent stated that visits with very young child and babies are
not helpful. Nine percent of respondents felt that social worker negativity and lack of
support is not helpful at these visits, while another 9% stated miscellaneous reasons,
induding the feeling mat preplacement visits are time consuming and that they create
apprehension.
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4.2.2.1

Pre-placement visits and years fostering

Bivariate analysis was completed looking at years fostering with usefulness of
pre-placement visits. Sixty five respondents answered the question regarding
usefulness of pre-placement visits. Thirty eight foster parents reported #at they had
seven or more years of fostering experience, whereas 27 had less #an seven years
experience. Of those 38 respondents who have had seven or mcre years fostering
experience. 79% @=30) said that pre-placement visits were very useful; 18% @=7) said
they were somewhat useful; and one respondent was unsure. There were no
respondents with more than seven years fostering experience M o reported that preplacement visits were somewhat not usefui or not al ali useful. On the other hand, 27
foster parents reported that they had less than seven years of fostering experience. Of
those 27 respondents, 33% @=9) said that pre-placement visits were very useful; 15%
@=4) said they were somewhat usefut 11% @=3) said they were unsure; 15% @=4)

said the visits were somewhat not useful; and 26% @= 7). Significance tesüng (Chisquare) showed that there is sufkient gmunds to daim there is a relationship between
years of fostering and perception regarding the importance of pre-placement visits; Chisquare = -001. As fostering experience increases the perception of the positive value of
pre-placement visits also increases.

4.2.3 Planof-care meetings & initial support

Plan-of-care meetings are held every 90 days with the foster family, natural family

if available andlor appropriate, the foster child, and several representatives frorn the
Children's Aid Society. Figure 6 illustrates that 80%of respondents indicated that such
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meetings are vety useful or somewhat useful, while 9% felt that they were either not wry
useful orsomewhat not useful, Another 11% were unsure of how useful Plan-of-Care
meetings were.

Figure 6:

Usefulness of P h - o f - C a r e
meetings

O Very useful

Sornewhat useful

tl Unsure
Somewhat not
useful
Not very useful

Expanding on the dose-ended question relating to Plan-of-Care Meetings, foster
parents were asked to describe how the meetings are helpful and not helpful. Forty six
people gave a total of 52 responses to the first question. asking respondents to diswss
how POC meetings are helpful. This part of the question was answered in two main

ways. Seventy one percent of the citations related to the positive, helpful outcome of
the POC, whereas 29% related to what needs to occur at the POC meeting to make it

helpful. Refemng to helpfu! outcome, 25% @=13) of the responses indicated mat
'direction is given to foster parents and expectations and responsibilities are outlined" at
the WC. Twenty one percent @=dl) of the citations pointed to '.oie biild's needs and

mutines being identified and outüned at the POC as k i n g helpful. F i e e n percent @=8)

of the

suggested that mevaluationof the placement' is useful, and another 13%

&7) said that the POC meeting L 'a good opportunity for open discussion and a chanœ
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to express feelingsn. One foster parent stated W e POC is a good forum to express our
concems. feelings and apprehensions". Another foster parent reported We POC gives
you a chance to sit with the social worker and the child and go over the past months and discuss things to be worked on and point out accornplishrnents". On the other hand.
of those respondents who answered the question in the light of what needs to occur at

the POC meeting to make it helpful (entirely from the Cornwall region) 13%@=7)of the
citations stated that it is helpful when Yoster parents have input and are Iistened ton.
The question asking foster parents to describe m a t is not helpful at POC
meetings, was also answered in two ways. Thirty three percent of respondents
refened to an ovealV broad purpose or outcorne of the POC, whereas 67% referred to
what was specifically not helpful at the POC meeting. Within the first section of
respondents, 18% (n=6) stated that POC's are "not helpful with crown-ward cases and
long-terni situations". Within the second section of respondents, 21% @=7) felt that
involvement of natural family was not helpfuln; 18% @=6) stated that 'problems with
social workers made the POC's not helpfuln; and 12% (n=4)
- felt that the POC is not useful
when "ttiere is no input offered from or asked from the foster parents". Several
miscellaneous. yet interesting comments made in response to this question include the
following:

'...what goes on paper looks simple - life is not simple and fnistration or failure to
meet expectatjonscan occur."
"...g enerally not realistic because the child has hisher own agenda".

'...POC should be every 6 months because they never change'.

'... POC is not helpful if the social worker has it written up and completad before the
foster parents anive".
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Finally, and related to Plan-of-care meetings, foster parents were asked if they
felt mat it is important to have input at the regular Planof-Care meetings?" One hundred
percent &66) of al1 respondents from both agencies answered i e s n . The open-ended
continuance of this question asked foster parents to describe why or why not. Twenty
five respondents answered this question, with a total of 27 separate citations, therefore
percentages refer to citations in this summary. Forty four percent @=12) said that foster

parent input is important because "foster parents have important information to offer
about the child whom they know best". Another 41% @=ll)
indicated that it is the foster
parent who has ta implement the POC, therefore they should have input Some notable

responses include the following:

"...foster parenting is a big cornmitment and we need to know we have input and
some say that the plans will respect our family life style".
"...the key to success fail on the foster parent who should have input".
*... I am the stand in parent and therefore should have a lot of Say into things that

affect hirnfhef.

"...there is a greater chance that things will work out if the foster parent and social
workers can openly talk and discussn.

Foster parents generally felt that initial support when a child is fint placed in a
foster home is very useful (Figure 7). Seventy three percent &=47) said "very useful";

16% @=IO) said 'some what useful'; 9% @=6)were unsure; 2% @=A)

said 'somewhat

not usefur; and there were no respondents who felt that this form of support was 'not

very useful".
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Figure 7:

Usefulness of initial support
when a child is first placed
P Very usehil
ISomewhat useful

I
IUnsure

a Somewhat not
useful

Fifty five foster parents gave 74 responses to the open-ended continuance of the
query into initial support usefulness. Forty five percent (n=33)of the citations indicated

that the most useful support is simply "infonnation on the child", inciuding general
information, background information, family history, history of placements, behaviour
information. Twenty six percent (n=19) suggested that the most useful support when a
chiid is initially placed is to have "basic needs organized", including clothing, medical,
dental and school issues organized and papetwork completed in these areas. Finally,
24% (n =18) felt that 'contact and visits by both the social worker and the foster care

workef were the most useful support when the child is initially placed in their home.

Several verbab'm responses related to the final percentage include the following:

'... regular phone and occasional in-person contact by the social worker and foster
care resource penon to offer assistancen.
'...someone to talk to on a daily basis for the first several days".

P..social worker should phone and see how the child is doing.
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4.2.3.1

Initial support and years fostering

Bivariate analysis was cumpleted looking at years fosten'ng with usefufness of
initial support. Sixty four respondents answered the question regarding usefulness of
pre-placement visits. Thirty seven foster parents reported that they had seven or more
years of fostering experience, whereas 27 had less than seven years experience. Of
those 37 respondents who have had seven or more years fostering experience, 81%

(-30) said that pre-placement visits were very useful; 19% @=7)said they were
somewhat useful; and no respondents said tbey were unsum, or that pre-placement

visits were somewhat not useful or not at al/ useful. On the other hand, 27 foster
parents reported that they had less than seven yearç of fostering expenence. Of those
27 respondents, 63% @=17) said that pre-placement visits were very useful; 11% @=3)
said they were somewhat usefut 22% @=6)said they were unsure; and 4% @=A)

said

the visits were somewhat not useful. Significance testing (Chi-square) showed that
there is sufficient grounds to daim there is a relationship between years of fostering and
perception of the need for initial support; Chi-square = .05.As fosteflng experience
increases the perception of the positive value of initial support also increases.

4.2.4 Ongoing training

Figure 8 represents the responses to the question of how helpful ongoing training
for al1 foster parents is. There were 64 responses to this question. Ninety percefit

@=57) reported either

ws,definiteiy or yes, genedly.

and only 6% @=4)reported no, not really.

Four percent @=3) were unsure,
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Figure 8:

Ongoing training: Is it a helpful
support?

27%

63%

.

Yes, generally
Unsure

Figure 9:

Number of training sessions
foster parents should be offered
annually

...............

27%

El Four
>Four

As indicated in Figure 9,29% (n =16) of foster parents who responded felt that
they should be offered more than four training sessions peryear ; 27% @15) said four

peryear ; 22% @=12)said thme peryear ; 20% @=11) said Wo peryear; and 2% @=1)
said one per p a r .

Respondents identified the type of training sessions they would find helpful and
supportive if offered by the agency. The two most frequentiy cited categories identified

as k i n g important training sessions were dealing with breakdown and its impact
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-

on the family and child (86%; n=55) and behaviour management (83%; ~=53).
Besides the other category, the two least frequently cited cabgories idenüfied as being
important training sessions were fetal alcohol syndrome1 effect (47%; -30) and

-

teaching healthy sexuality (47%; n=30). Table 2 outlines how the categories were
selected in tems of importance.

Table 2: Most helpful types of training sessions
Training session types
v

Deatng wrth breakdown
Behaviour mariagement

Separation and loss
Emotional abuse
Dealing with natural family

Physical a buse
Sexual abuse
Deaiing with disclosures

Non cnsis intemention
Fetal alcohol syndrome1 FAE
Teaching healthy sexualrty

Important

Not Important

86%

14%

83%
72%
70%
69%
63OA
59%
52%
50°rC
47OA
47OA

17Oh
28%
30%
31%

37%
41O
h

48%

50%
53%
53%

4.2.5 Foster care worker 8 child social worker support
Figure 10 represents the findings from the question of who the respondent feels

can provide them with the most useful support to their foster family as a whole"? Forty
seven percent @=30) selected resource support worker ( M e r family workeo; 44%
@=28)selected childs social worker. and 9% @6) selected ofher, of which many
specified foster pamnt association. other fosier parents and mlaiives.
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Figure 1O:

Who provides the most useful
support to your foster
farnily?
Child's social
worker
Foster family
worker
0 Other

Of those respondents who selected foster famil'y worker, 68% stated that me
foster care worker focus is the family as a mole and is an advocate for the family."
Several statements to that effect include the follawing:

'...the foster care worker shoufd know Our family best, our needs and should be able
to help meet those needsD.

"...I want to talk to and deal with sorneone who is on my side.

I also think it is

-

important for the child to have someone on their side this should be the child's social
worker*.

'...the foster care worker mediates for you, the foster parent".
'...the foster Gare worker is more open in conversations because of a developed
relationship".

Of those foster parents who selected child's social worker as the person who is
the most useful support to their foster family as a whole, 52% said the reason for this is
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because "the social worker has the most information on the M d " . Several statements
to that effect indude the following:

"...the social worker has the child's complete historical files".

"...they know more about the child and what's going on with the child than anyone
elsen.
Another 24% stated that the child's social worker waç ?he person who knows
the child best and has dealt most frequently with himer". Verbatim staternents to that
effect include:

"...they know the child and circumstances well - together we work for the child's
welfare and benefit",
"...this persan knows the child best and should be most interested in ensunng that the
child is in the best possible environment?

A small number @=6) of respondents selected other in response to the question
of who can provide the foster family with the most useful support. Fifty percent @=3)of
these respondents idenffied the Foster parent association as the otherparly. The

reasons given for this sefection include the following:

O...

they are volunteers and experienced foster parents who are non-biased.'

"...because CAS workers have to protect their own welfare. The foster care worker

and the social worker works for the CAS not for the foster parents; this b not the
case with the foster parent assouation'.
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4.2.5.1

Foster care worker support

Several questions related specifically to support received from the foster care
worker. The three most frequently cited categories identified as being the types of

support the foster families would like to receive from the foster care worker were inhome support doring crisis situations (90%;-52); immediate phone support

during cn'sis situations (86%; -50); and someone to talk te specifically about

-

the child's behaviour (78%; n=45). Besides the other category, the least frequently

cited category identified as being the types of support the foster families would like to
receive from the foster care worker was 30 day visit following the child's
placement in the foster home (45%; -26). Table 3 outlines how the remaining
categories were selected in terms of importance.

Table 3: Types of support foster parents would Iike to receive from the F.C.W.
Types of support foster care worker

I

Pre-placement meeting
7 day visit
30 day visit
Regutar visEs throughout placement
In-home support during crises
Phone support during crises
Someone to talk to about stresszs
Someone to talk to about behaviours
Someone to talk to following removal

Other

Important

Important
(n)

33
29
26

33
52
50
36
45
39

7

1 Not important 1 Not important 1

@)
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Table 4: When foster parents want to have phone contact with F.C.W.

-

Phone support
foster care worker

1

Important

Important

(n)

Initial stages of child's placement
On a regular basis
Dun'ng aisis situations
Only when you initiate contact
Other
Total n

1

37
38
45
18
6
n=61

ml

1 Not important 1 Not important
(n)

61%
62Oh
74%
30%
10%

(%)

24
23
16
43
55
n=611

39%
38%
26%
70%
90%

With regard to when foster parents feel it is helpful to have phone contact with

the foster care support worker. and as indicatedTable 4, the most frequently selected
category was during crisis situations (74%; *5),

mile the least frequently

selected category was only when the foster parent initiates contact (30%; -18).
Respondents were asked to expand on this topic and if they checked regular
visits as a support they would like to receive from the foster care support worker,
describe what is most helpful and supportive during those home visits. Forty ttiree
percent (n=18) of respondents reported that "listening and talking about the child and
placement" is the most important element of regular visits from the foster care worker.
Several statements which were categorized to that effect inciude the following:

'...general discussion about the child".

'... talking about the child's actions and reactions in the new family setting".
'... someone to be totally honest with about the placement - a nonjudgmentalear".

Another 21%

idenwed a vanety of nonspeciCicemotional supports, induding

understanding, caring, reassurance. respect and overall mncem as the most important
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element of regular visits from the foster care worker. Some statements within this
category incfude:

'... to let the foster parent know everything is okay and to reassure them they are

doing a good joba.
'...to be reassured that your worker is concemed about your well-being al1 the time,
not just during crises".

Child social worker support

Several questions related specifically to support received from the child's social
worker. The three most frequently cited categories identified as being the types of
support the foster families would Iike to receive from the child's social worker were

immediate phone support during crisis situations (73%; r~=47);
sorneone to
talk to specifically about the child's behaviour (69%; 5=44); and a 7 day visit

-

following the child's placement in the foster home (67%; n=43). Besides the

other category, the least frequently cited category identifid as being the types of
support the foster familias would like to receive from the child's social worker was

-

someone to talk to about the daily stresses of fostering (22%; n=14). Table 5

outiines how the remaining categories were selected in ternis of importance.
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Table 5: Types of support foster parents would like to receive from the C.S.W.
Types of support child's social worker

-

--

-.

Important

Important

1 Not important 1 Not important 1

(n)

Pre-placement meeting
7 day visit
30 day visa
Regular vists throughout placement
In-home support during crises
Phone support during crises
Someone to talk to about stresses
Someone to talk to about behaviours
Someone to talk to following rernoval
m
e
r

Table 6: When foster parents want to have phone contact with C.S.W.
Phone support child's social worker
Initial stages of cbild's placement
On a regular basis
During crisis situations
Only when you initiate contact

Other

Important

Important

(n)

(%)

39
38
50
13
6

Not important Nat important
(%)

(n)
60%

26

58%
77%
20%

27
15
52
59

9%

Total n

Wth regard ta when foster parents feel it is helpful ta have phone contact with
the child's social worker, and as indicated in Table 6, the most frequentiy selected

category was during crisis situations (77Y0;2=50),H i l e the least frequently

-

seleded category was only when the foster parent initiates contact (9%; n e ) .

Respondents were asked to expand on this topic and if they checked regular
visits as a support they would like to receive from the foster car8 support worker.
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describe what is most helpful and supportive during those home visits. Thirty eight
percent @=13) of respondents reported that "assistance with behaviour problems and
situations" is the rnost important elernent of regular visits from the foster care worker.
This includes problem solving, discussion of the child's needs and direction

on effectively

disciplining the child. Some statements within mis category include:

'...social worker may be able to point out any differences and diffiwities in the child's
behaviour and give constnictive advice on these matters".
'...general discussion of child's needs and how to meet them".

Another 35% @=12) identified a variety of nonspecific emotional supports, including
understanding, caring, reassurance, respect and overall concern as the most important
element of regular visits from the child's social worker. And, 15% @=5) specifically
wanted the social worker to "spend tirne with the foster childndunng the mgular visits.
Several comments to that effect indude the following:

"...talk to the child - to infom them of what is happening with their natural famiif.

"...someone to focus on the foster child - to spend quality time with them".
'...for the social worker to reassure the child that someone is monitoring the foster
family and is their advocate".
'...it would be nice if the social worker saw the foster children more often than just at

the Plan-of-Care meetingsw.
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4.2.6 Crisis support

The two most frequently checked answers, indicating that they are an important
support duting crises were direction on how to handle the situation (73%;~ = 4 8 ) ;

-

and someone to talk to over the phone (71%; n=47). Wth the exception of the

other category, the two least frequently checked answers were someone to corne

-

in-home and handle the cnsis (9%; n=6); and relief following the crisis (29%;

-n=19). However, it should be noted that there was a great difference in response to the
last cited percentage between agencies. Only 4% @=1) of Kingston foster parents
indicated that relief following the crisis was important, whereas 47% @=18) of
Cornwall foster parents thought it was important. Table 7 outlines the overall selected
categories:

Table 7: Crisis support needs

--

- -.

Somecne to talk to by phone
Someone to talk to in-person
In-home back-up support
Direction on how to handle sihiation
Someone to handle situation
Someone to talk to after crisis
Relief following the crisis

l mportant

Important

(n)

W)

I

Not important Not important
(%)

Other

29%
50%
59%
27%
91%
42%
71%
95%

When asked to expand on the same topic, 79% @=50)of responding foster

parents said that they wanted workers to "offerassistance and direction both in-home
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and via phonen,but generally did not want them to handle the situation. Statements to

that effect indude the following:

"...someone to corne in-home and mediate a solution".

"...suggestions an how to handle the situation".
'...direction on how to handle the situation so that you can carry on with the child in
your home".

"...someone to talk to on the phone immediately - this can often prevent a disastef.

Another 16% @=IO) indiçated that they needed emotional support, induding affkmation.
caring and respect. Staternents indude:

"...need a sounding board".
"...confirmation that we are handling everything appropriately".
'...the twth about whefe the agency stands in regards to you and your homen.

4.2.7 Group support meetings

With regard to whether or not foster parents would find group support meetings
helpful, overall, 58% @=37) said yes ;28% @=18) said unsure ; and 14% @=9)said no.

However, only 39% of Kingston respondents said yss, whereas 72% of Cornwall
parents said the same.
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Of those respondents who said that group support meetings would be helpful,
66% @=21) stated that the helpful wmponent of such meetings would be '
s haring

experiences and eliciting advice based on commonaities". Comments along that Iine
include the following:

"...we have wmmon frustrations, difficulties and cornmon sense of helping kidsn.
'...there is nothing like experience from other foster parents to share with you and to
problem solven.
"...exchange/ evaluation of parenting problems and solutions".

'... a good sounding board resource of expenenced earsn.
"...sharing experiences with other foster parents is always rewarding. We realize

then that we are not isolatedw.
'...these meetings would be made up of nonbiased and expenenced foster parents
who do not have a hidden agendan.

4.2.8 Foster parent association support

Overall, 56% &=37)reported that the Foster Parent Association (FPA)was either

very important or somewhat impoitant, 27% @=18) stated that they were unsure of the
importance of the FPA, and 47% @=dl) reported that the FPA was either somewhatnot
important or not impoHant et al1 in ternis of support to their family (Figure 11). Kingston

respondents stated that the FPA was of more importance than did the Cornwall
respondents. Skty one penent of Kingston responding foster parents reported that the
FPA was either veryimporfanl or somewhet important, whereas 53% of Cornwall
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respondents reported the same. On the other hand, only 8% of Kingston foster parents
stated that the FPA was either somewhat not impomnt or not important at a4 while

24% of Cornwall foster parents felt this way.

Figure 11:

How important is the Foster Parent
Association?
Very important
Somewhat important
Unsure
E l Somewhat not important

When asked to identify the types of support which would be useful to receive
from the foster parent association, the two most frequently checked answers to this

-

question were foster parent support group meetings (62%; n=37) and assistance

in crisis situations (60%; -36). The two least frequently checked answen to this
question were family counseling (23%; -14)
child's behaviour (27%; -16).

and someone to talk to about the

Generally the responses from both agencies were

similar. However, the most frequently checked answer ta this question by Kingston
foster parents was someone to talk to about dailyl general fostering stresses

-

(80%; n=20). Two categories (Employee assistance program and comrnunicator's group)

were only imluded in the Cornwall questionnaire because these programs do not exist in
Kingston. Wm speciCic regard to those categories, 43% of Cornwail respondents

identifiedthe empioyee assistence program as being important, and 57% identifiecfthe
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communicator's group as important. Table 8 ouüines the percentages for each ~ategoqf
by agency.

Table 8:

Foster Parent Association support

+

IrnpoFtant

apport
from FPA
KINGSTON AND C O R N W U
Assistance in
situations
Regular phone contact
Family counseling
Support goup meetings
Referrals to outside support
Someone to talk to about stresses
Someone to talk to about behaviours
Foster parent training
mer
Total n
CORNWALL ONLY
Employee assistance program
1 Communicatots group

Not important Not important

(W

I

40%
70%
77%
38%
55%
43%

73%
53%
95%

-

1

57%
43%

4.2.9 Overall support

Several questions were devoted to addressing the issue of who is most helpful to
the foster parents in raising their foster children. Respondents were asked to rank order

the seledions up to six by placing a number one through six. However. a large
percentage of the respondentsdid not tank up to six, but most did rank up to at least

thme. As a result, the analysis only focuses on the first three rankings. Tables 9

through 13 present al1 of these responses and percentages in completion.
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First, foster parents were asked to identify who is most helpful in raising their
foster children. besides their spousen? The most frequentfy identified person/group

ranked as 1st most helpful was the child's social worker (39%). The most frequently
identified penon/group ranked as 2nd most helpful was the foster care support

worker (32%). And, the most frequentiy identified persordgroup ranked as 3rd most
helpful in raising their children was again the child's social worker (28%).
Second, foster parents were asked a similar question to the previous one with
situation qualifien W h o would you usually contact if you needed help with one of the
following fostering situations"? Tables 1O. 11, 12, and 13 present al1 of these responses
and percentages in completion. Seventy seven percent of foster parents reported that
they would contact the child's social worker 1st for help during a major crisis; while

51% stated that the foster care support worker would be their 2nd choice of who to cal1
during a crisis. With regard to someone to talk to about daily fostering stresses,
respondents evenly reported (28%) that their 1st choice would be the child's social
worker, a relative, or another foster parent. Sixty hivo percent of foster parents
reported that they woufd contact the child's social worker 1st for advice on how to solve
a behavioural problem with one of their foster children, and 66% stated that the foster

care worker would be their 2nd choice in this situation. Finally, 87% of responding foster
parents indicated that the cfiild's social worker was the 'lst person they would contact
for additional financial assistance with foster children essentials, and 72% stated
that the foster care worker would be their 2nd choice in this situation.
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Table 9: Who is most helpful in raising the foster children?
OVERALL MOST HELPFUL

2nd (n)

1st (n)

I

Child's social worker
Foster care worker

26

Foster parent association
A retab've
Another foster parent
A fnend who is not a b a r parent
ûther
L

Total n

9

1O

18

2

O

14

7

6

13

6
2

1O

O

n=ô6

Table I O : Who foster parents would choose to help them during a major crisis
HELP DURING A
MAJOR CRlSlS

r

1st
chice (n)

l*
choice (%)

49

77%

Child's social worker
Foster care worker

2nd

2nd

choice (n)

choice (%)

8
31

7

11%

Foster parent asçeciation
A relative

2

Another fosber parent

4

3%
0%
7%

4

A friend who is not a foster parent
mer

O

0%

3

1

1%

O

Total n

O

1

15%
51%

1

2%

5

10%

3rd
choice (n)

3rd
choice (%)

O
5

0%
11%

8%

12
8
14

27%
18%

32%

6%

2

4%

0%

3

7%

n=61

Table 11: Who foster parents would choose to talk to about fostering stress
SOMEONE TO TALK
TO STRESSES

-

Child's social worker
Foster care worker

Foster parent association
A relative
Another fosber parent
A friend who is not a Ibster parent
Other
Total n

I

1st

choice (n)

hd

choice (n)

l
1

,

4
14

4
4

3rd
choiœ (n)

3rd
choice (%)

5
9

23%

2
2

5%
5%

13%

a0

6

15%

7

15

O

O

38%
0%

n=53

98
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Table 12: Who foster parents would cal1 for advice on a behavioural problem

I

ADViCE ON
BEMVIOURS

2nd
d i c e (n)

1st

choice (n)

2nd
3rd
choica (%) choice (n)

41
5

8
31

17%
66%

Foster parent association
A relative
Another foster parent

a
8

O
2
2

096
4%
4%

17

A friend who is not a kster parent
Other

a

O

0%

2

7

2

4%

O

Child's social wrker
Fosbr care worker

5

4

6
6
4

Table 13: Who foster parents would cal1 for additional financial assistance
FINACIAL

1st
choice (n)

ASSISTANCE

3rd
choice (n)

3rd
choice (%)
1

Child's social worker
Fosbr care worker

53
7

87%

16%

11%

72%

5%
0%

1

2%
0%
0%

0%

47%

0%
12%

16%
21%

0%
0%

0%

Foster parent association
A relative
Another foster parent

O

A friend who is not a foster parent
Ottier

O
O

fatal n

1st
2nd
2nd
choica (%) choice (n) choice (%)

O

0%
0%

11%
2

I

n=61l

Emotional vs. concrete support

Figure 12 represents the findings from the question whidi asked which type of

support is most important to the maintenance of the foster home"? Twenty seven
selected emotional support ; 11% @=7)selected concmte support ; and
percent @=V)

62% @=39)selected emotional and concmte support am equally important.
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Figure 12:

What type of support is
most important?

m Ernotional
support
IConcrete

support
O Emotional &
concrete eaual

Of those respondents who selected emotional and concmte support are equally
impodaant. 47% of respondents said the reason why was because "both are essential
for coping long-terni". Several statements to that effed indude the following:

'...concrete support is fine. but I need to be emotionally on top because I am more
than a baby-sitter. However, if finances become stressful I have to consider if i can
continue. Sol both need to be there in order for me to feeI1 can cope and do a good
job fostering."

"...A fluid balance of those two (emotional and concrete support) are the required
ingredients for successful fostering".
'..A believe the success of CAS depends on the grade of foster parents it has and to

keep these foster parents the agency must show respect and give full support
emotionally and physicaily".
*... We have been fostefing long enough to know that if we have to financially

subsidize CAS we will becorne fnistrated and quit. Left to deal with emotional

problems alone would have the same result'.
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Another 40% of those respondents who selected emotionaland concmte
support am equal fek that 'Yinancial stress leads to emotional stress and ultimately

breakdown", and therefore both are essential.

Relief support

Regarding whether or not relief is a helpful support to foster families, 69% @=45)
stated yes, definitely ; 1496 @=9)stated yes. generafly ; 6% @=4) reported that they
were unsure ; and 11% @=7) reported either no, not mally or no, definite& not. These
results were also indicated in Figure 13.

Figure 13:

Relief: is it a support to your foster
family?
H Yes, definitely

m Yes,

generally

O Unsure

El No, not really

Foster parents were afforded the opportunity to describe how relief is helpful and

how it is not helpful. Regarding how relief is helpful, 52% @=26) said that Wief gives
foster parents a break, a rest or a holidaf. Another 22% @ = A l )

gave responses to the

effect that 'foster parents are able to refocus, regroup end re-build parental strength";
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this included comrnents such as Yresh start, new life, self-analysis and a coping
mechanismn. Statements categorized in this manner include the foliowing:

'...fi gives me new life - gets me in high gear again when I was feeling sluggish".
"...I even miss them after a few days of rest, whereas I may have been wanting them

ouf of my hair prior to relief".

-

'...gives us space and time to regain ouf self-composure rest, so that we can try

againn.
'...an opportunity to revive and rest younelf so you are ready to provide quality care
again".
'...relief is an opportunity ta get away with your family".
" A t is a chance to do activities with your own children".
Only 12% @=6)focused on the benefis to the foster child and said that relief is
helpful because " the child gets a break fmm the foster family".
Regarding how relief is not helpful, 67% @=14)said that "it has a negative effect
on the child or the child has bad feeling towards relief, including resentment or being
scaredn. Statements to that effect include the following:

'. ..it upset the foster child to be moved from one home to anothef.

"...resentrnent of foster chifdren not being taken on the family holiday".

'...the child often becomes unsetüed and acts out at the relief home; the foster family
has to then deal with the faII out".
uchildgets scared they are moving permanentif.
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Twenty four percent @=5) of respondents felt that relief was not helpful because
Wie relief homes are not competenf'. This indudes not following foster family niles, la&
of training and lack of support to foster family.

-

A large percentage (52%; n=25) of foster parents said they needed relief once
monthly ; 25% @=12)stated onœ yeady (within this category is once yearly. 1 week per

year, 2 weeks per year and not often); 10% @=5) reported that they require relief twice
monthly ; 6% @=3) said bi-rnonthly ; 4% @=2) said once weekly ;and only 2% @=1)said

4.2.1 1.1

Relief and years fostering

Bivariate analysis was completed looking at years fostering with perceived
usefulness of relief. Sixty five respondents answered the question regarding
usefulness of relief. Thirty eight foster parents reported that they had seven or more
years of fostering experience, whereas 27 had less than seven yean experience. Of
those 38 respondents who have had seven or more years fostering experience, 53%

@=20) said that relief was defnifely a support; 21 % @=8) said relief was genemlly a
support 8% ( n 3 ) said that they were unsure; another 8% (n=3) said that relief was not
&y

a support; and 10% @=4)said that relief was definïiely n d a support.
On the other hand, 27 foster parents reported that they had less than seven

yean of fostering experience. Of those 27 respondents, 92% @=25) said that relief
was definitely e support; 4% Cw.14)said relief was generally a support; and another 4%
@1) said they were unsum, There were no foster parents with less than seven yean
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experience who said that relief was not realy a support or definifely not a support.
Significance testing (Chi-square) showed that there is suffident grounds to daim there is
a relationship between years of fostering and perception of relief; Chi-square = -01. As

fostering expen'ence increases the negative perception of the usefulness of relief
increases.

Support following a child's removal

Many foster parents reported that it is helpful and necessary to receive support
following a child's removal from their home (see Figure 14); 65% @=43)reported either
yes, definitely or yes, generaliy ; 12% @=8) stated they were unsure ; and 23% @=15)

reported either no, not really or no, definilely not.
Figure 14:

Is support following a child's removal
necessary?

.

Yes, definitely

IYes, generally

O Unsure
F3 No, not really

Expar.c!in:: on this topic, foster parents were asked to describe what type of

support Mey would find most helpful following

six percent @=19)stated that following

a child's removal from their home. Forty

the removal of a diild they needed "sorneone to
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talk to and to Men, including emotional support and most importantly reassurance".

Statemsnts to that effect indude:

"...to talk about whether we did everything we wuld have done for the child".

"...need to know that we have not been cut off from the agency".
'...someone to let you know it wasnY your fault".

'...a pat on the back".
"...assurance you did a good jobn.

Thirty seven percent (n=15) reported that what they needed foilowing the
removal of a child was "information on how the child is doing".

4.2.13

Additional financial support

Finally in Part IIof the questionnaire (see Appendix B), foster parents were asked

to estimate the amount of money they felt they would need per monthly pay cheque from

CAS, in addition to the amount they nomally receive, to successfully mainbin their foster
home. They were asked to estimate on average for one child. Thirty percent @=19)said

nom ; 23% @=15) said between $0 and $40 ; 31 % @=20) said befween $40 and $80 ;
and 16% @=1O) said over$80. Figure 15 graphs these numben in greater detail.
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Figure 15:

Additional money needed
per pay cheque to maintain
foster home? (Per child)
None

rn Up to $20
0 $20 to $40
0 $40 to $60
rn 860 t o $80

Over

4.3

$80

General fostering questions (Questionnaire Part III)

Several questions in Part IIIof the questionnaire: General fostering questions (see
Appendix B), were not completed by a majority of the respondents and were therefore

eliminated from the data analysis and findings for this thesis. However, there were two
questions completed satisfactorily and will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Respondentswere asked to identify the diffiwlt behaviours or situations which
would beneft from CAS support. The three most ftequently checked answen to this
question were foster child is aggressive or violent towards other children
(82%); foster child exhibits depressive behaviout (75%); and foster child nins

away (68%).

On the other hand. the least frequently cbecked answer to this question of

which diffiarit behavion or situations would benefit from CAS support was other
children exhibit jealousy of foster child (29%).
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The questionnaire also inquired into breakdown situations, looking to diswver
which support senhces could be offered to foster families to help alleviate this

occurrence from happening. Unfortunately most of theso questions were not answered
and therefore the data set was not large enough or reliable enough to be used in analysis
and discussion. The only question relating to breakdown situations which was
answered was the one asking if the respondents had had any fostering situations end in
breakdown over the past two years. Twenty nine percent @=79) stated yes ; and 71%
@=47)stated no.

4.4

Program specific questions (Questionnaire Part IV)

Part IV of the questionnaire (see Appendix B) was designed primarily for the

benefit of the agencies which were used in this study, and did not yield a great deal of
information to directly answer the central thesis inquines. Ratings in response to the
question were based on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being not at al1 helpful, and 5 k i n g

very helpful.

Question 1. Part IV asked foster parents 'Over the past two yean, how would
you rate the support services offered to you by CAS, in general"? The average

msponse

was 3.5 on a scale of 1 to 5 (see Table 14). Kingston's average

response to this question was 4.6. Cornwall rated CAS support services on average at
3.4. It is interastirtg at this point to note a certain paradox which emerged within the

Kingstonfindings. The agency in Kingston reportad during the staff inteMews that policy

generally says that support to and on behalf of foster parents is not supplied in a formal

way, with the foster care worker 'holding the hand" of the foster parents. This policy
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came into effect dunng agency restructuring approximately one year pnor to this study.

However. the Kingston subgoup seemed more satisfied in terms of the support they
received. What may be occumng. and was discussed during the staff interviews, is that
agency (parücularly foster care staff) front line personnel, having difficulty with this
policy and restructuring, are softening the d e , and continuing to offer support services

to families as they did previously. This explanation may also account for the findings to
the following question.
Question 2, Part IV asked foster parents 'ln general, how would you rate the
support services offered to you by the foster care worker atCAS"? The

aveage rating @=60) was 3.6 on a scale of 1 to 5 ('Table 15). Kingston's average
response to this question was 4.4. Cornwall rated foster a r e worker support services
on average at 3.1.
Question 3, Part IV asked foster parents "ln general, how would you rate the
support services offered to you by the child's social worker at CASn?The

average response &66) was 3.3 on a scale of 1 to 5 (Table 16). Kingston's average
response to this question was 3.3, as was the average rating from Cornwall foster
parents regarding child social worker support services.
Question 4, Part IV asked foster parents "How would you rate the support
services offered to you by the Foster Parent Association in your region"? The

aveage rating @O)

was 2.8 on a scale of 1 to 5 (Table 17). Kingston's average

response to this question was 3.2. Cornwall ratad the foster care association support
services on average at 2.6.
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Table 14: Rating of support senrices from CAS, in general.
CAS support overall rating

n

Rating 1
Rating 2
Rating 3
Rating 4
Raüng 5

10
4
15
19
18

d

15OA
6Or6
23OA
29%
27Oh

n

Total n
\Average rating

%

3.5

1

Table 15: Rating of support services from the foster care worker.
Foster cars worker support r a n g

%

9

Rating 1
Rating 2
Rating 3
Rating 4
Rating 5
Total n
Average rating

n

3
12
15
21
n--60

15%
5Oi4+

20%
25%
35%

3.6

Table 16: Rating of support services from the child's social worker.
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Table 17: Rating of support services from foster parent association
a

oste ter

parent association ratïng

[

n

Rating 1
Rang 2
Rating 3
Rating 4
'Rating 5
i~otaîn

*A

If
14
14
16

5
n=6O

Average rating

2.8

18%

23OA
23%
27OA
8Oh
I

1

Several questions in this section of the questionnaire related only to Cornwall.
since the programs being rated do not exist in Kingston.
Question 5. Part IV asked foster parents 'If you have ever used the employee
assistance prograrn please rate the services you received". One hundred percent of
the respondents chose not applicable; we have never used this service. Therefore,
there is no rating to report for this service.
Question 6, Part IV asked foster parents "If you have ever used the support
services of a comrnunicator, in what capacity did the communicator assist yod"'
Only 3 respondents answered this question, therefore the results will not be included
due to insufficient data set reliabitity.

Question 7, Part IV asked foster parents 'If you have ever used the services of
a communicator please rate the services yoo reœivedn. The average rating @=IO)

was 3.7on a s a l e of 1 to 5.
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Final questions (Questionnaire Part V)

The final questions (Part V of the questionnaire) were al1 posed in an open-ended
manner, allowing foster parents an opportunity to express their feelings regarding
services offered to them by CAS, and a chance to provide more information on what they
are and are not receiving.
First, respondents were asked to list the types of support services they would
like to receive, but are not currently receiving from CAS. Of al1 the final questions, this
was the one that was anmvered most frequently and in depth. Thirty ttiree percent of

respondents said they "wanted more contact with and support from the child's social
workef. Statements to that effect include the following:

'...would like occasional contact from the child's social worker to see how tbe child is
doingn.
'...more contact by the child's social worker with the child. They tend to leave the
child feeling abandoned".

-

'...more attention from the M d ' s social worker not just a response in crises
situationsn.
'...more relief - what oa-ier employee of the agency would work without holidaysn.

Twenty two percent stated that they would like more 'concrete support" such as
money and relief. Seveal notable statements linked to this category were:

'...enough funding to treat the foster chiid as you tmat your own child".
'...increased finandal support, espeaally the chiid's allowance and activity money".
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'...relief made easier to get".
'...more relief; not necessarily ovemight".

Twenty eight percent of respondents had camments which cauld not be
categorized other than miscellaneous. A sâmple of these sbtements indude the
following:

"...foster parents must be given background information early in the placemenr.
'... we would like our own support worker hired and paid by FPA, with no Ioyalty to

CAS".

"...would like staff with knowledge of the particular challenges of a child - especially
special needs childrenn.

'... would like the opportunty to take training alongside the workers".
'...more training to help us deveiop a better professional attitude and provide a better
home for children in caren.

Second, foster parents were asked to identify the helpful support services they

are aimntly receiving frorn CAS. Twenty two percent @=8) stated that they were
'receiving positive assistance from their foster care workef. Another 19% @=7)said
that they have 'positive contact with and assistance from the child's social workef.
Nineteen percent @=7)gave nonspecific general wmments about 'good support from

CAS, including availability of workers and reassuranœ". Seventeen percent @=6)
spoke directiy of Velief' as the helpful support services they are receiving. And, 22%
&8) gave miscellaneous responses. induding access to professional assistance and

training.
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Third. foster parents listed any other suggestions about how support services
could be hproved by CAS in their region. There were too few responses to this
question to create categories, and therefore a sample of the responses are included
below:

"...morerecreational activities offered by CAS".
"...foster parents campensated for extra running around and social outingsn.

'...have organized foster parent support group meetings regulariy".

"...l'd Iike an occasional phone cal1 to see if everyone is okay - my experience is that
they drop the child off and then forget about h e m and men.
"...more knowledge on how to or who to contact for helpn.
'...lots more information is needed on children's court day and outwmes".

"..more support when the child leavesn.
"...an additional foster care support workef.

Similarly, there were too few responses to the final question asking respondents
to list any other comrnents about support services or this study to create categories,
therefore a sample of the responses are induded below:

"..A have never been more rewarded than by being a foster mother. I reap the
thousands of benefits each day and laugh when people Say Imust be 'specialn; they
don't know how lucky I am".

"...I feel like 1 am al1alone.

-

I know nothing about the FPA they have never contacted

me. It is difiicult to go to the meetings with four srnaII children. Not only does the CAS
ignore you, so does the FPA".
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"...ouf agency used to be known as the best agency in Ontario. Sinœ al1 the cut

backs the workers cannot do their jobs properly and therefore children's needs are

not being met. This causes stress between foster parents and the CAS".
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Discussion of findings and conclusions
The following chapter discusses the findings presented in Chapter four in fight of

the original thesis questions. Major thernes and trends which emerged during data
analysis and processing of the data set are identified and diswssed. All discussion
revolves around the central questions of mis study: What is foster family support; and
Foster parents' perceptions regarding what they need in ternis of support to successfully
maintain their foster family.

5.1

What is foster family support?

It can be concluded emphatically that the giving of support to foster parents needs
ta be a vital wmponent of any professional systern of foster a r e . There is no question
that foster parents perceive they need adequate support services to fuifill the
expectations placed upon them in the '90s and into the new century. This pervasive
theme fan throughout the responses from Kingston and Cornwall CAS, and matches that

same theme ninning throughout the 1990 document on foster a r e published by the
Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services. ît is logiçal therefore to predid that
foster parents nation-wide would need and want similar types of support services.
Support has been previously defined, in this research paper and others. as any
assistance that is given, received, or exchanged between people, either individually, or,
in a gmup setting. It may indude emotional and physicalcornfort, material goods. or
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financial resources. The focus of this research study, however. was to highlight the
fomi such support should take to best rneet the needs of foster parents today.
Prior to identifying the major trends and patterns which ernerged in the data, it is
useful to profile the average respondent. thus providing a dearer understanding of what

central demographics are behind the results and analysis. The majority of respondents
were the foster care mother, who in almost half the case are the main caregiver. If
she responded fmm Cornwall. she has probably fostered for more than I O years,
whereas if she responded from Kingston, she has probably fostered for less than
10 years. The average responding foster mother fosters, in mare than half the cases,

one foster child, and has fostered more than 10 children for either Kingston or
Cornwall CAS. It is interesting to note from these demographics that the majority of
responses came from fosteflng mothers, indicating that foster parenting is still largely
done by the mother in the home. Although not a major focus of interpretationand
analysis, this fact surely has some effect on the results and responses. Feminist
researchers have been pointing out over the past few decades that the mothering role
within the family historically has not been respected, and certainly not recognized and
acknowiedged. Throughout the responses, there was a stmng cal1 for respect and
recognition. It is possible to suggest that the high percentage of mothers who responded
may have wntibuted to this finding.
This study isolated three major types of support, which are al1 important and need
to be addressed by agencies placing children in foster homes: 1. Emotional help, with a
primary focus on respect and recognition; 2. Conuete help, with a primary focus on
finanaal compensation; and 3. Crisis assistance. From the beginning of the
questionnaire. fint in question 1. Part II(Desaibe what foster farniiy support means to
you and your family?) and ninning throughout aie rasponses, foster parents identified
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these three stated types of support as most critical to sucœssfully sustaining and
maintainingtheir foster home. It is interesting to note that respect, recognition and
financial compensationwere also identified in the 1990 document of foster care
published by the Ministry of Community and Soaal Services as essential foms of support
which need to be urgently addressed by foster care agencies. Eight years later, foster

parents are still asking for respect, recognition and finanaal compensation.
Emotional support was the most frequently identified fonn of assistance needed
by foster families. This repeatedly included as a central theme, respect, recognition and

acknowledgrnent To reiterate several verbatim camments made by respdnding foster
parents, the foltowing confimi this finding: "Supportis recognition of the added tirne,
energy and stresses fostering places on a family"; "Support is respect for us as

professionalsn;'Support is reassuring the foster parent that they are doing a good job';
"Fostering is a big cornmitment and we need to know we have input and respect"; and
'Support is understanding and caring CAS staff who do not cnticize and judge." Similarly,
CAS staff stated, when interviewed pn'ot to the devebpment of this questionnaire, that

'Agency staff are supposed to respect al1 foster families and acknowledge the

importance of their position in the system." However, when staff were asked to
describe their role with foster families, there was not one mention of respect, recognition

or acknowledgment of foster parents. In fad, emotional support was one of the key
areas that agency staff identified as not being met; one staff specifically said Yhe
emotional needs of foster parents are not being dealt with". Additionally, soma staff
reported a feeling that foster parents do not receive the following supports on a regular
basis: 'someone to talk to without beingjudged"; uacknowledgmentand reward for a job
well-done'; and honjudgmentalCAS attitudes'.

Interestingiy. the 1990 report by the

Ministry of Ontario also pointed out the need for recognition and respect for foster
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parents' skills and efforts as it relates to their needs. This was also the finding of
Triseliotis (1990), who says that as we request foster parents to take on increasingly
difficult and problematic children it stands to reason that they will need continued support,
induding recognition (and respect). Many of the other types of supports frequentiy
identified by foster parents in this study reflect, as well, this underlying need for respect
and recognition.
Concrete supports, primarily with a focus on financial compensation, were the
second main type of support which emerged from the responses to the questionnaire in
mis study. As was also pointed out in the 1990 document by the Ministry of Ontario,
providing adequate levels of financial compensation can do more than simpty cover a
foster child's expenses. It can cunvey a message to foster patents that their contribution
to the child's overall care is recognized and valued. Financial compensation can also be
used to reinforce the perception of foster parents as professionals who are
compensated for providing their expertise. One foster parent summarized this feeling of
needing adequate financial compensation by stating: 'We have been fostering long
enough to know that if we have to financially subsidize the Children's Aid Society we will

become f ~ s h t e and
d quit*. Seventy percent of al1 responding foster parents reported
that they needed additional monies per pay cheque to successfully maintain their foster
home. In fact, almost 50% reported that they needed over $40.00 per diild per pay
periodto achieve that goal. One foster parent reported that this addiüonal money merely
allows them the opportunity to treat foster diildren the same way they treat their own
children. Men CAS staff were interviewed prior to the development of the
questionnaire, several of them reported that financial support to foster parents is
inadequate; specifically, one agency staff member stated that "thefwter parant must
subsidue agency money, which mates a great financial burden.'
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In conjuncüon with the cal1 for adequate financial supports, were repeated
requests for other tangiblefwncrete supports such as adequate training, obtaining
information on the child, and relief; although relief was not cited as frequentiy as the
other supports in t a n s of being an essential element of ongoing support from the
agency. This final finding is somewhat contrary to the findings in the 1988 Ontario
Association of Children's Aid Society study, where foster parents strongly reported that
family relief is a must It is interesting ta note that although foster parents did not rate
relief services as a particularly high priority in terrns of support, foster care staff at both

agencies did. In fact, one staff believes and stated that inaeased respite will result and
has resulted in longer placements.
The third support theme identified in this study was crisis assistance. Foster
families expressed a number of areas within this type of support which they feel
are essential to successful fostering. Parents want direction on how to handle the cn'sis
situation, as opposed to someone handling the situation for them. Several comrnents
indicated that foster parents want a mediator in crisis situations, as well as immediate
phone contact with someone, but they were not spedfic as to whether this should be the
foster care worker or the child's social worker. Statements, including the following, point
to this area as an important realm of support: During cn'sis situations, "(we want)
someone to corne in-home and help mediate a solution"; "(we want) suggestions on how
to handle the situation"; (foster parents need) someone to talk to on the phone
immediately - this can often prevent a disaster". Supporüng this cal1 for crisis assistance.
foster care support workers at the two agencies used in this study reported that
induded in their role with foster families is providing emergency services as a key and
important fouis. Throughout the responses rea
l tn
ig

to crisis support, was frequently the

underlying need for respect and affirmation; this is evidenced by the follhng
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statements: During aisis sluations, '(foster parents need) 'confinnation that we are
handling everything appropriateIf; and "the tmth about where the agency stands in
regards to you and your home." These findings equate with those presented in 1995 by
the Child Welfare League of America, which emphatically stated that support in times of
cnsis is essential. In their national U.S.A. study, 89% of the respondents said that
support within 24 hou= of a crÏsis is an important aid to retention. In addition, that study
found that aven immediate contact during times of crisis can positively affect retention
(CWLA, 1995). In this study, 92% of respondents reported that crisis assistance is an

important element of overall support from the agency to help foster parents successfully
maintain their foster placements.
Entwinedwithin the three major types of support identified by foster parents
were several secondary themes, including: 1. Foster parents care more about quality
support than quantitative standards being upheld and adhered to; 2. Foster parents
indicate that there is an ambiguity in their relationshipwith the agency; and 3. Many foster
parents seem to be stniggling

the ability and/or desire to fully integrate foster

children into their family.
Foster parents expressed a want for more quality contact, as opposed to an
increase in frequency of contact. For example, foster parents responding in this study
do not value the required 7 day, 30 day and 90 day vises and Plan of Care meetings as
much as they value quality informa1assistance and visits from agency personnel,
whether that be the foster care worker, the child's social worker or a representaüve
from the Foster Parent Association. Foster parents know that such standard visitations
are mandated by provincialguidelines and often feel that such contact is merely a
formality and foster parents are induded because it is a requirement Similady, foster
parents did not express an irnplicit need to be supported by a specific penon or type of
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agency worker; they repeatedly talked about the quality of support: needing an advocate,
knowing that someone was there for them, someone they could tum to who would be on
their side. In fact, they did not express a need for this advocate to necessarily be the
same person every time. In some situations, the child's social worker might be more
appropnate to assist the family through a cnsis; under other circumstances, the foster
care worker, who should probably know the farnily more intimately, might be the key
support person.
Repeatedty, respondents pointed ta an ambiguous, undefined relationshipwith the
agency and personnel at the agency, as well as with the Foster Parent Association;
although, the latter appeared less ambiguous and more understood by foster parents.
Foster parents referred to themselves as employees, partners, surrogate parents, and
agents of the agency. For example, one foster parent said '...we are agents of the CAS,
and therefore should be entitled to input at Plan of Care meetings." Another said '... what

other employees of the agency would work without holidays (refemng to relief time)".
The literature showed similarly that there has been a changing and not clearly defined

definition of the foster parent role, frorn surrogate parents to a more supplernental one.
Similarly, agency staff spoke of foster parents in a variety of different ways, including

some of the above mentioned. They also refened to a partnenhip agreement with foster
parents, although this terni was never mentioned by foster parents in the questionnaires.
It was evident after interviewing agency staff, and summarizing the questionnaire

responses, that many foster parents and staff are very undear about what their
relationship is with each other. Furthemore, foster parents obviously are struggling with
understanding and defining their role with foster children and with the agency.
Finally, and related to the previously disaissed theme, is the stniggle that foster

parents have mth how to and whether or not they should fully integmte foster children
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into their natural families. Particufady with reference to relief services foster parents
indicated their confusion over the integration issue. For example, one respondent stated
that Velief is an opportunity to get away with your familf, and similady another said '
1 is

a chance to do activities with your own children*. Clearly these foster parents make a
distinction between their own children and the foster children, and do not integrate them
fully into their home. This is not only an issue discussed and facing foster families, but is
an ongoing and quite heated debate among child welfare professionals. Several
questions emerge from the responses, including: Are foster parents surrogate parents
and should they be able to completely blend foster children into their home - is this
possible andfor reasonable? In light of the financial constraints facing agencies, and the
rnere pittance foster parents receive, is it feasible to expect that they would be able to
treat foster children as they treat their own? The questionnaire responses pointed to this
ongoing confusion of whether foster parents should, would want to, or wouid be able to
integrate foster children completely into their family unit, and have them treated as one o f
their Own.

Therefore, it can be concluded from this investigation that the foster parents of
Kingston and Cornwall feel that foster family support should be comprised of three main
elements: emotional help, concrete help, and crisis assistance. More specifically,
however, they cal1 for respect, recognition, adequate financial compensation and
immediate contact during crisis situations. The following section will follow these
identified areas and trends throughout several questions in the questionnaire, as well as
further diswss the secondary themes of quality support vs. quantity, ambiguous
relationships and integration of foster children.
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Discussion of trends & patterns which emerged
from the questionnaire
The previously identified support areas of respect, recognition. financial

compensation and crisis assistance repeatedly ernerged to some degree in most of the
questions in the questionnaire. Certainly there were many other areas identified as
important elements of support, but the frequency at which the above stated areas
appeared should be considered seriously by foster care agencies generally, as well as
the two agencies in this study. Furthemore, these areas have been previously identified
in other foster care studies in the U.S.A. and in Ontario, and therefore it is logical to
assume that foster parents nation-wide could have similar needs and perceptions
regarding foster family support.
In addition, foster parents repeatedly pointed to an arnbiguous relationship with
the agency, caring more about the quality of service than quantity, and the issue of

integrating foster children into the family unit. These themes are discussed alongside the
three support themes, akhough they are considered secondary and are not given as
much weight as is the d l for ernotional, cancrete and crisis assistance.
The first several questions in the questionnaire yielded responses which focused

primarily on the perceived need for concrete-type I tangible supports. Foster parents feel
that information nights and initial pre-service I coretraining is very important. Similady,
foster care staff at both agencies, m e n interviewed in the preliminary research stage,
identified the offering of initial training sessions to new foster families as an important

elernent of support Providing initial training (and support) to new foster families was
desaibed by foster care support worken as a key and important focus of the FCW.

Such preservice training helps prepare future foster parents for the realiîies, benefa.
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difficulües and poliücs of fostering. Tnseliotis (1990) suggested that research is starting
to show that there are few breakdowns among foster parents who have been prepared
for the job of fostenng. Foster parents specifically identified agency policy and
procedures as the most important area that they would like diswssed and covered

dunng these initial training sessions. This area could be described as quite conaete;
foster parents wanting to obtain concrete information on the inner workings of the
Children's Aïd Society. It is suggested that agencies use the opportunity of pre-service
training to define and discuss the relationship between foster parents and the agency.
The questionnaire responses indicated that foster parents are not clear on what their
relationship is

the agency: are they ernployees, pattners, or sunogate parents?

Adrnittedly, this is not an issue that can be resolved at pre-service training. but is a topic
that can be introduced at such time and agency workers might receive some insight,
aven at the early onset of fostenng. how prospective foster parents see their upcoming

role with the agency and with foster children.
Foster parents reported that phor to a foster child entenng their home. preplacements visits by the social worker and potential foster child are very useful. Burke
and Dawson (7 987) in Ontario (1990) suggest that pre-placementvisits should be
requiredl mandatory tangible supports, given to al1foster parents. Pte-placement visits
often serve to ensure that the match between foster child and foster parent is
appropnate. Poor and inappropnate matching has been ated fraquentiy as one of the
main reasons for foster family breakdown. Triseliotis (1990) suggests that foster
parents should not be pressured into taking on children they don't feel confident about or
taking on more children than they feel able to cope with; this can utümately k a d to
breakdown. DurMg the pre-placement visit foster parents and social workers can
assess the match and deade if the foster family is cornfortable with the potential
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fostenng situation. It is essential that at this early stage foster parents' wishes be
respected and recognized. It must never be seen as a failure if the foster family decides
that they are not able to cope with a child or that they are not an appropflate match with
the potential foster placement In their responses to some of the open-ended questions

foster parents diswssed the content of such visits with a strong focus on the tangible /
concrete benefit to the foster family. Certainly there were several respondents who also
pointed to the benefit of such visits to the foster child, but there was a stronger focus on
the positive outcome and benefits to the foster parents and their existing families.
Speufically, respondents pointed to the need for and benefit of receiving (concrete)
information on the child, their histories and any potential behaviour problems which could
emerge. Foster care workers went further and spoke of a connedon behnreen preplacement visits and breakdown; one worker had this to Say: "Matches between foster
parents and children are sometimes not the best, there is often not enough informationto
share with the farnily, and resources are scarce - this ultimately leads to stress on the
foster family and breakdowns result."
It was hypothesized by the researcher that fostenng experience would affect the
respondents' ranking of the importance of pre-placement visits. Bivanate analyses,
looking at years fostering (examined in questionnaire part I: demographics) with
usefulness of preplacement visfis found that more expenenced foster parents (7 plus
yean expenence) value pre-placement visits more than foster parents with less

experience (less than 7 years expefience). The computation of Chi-square showed that
at .O01 there is suffident grounds to daim there is a strong mlationship between yean of
fostering and perception of the value of pre-placement visits. Specifically, 79% (n = 30)

of the respondents with more than seven years fostering expenence said that preplacement visits were wfyuseful, whereas only 33% @9) of respondents with less
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than seven yean experience said the same. This is not surprising however, considering
that seasoned foster parents would have leamed the benefits of pre-placement visits,
may have expefienced poor matches as a result of no pre-placements visits, and
possibly expenenced a negative outcorne resulting from poor matches and insufficient
pre-placement visits.
Regular plan-of-care meetings were cited as being very useful or somewhat
useful in 80% of the cases, in an overall sense. However, it is interesting to note that
foster parents did not rank Plan-of-Care meetings with the child's social worker and
foster care worker as ovedy important. In fact, 7 day visits and 30 day visits, where the
first plan-of-care usually occurs, were ranked the lowest in importance out of 10
categories, specifically wh
ti

regard to contact with foster care worker. More important.

though, were the open-ended comrnents that foster parents are far more concemed
about the content of these meetings, than the actual quantity and regularity. The province
sets guidelines dictating the frequency of such meetings, but is less rigorous about the
content. There were two main themes which emerged from discussion on plan-of-care
meetings. Foster parents want to receive and see the concrete direction which is given
at these meetings as positive and helpful. Second, respondents feel that the plan-of-care
meetings should be an opportunity to express their feelings. One foster parent stated
that "the POC is a good forum to express our mncerns, feelings and apprehensions". It

should be noted that the 15% of respondents who suggested that the plan-of-care
meetings are primarily a time to evaluate the placementwere made up solely of Kingston
foster parents.
Regarding input at egular plan-of-care meetings, 100% of respondents ( ~ 6 6 )
felt that P is important for foster parents to have input at such meetings. Throughout the
open-ended responses was woven the thread of respect.

By asking foster parents to
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share their input and participate fuliy as a team mernber, foster parents will feel
respected and valued. Repeatedly, respondents stated that they are with the child 24
hours a day, that they know the child best and therefore they have, perhaps. the
greatest insight to the child's functioning

and the greatest contribution to make at such

meetings. Unfortunately, it was reported by foster care staff, when interviewed prior to

the development of the questionnaire, that "often the plan-of-care meetings do not inciude
the foster parents." If foster parents are not valued enough ta be invited and present at

al1 POC meetings, fi is not surprising that they do not feel respected as an equal and
important team member. Furthermore. if foster parents are not regulariy participating in
such meetings, there will surely continue an ambiguous relationship and understanding of
the importance of their role within the fostering team. Foster parents are the key
influence and players in the child's immediate situation, and must be induded in such
meetings where foster care plans are being made for the child.
Foster parents definitely want extra support when a child is first placed in their
home; especially in the first week. For the most part, they want concrete infornation on
the child and visits ftom the child's social worker. The latter meets both the emotional

support need and a concrete visit for the child. It is encouraging to note that foster care
support workers, when interviewed in the preliminary research stage, reported that
providing initial support to new foster families is a key and important focus of the foster
care support worker. However, several foster parents expressed a concem that
sometimes children are simply dropped off at the foster home and abandoned by the

child's social worker; such incidents certainly have to be detrimental to the child's
functioning and sense of being cared for by the social m e r .

As with the pmplacement visits, the reseanher hypothesized that fostering

expenence would have an affect on the response parents gave to the question of how
useful initial support is. Furthermore, follomng the outcorne of the bivariate analysis in
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the area of pre-placement vis& and fostering experience, it was hypothesized that
similarly. foster parents with 7 plus yean experience would rank initial support as more
useful. Bivariate analysis found that 100% of foster parents with 7 plus yean
experience, who responded to the question of initial support usefulness, reported that it
was very useful orsomewhat useful, whereas only 74% of foster parents with less than
7 years fostering wtio responded to this question reported the same. As noted in

chapter four, Chi-square wmputation at .O5 shows that there is sufficient grounds ta
daim there is a relationship between years of fostering and perception of the usefulness
of initial support.
Ongoing training is overwhelmingly seen as a helpful support, with most foster
parents wanting at least three training sessions per year. Supporting this, foster care
staff were consistent in their feeling that ongoing training should be mandatory for al1
foster parents. However, foster parents no longer want to be offered the typical
training topics, such as FAS/FAE and teaching healthy sexuality, but want tangible
assistance and teaching of behaviour management techniques, and emotionally how to

deal with breakdom. Two of the thernes identified earlier were apparent in these
open-ended responses; that being training support in the areas of conuete and
emotional. These training topic areas were very different from those reported in a 7 994
PEI study; fcster parents in that study identified specific training needs to include dnig
addictions, fetal alcohol syndrome and fetal alcohol effects, sexual abuse and eating
disorders. There could be several reasons for this difference. Issues such as fetal
alcohol syndromeleffect and sexual abuse have received a great deal of pmss in the last
five to ten yean; as a result, new foster parents may be under the press-informed belief

that these are the topic areas that they should be trained in. Second, seasoned foster
parents have likeiy been trained in the area of FASJFAE and sexual abuse, and as such
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feel more capable than less experienced foster parents to deal with these situations;
they would subsequently not want more training in these topic areas.
It would probabiy be helpful for agencies to poll their foster parents with regard to

training topics seen as necessary; there obviously is a wide range of topics which are
important for ail foster parents to be exposed to at some point, but the immediate needs of
foster parents in each region will likely Vary to some extent. Furthemore, a vanety of
training seminars should be offered to accommodate the interest and need of different
levels (years fostered) of foster parents.
A large section of the questionnaire was devoted to eliciting perceived feelings

around who provides foster parents with the most useful support. The reason questions
were asked separately regarding the child's social worker and the foster care worker is
because at both Kingston CAS and Cornwall CAS there are different functions for these
two workers, but they both potentially support the foster family, albeit in different ways.
Foster care staff clarified and confirrned that support to foster families is provided by
both the foster care support worker and the child's worker. Specifically, they said that
"the role of the foster care support worker is to focus on and ensure the well being of

the foster farnily and parents, whereas the roie of the child's social worker is to focus on
and ensure the wetl being of the child in the foster home." However, atthough foster
parents were able to identify the differences that the agency defines, there was clearly

and repeatedly a strong indication of an arnbiguous relaüonship with the agency, the
foster care worker and the child's social worker. Not only do many foster parents not
really understand what their function

is with the agency (are they employees, surrogate

parents. partnef?). but they do not have a sense of what role the foster care worker and
child's social worker is supposed to play in their foster family un&
Foster parents feit mat bath the foster care worker and the child's social worker

could proMde the foster family wiîh useful support, albeit in slightly different ways. It is
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assumed that the difference in the ways the foster parents felt the two different streams
of workers would be helpful to their family is in large part based on their experience with
this division of labour. Foster parents have leamed to expect and request different types
of support from different workers, but did not Say in the questionnaire that they would
prefer certain help only from a certain person. Foster parents require support in general,
not specifically frorn one worker or another. What is perhaps more relevant to this thesis
in broad ternis is the content of the support from either the child's social worker or the
foster care worker. This is what will be more helpfuf to foster care agencies more
generally.
The most frequently cited type of support foster parents reported that they would
like to receive ffom either the foster care worker or the child's social worker, but not
specifically one or the other was both in-home support during cnsis situations and
immediate phone support during crisis situations. However, respondents also reported
that they do not want someone to corne in-home and handle the situation, but rather
would like a type of mediator. The second most frequently cited type of support
respondents want to receive is concrete advice about the child's behaviour, especially

when there are serious problems. Finally, foster parents stated that they want frequent
visits from both the foster care worker and the child's social worker. This supports the
finding of the Ontario Association of Children's Aid Society's report in 1988 that cited
foster parents as saying "there is a definite need for at least weekly contact with a child
care worker by telephone '. More importantly, foster parents in this study identifiedthat
during these visits they want two things. Fint, they want emotional contact and to rnake

-

an emotional connedion this would indude showhg mspect for the foster parents'
position and hard work and reassurance that they are doing a good job. Sacondly, they

want concrete assistance and dialogue about behaviour problems.
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Some of the notable statements to that effect, when questioned about the content of the
support foster parents would like to receive from either the foster a r e worker or the
child's social worker, include "to be reassured that your worker is concemed about your
well-being al1 the time, not just dunng crises"; "to have someone to be totally honest with

-

about the placement a nonjudgmental eaf; and 'someone to let the foster parent know
everything is okay and to reassure them they are doing a good job".
Specifically during times of crisis, foster parents want concrete direction on how
to handle the situation and tangible contact, preferably by phone. As previously noted,
foster parents do not want the worker to came in home and handle the situation; on the
other hand they would like direction and someone to a d as a mediator. The only foster
parents who indicated that they wanted the worker to corne in home and handle the
situation were foster parents who have had less than three years fostering experience.
There were no foster parents VUMImore than seven years fostering expenence who

said that they wanted the worker to came in home and handle the cn'sis situation. Again,
foster parents were not specific about who they would prefer to have assist them dunng
times of crisis; the key is that somebody assist them as soon as possible.
Only half of the respondents said that they would find foster parent support
group meetings helpful. However, of those respondents a large proportion spoke to the
emotional bene-

of such group meetings, making comments such as: bhanng

experiences with other foster parents is always rewarding...we realize then that we are
not isolatedu. Foster parents also felt that the tangible benefits of support group meetings
would be helpful; they made cornments such as: 'exchange/evaluation of parenting
problems and solutionsn.

Once again, two of the themes identified earlier were apparent

in these open-ended responses; that being assistance through foster parent support
group meeting in the areas of concrete and emotional help. Furthemore, in 1992
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Chamberlain's foster care study (in CWLA, 1995) indicated that weekly support meetings
can be a factor in retention, as did the Child Welfare League of Amenca report in 1995.
Similar to the above percentages, only half of the respondents said that the Foster
Parent Association (FPA) is important in ternis of support to their foster family. It is
interesting to note, however, that the most frequently cited type of support foster parents
would like to receive from the FPA was foster parent support group meetings. In ternis
of identifying areas which follow the previously specified cornmon trends emerging from
the questionnaire. respondents stated emphatically that they felt the FPA could provide
them with someone to talk to about daily fostering stresses (emotional support
connecüon) and muld provide them with assistance in crisis situations (cnsis support
cunnection). Foster care staff, when interviewed prior to the development of the
questionnaire, reported that the FPA supplements and generally compliments the agency
in terms of giving support to foster families. FPA representativeswent further, saying
that "foster parents often cal1 the president of the FPA because they feel there is no
fonalized agency support". Although the numben did not overwhelrningly Say that the
FPA is important, there were very few negative comments made by either foster parents

in the questionnaire, or foster care staff in the preliminary research stage, about the FPA.
It should, therefore, be considered a useful liaison to the CAS, acting as a peer support

network and providing a collective voice for foster families,
The questionnaire had another large quesüon/secti'on devoted to evaluating who

is most helpful to the foster parents in raising the foster children. Overall. respondents
reported that either the foster Gare worker or the child's social worker was the perron
they would choose to contact first or second in most situations involving the foster child.

There wasn't a lot of detail gleaned in this section regarding content of contac! with the
foster car8 worker or child's social wofker, and no direct connections to the common
trends emerging from the questionnaire.
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When asked whicb type of support is most important, a large percentage of
respondents indicated that emotional and concrete support are equally important;
especially when the open-ended responses are examined, the responses to this
question clearly connect to al1 of the trends identified previously - emotional support
concreteltangible support, respect and crisis support. In particular, one foster parent's
response to this question embodies al1 of these trends: "1 believe the success of CAS
depends on the grade of foster parents it has and to keep these foster parents the
agency must show respect and give full support both ernotionally and physically".
Similady, another foster parent said " Concrete support is fine, but 1 need to be
emotionally on top because 1 am more than a baby-sitter. However, if finances becorne
stressful I have to consider if I can continue. So, both need to be there in order for me to
feel 1 can cope and do a good job fostering".

When discussing the usefufness of relief and its conneciion to support for a
foster family, a very large proportion of respondents felt that relief is essential; however,
this does not equate to the response given in question 2, part Il,where foster parents did
not identify relief as an element that was overwhelmingfy connected to support. Notably,
only half of Kingston foster parents felt that relief is an important support to their foster
family, whereas over three-quarten of the Cornwall respondents felt this way.
Folowing

the cornpletion of bivanate analysis, it was found that seasoned foster parents

with more than seven years experience do not see relief as useful a support as do
foster parents with less than seven years fostering expenence. Chi-square amputation
at .O1 shows that there is sutfident grounds to daim there is a relationship between
yean of fostering and perception of the usefulness of relief. Specifically, 53% @20)
respondents with more than seven yean fostering exparience said that relief was
definifely a suppori, whereas 92% @25) of respondents with less than seven yean
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expeflence said the same. Consistent with what most agencies offer, rnany responding
foster parents requested relief once per month. Again, the results tend to suggest that
the longer one fostefs, the less relief might be requested.

Within the open-ended responses to both "how is relief helpful" and "how is relief
not helpful" there were two themes worth noting. Many foster parents spoke of relief in
ternis of an opportunrty to separate from the foster child and spend time with their own
family; in other words, suggesting !hat the foster child has not been fully integrated into
the family unit and fostering for those foster parents is cleariy a job, with clear
boundaries between the foster child and the foster family and their natural children. This

is not to suggest that the child is mistreated or there is some rnalicious feeling or attempt
by the foster parent to segregate the foster child, but a view of fostering which is
different from other foster parents. These responding foster parents discussed relief
only in ternis of it being beneficial to the foster parents. It is interesting to note that foster
parents with more than seven years experience were not the parents who identified
relief as only beneficial to the parents; those cornments almost exclusively came fmrn
foster parents with less than three yean experience. On the other hand, there are many
foster parents who do not see fostering as a job, and have difficulty even with relief
because it gives the children the impression and feeling that they are being abandoned
and separated frorn their family. These responding foster parents generally pointed out
the negatives of relief, or found the benef& to the child.
The responses regarding difficuky with relief points to an important issue that
emerged in several of the open-ended sedons of the questionnaire, the issue of foster
child integration. Agencies and child welfare policy often speaks in ternis of foster
chüdren being fully integrated into the foster family unit, or of having foster parents take
on a type of surrogate parent d e . However, the reality of this happening is often not

realistic or feasible. One of the primary reasons that foster families are unabie to fully
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integrate children is a lack of funding. It is very difficuk for many families to treat foster
children as their own when they barely receive enough money for basic food. shelter
and dothing. That said, should foster families be expected to dip into their own pockets
to pay for special outings, meals out, fashionable clothing, holidays for foster chiidren - al1
the extras that many natural children would receive? If not, foster children will not be
treated as the other rnembers of the foster family, and essentially not integrate intb the
family unit. As a result, agencies reap the outcome of children not blending and thriving in
many foster homes, and ultimately foster home drift increases, costing the agency and
province more money than if there was a special fund for families to access for special
events such as holidays, meals out and weekend outings.

One of the last questions in part Il of the questionnaire inquired of foster parents
whether or not support following a child's removal was necessary and helpful. Although
many respondents did suggest that it is necessary, over 35% were unsure or said it was
not necessary. Of those foster parents who do feel that such support and contact is
helpful and necessary, most pointed out the emotional benefits and the need for respect,
reassurance and affirmation. In the open-ended responses came through a fear that
there would be retribution from the agency if a child had to be removed, and a strong cal1
for reassurance that the foster parents are still "okay" following such an incident.
Finally in part Il,foster parents emphatically stated that they require a great deal
more money to successfully maintain their foster homes. This cieariy fits in with one of
the overall themes (need for concrete supports) which ernerged from respondents to the
questionnaire. Seventy percent of responding foster parents feel they need additional
money per M d , with almost 75% of those feeling that they require more than $40.00 per
pay cheque per child. This was one of the very strongest statements in request of
concrete support Pemaps the biggest impact that a lad< of money has is on the ability of

the foster family to fully integrate the foster child. As previously discussed, foster
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parents have an ongoing struggle of how to treat the foster children as they would and
do treat their own children. If there is a fack of funding, how are foster parents
supposed to finance extra outings, holidays, treats, etc.? Surely they cannot be
expected to pay out of their own pockets. But, the consequenœ of them not doing this is
that foster children

not be integrated into the family unit

The answen to the questions in the final section of the questionnaire, which
were solely comprised of open-ended responses, support the oveall themes previously
identified in this section. Many of these responses were more specific. identifying
certain individuals from whom they receive services or from whom they would like to

receive services. Several of those verbatim comments were listed in chapter four and
will probably be interesting, if not useful, to the two agencies used in this study. What is
important in this study is the fad that the final comments support the three trends which
emerged throughout the questionnaire.

5.3

Final conclusions

Support to foster families needs to be a key wmponent of al1 foster care
agencies. This must extend from the early stages of pre-training of potential foster
parents to the final stages of assistance followhg the depamire of a foster diild fmm the
home.

Foster parents in this study idenüfied three main areas of support, which they feel
are most critical to successful fostering. Emotional help, with a primary focus on respect
and recognition was the main support ama identified, follcmed by conaete help, with a

foars on financial compensation, and finally, crisis assistance.
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Respondents reported repeatedly and ernphatically that they want respect.
affmnation, acknowledgrnent of a job well done and to be treated equally as part of a
professionalteam. Respect, according to the Oxford didionary, is a deferential esteem
felt or shown towards a persan, including the avoidance of ham, degradation, insuithg
or intemipting said person. Practically and consistent with definition, respect was
described in several ways in the open-ended responses which could have implications
for practice. Respect is including foster parents at al1 meetings regarding the child in
their care and listeningto their ideas, input and amplaints at such meetings. Respect is
expressing gratitude for doing the extrernely difficult and challengingjob of fostering.
Respect is retuming foster parents' phone calls immediately, and letting them know that al1
of their concems, quenes and discussions are important to the agency and uftimately
important to the success of the placement. Respect is not blaming a foster parent when
a child nins away, has to be removed or acts out Respect is offering al1 foster parents
the sarne training that is offered to employees of the agency. These are only some of

the exarnples of respect which were identified and discussed throughout this sedion
and in chapter four.
The theme of respect resounded throughout many of the responses, and could be
the basis of assisüng in the retention of many foster parents who have felt the extrerne
stresses of fostering without an adequate support system. The wnnection between
fostering breakdown and a lad< of support was identified repeatedly in the findings, as
well as identified by foster care staff at both agencies during the prelirninary interviews.
Furthemore, the literature is starüng to document research studies which support such
assertions. Certainly there must be some degree of wnnecüon, and as a resutt, foster
care agencies need to address the support they are offering foster families, or risk
further breakdown and deueased retention rates. Agencies are faced with financial
constraints, and may attempt b explain and justify a less than adequate support system
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w*thdiscussion of such difficulties, but for the most pari. the emotional type of support

pointed to in this study is certainly the kind of support which can be provided by CAS,
even in the face of financial cutbacks and constraints.
Foster parents cal1 for more cancrete support, especially an increase in financial
compensation. Although money is only one aspect of effective and sucœssful fostering,
many foster parents pointed out that it is difficult to integrate the child fully into your family
setting if there is not adequate funding to treat the foster child as you treat your own

child. Parents also made the conneciion between financial stress leading to emotional

stress, which may ultirnately lead to breakdown situations. Parents do recognize,
however, that the agencies are in very difficult positions with regards to funding and
have extremely tight budgetary constraints. What foster parents want, at a minimum, in
Iight of this knowiedge, is to know that the agency is doing everything it possibly c m , on
behalf of foster parents, to apply for funding increases. Foster parents also need to be
kept abreast of any movement in this area, and know where they stand, in advance, in
terms of per diem decreases and increases. These points cleady tie in with one of the

-

other main requests of foster parents in terms of support respect.
Third, foster parents plead for immediate uisis support, either by phone or inpenon. Without such support foster families may continue to breakdown and children
move from home to home at an unacceptably high rate. Parents have to know, with
complete certainty, that there will be someone there to assist them in diffiwlt and
dangerous situations. We expect foster parents to accept more and more difficuit
children each year, with a M o l e myriad of problems and potential for violence; immediate
crisis support has to be a guarantee.
In addition to the three key support areas of ernotional, concrete and crisis
assistance, foster parents pointed to some very critical issues which definitely wanant

exploration by a l agencies, induding both Kingston and Cornwall Children's Aid Society.
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First, foster parents want quality time wh
ti
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agency worken. not quantity. In short, they

would rather have fewer contacts that are in-depth and respectful, including foster
parents as equal team rnernbers, than several half-hearted Planaf-care meetings.
Second, respondents describe an ambiguous relationship between the agency and
foster parents. Foster parents, as well as agency worken, are unclear as to whether
foster parents are employees. partners, surrogate parents or something else.
Furthemore, it is unclear to most foster parents and workers in this study m a t the
relationship is between foster parents, foster care workers, child's social worker,
management at the agency and who is the support person or where the line of support is
drawn. Repeatedty, foster parents indicated that they did not really feel that they have

an advocate, or that they are unsure as to who the advocate really is. This relationship
needs to be discussed, explored and finally, defined by the both the agency and
fostering parents. Third, foster parents express difficulty and confusion with the issue
of foster child integration; should they be fully integrated and is this financially feasible?
Agencies could bring this concern and debate to the forefront of discussion and at a
minimum, allow foster parents the opportunity to express their feelings and ideas. This
would be the respectful way to treat foster parents.
The emotional areas of respect, acknowledgment and affirmation need to be nondebatable supports; crisis assistance must be available and an attempt to increase
financial compensation for the exceptionally challenging and difficult job these parents
are doing take centre stage of priority in foster care units nationwide. If agencies
attempt to fulfill these basic requirements of fostering support, the issues of ambiguous
relationshipsand debate over integration may resohre themselves. It is imperaüve that

agencies and worken within agencies, along with provincial policy makers acknowiedge

that foster children deserve mal quality a r e , not minimal basics and that foster parents
have a right to be mspected and supportad. Currently these are not mandated rights.
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5.3.1 Implications for further research

Relaüvely litüe research has been completed in the area of foster family support,
which provided and continues to provide an exciting opportunities to expand on the
literature base and knowledge base in this area. The research study just completed
wuld be seen as a stepping Stone to further research about the topic. Each of the key
findings calls for and wamnts exploration in greater depth, perhaps through the use of
in-person interviewing, as opposed to mail-out survey. This would surely yield richer,
more in-depth findings to enhance the basic core information gathered during this study.
Components of such research could include investigation into the integration issue (many
foster parents identified throughout this study that they are struggling with the desire
andor ability to fully integrate foster children into their foster home) and the perception of
an ambiguous relationship (several foster parents descn'bed an ambiguous, undefined
relationshipwith the agency). A broadening of the sample group would be beneficial for
purposes of generalizability; perhaps a sampling of families across Canada, across more
varied cultural, ethnic and social class backgrounds would produce results which would
condusively be applicable to al1agencies in Canada.
It is the researcher's hope that this study has highlighted the need for further
study in the area of foster family support, and that agencies will heed foster parents' cal1
for acknowtedgment of their need for greater support services. Foster parents deserve

the right to be heard. they certainly indicated in this study that they have very strong
opinions and feelings about the topic. These opinions and feelings need to be

-

investigated and documented for the benefit of not only the partiupating foster parents,
but for the purposes of knowledge and ultimately improving services to children and
families everywhere.
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Appendix A

Interview schedule 1: Foster Care staff and Foster parent association staff
(Nngston CAS and CAS of the United Countjes of Stormont, Dundas & Glengany)

Name:
Agencyl FPA:
PosRion:
Years in this position:

Rease describe the foster care support system available to foster families from

the Children's Aid Society (CAS) in your region:
1s there any one person (or more) specifically designated to the role of foster
care support to families?
Plaase descnbe the foster care support system available to foster families from
the Foster Parent Association (FPA) in your region:
What is your role in supporting foster families generalty or in times of crisis?

Do you feel that the CAS is pmviding foster families with the necessary supports
they require to successfully maintain their home and foster child placements?

Do you feel that the FPA is providing foster families with the necessary supports
they require to successfully maintain their home and foster child placements?
What support are foster families not currently receiving that they require, in your
opinion, to successfully maintain their home and foster child placements?
What supports are foster families wrently receiving to help them maintain their
home and foster child placements?
What are the main situations facing foster families which require regular support?
Do you feel that there is a connedion between foster family breakdown and a
lack of regular support or altemately between foster family stabitity and regular
support? Pleaseexpand.
What changes to foster parent support should be made by your agency'7

Appendix B

FOSTERCARESUPPORTSTUDY

Dear Foster Parent:
You are being asked to participate in a study which examines foster care
support services in your region. Your participation will ensure that foster parents have
the opportunity to express their views on the issue of foster care support and how it
might be irnproved. This study is an independent assessment conducted by a social
work student, approved and encouraged by the Foster Parent Association and Children's
Aid Society in the Cornwall Region.
The results of the study will be reported in a summary fom, which will not
indude any information that would identify you or your farnily. Agency and Foster Parent
Association staff will not be able to link your responses to you and your family in any
way. You will be provided with the opportunity to obtain a summary of the findings.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Of course, I hope that you will
agree to be a part of the study because it is very important to hear from those who have
had experience with the Foster Care Program at CAS. If you decide not to participate,
this decision willnot have a negative effed on the services you are receiving or might
receive in the future.
Thank you for taking the time to consider participafng. If you decide to participate,
please retum the completed questionnaire in the stamped envelope. Please do not
indude your name or retum address on the questionnaire or envelope.
Yours sincerely,

Karen M. LeVasseur

INFORMEDCONSENT INFORMATlON (you do not need to retum this page)
Before you make a decision about participating Iwant you to undentand your
rights as a potential participant.
You should be aware that:
You do not have to answer every question. If you decide to participate and encounter
questions that you would rather not answer, you do not have to respond. Of course, I
would appreciate if you could respond to most of the questions so that rny information is
more complete.
Your responses will be kept cornpletely confidential. Information from your responses
will be identified by a number for analysis and willnot contain any identifying information.
The investigator is legally and ethically bound to maintaintotal confidentiality.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. It is up to you to deade to participate.
The services you are currently receiving or require in the future will not be
negatively affected by your decision.

FOSTER CARE SUPPORT STUDY
(Cornwall Region)
Please answer each question by placing an X in the appropriate box or by writing yom answer in h e space
provided. Do not indicate your name or the names of foster children on these pages. This will help to
ensure confidentialityand anonymity. If possible please have the main caregiver of the foster chiidren fdl
out this questionnaire.

PART 1:

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Are you the mother or father in this foster home?

Mother

Father

Who is the main caregiver of the foster children in your home?

Mother

Both

Father

Are there two parents in you home on a regular basis?

N

Yes

o

HOH.mauy years have you k e n a foster parent for the Children's Aid Society of the United
counties of Stomont. Dundas & Glengarr).?
Less than 3 years
More than 10 years

7 to 10 years

3 to 6 years

HOWmany children are you currently fostering?
None

1

2

4 or more

3

Rease identify your curent foster children by gender. age, and how long they have
resided with you (ex; Boy - IO years old - i year)

-

7.

How many differwt children have you foacwd for tbis agency?

r~
than 3
8.

3t06

7m10

dortthan10

Besides die fostex cbildren, arie there any other childrenrtsiding in your home?

If yes, please identify thcm by gcnder and age.

PART II:

FOSTER CARE SUPPORT SERVICES

This research snidy is interested in what support means to you as a foster puent, and what supports you
need to successfully maintain yaur foster home and foster children. Rease think back over your years of
fostering, and answer the following questions as completely as possible. Thank you
1.

In your owm words please describe what foster family support means to you and your family?
This may include support fram the agency and e x t d to the agency.

2.

In previous foster care studies foster parents and social senice staff have identified the foIlowing
supports as necessary to successfully maintain foster families. Please check the types of support
you feel are important in you foster home. You may check as many as apply. In addition, please
select the five most important supports and rank order them by wnting the corresponding numkr
beside the chosen support (ie. 1,23.4.5 with 1 king most important and 5 being frfth
important).
Sew foster parent orientation & training

Re-ptacement visi t and meeting with child and social worker
A 7 day visit by the &al worker
A Plan-of-Care meeting at 30 days
flan-of-Gare meetings every 90 days
Support when a foster cMd is initially placed in the home
Ongoing training
Regular visits from the resource support worker (foster family worker)
Regular phone calls fmm the resource support worker (foster family worker)
R e g t h visits from the child's social worker
Regular phone cails fnnn the cbild's social worker
Foster parent support group meetings
Meetings and assistance from the consulting psychologist(Comwal1 on1y)
Foster parent association
Assistance in crisis situations
Relief
Support when a foster child leavts the home

-

3.

A)

Do you feel that information nights and initial presexvicelcore-trainingfoa new foster
parents is a helpful support?

What topics do you feel should be included in the information Mghts and initial
B)
preservicekore-ûairiingfor new foster parents? Please check as many as apply. In
addition, please select the t h e m a t important topics and rank order thtm by writing
the corresponding number beside the c h m topic (ie. 1.2.3 with 1 being most
important and 3 king third most important). Topics continue on following page.
Overview of the Children's Aid Society
Discussion about working with the child's family
The foster child. including stages of separaaion
Chiid management including constructive discipline
The fostering experienœ in gencral
CAS policies and procedures

.

4.

A)

Prim to a foster child entexing y our home. how usefeful are pre-placement visits by the
social worker and child?
Ver). useful
Somewhat usrful
unsure
Somewhat not useful
Sot very useful

5.

B)

Please describe how pre-placement visits bg the social worker and child wouid be
helpfui?

C)

Please describe how pre-placement visits by the social worker and child would not be
helpful?

A)

How useful are Ph-of-Care meetings in tmns of support to the fostcr family?
Vcry usefd
Somewhat useful
Unlpiae
Somewhat not useful
Not very useful

B)

Plcasedesaibe how Han-of-Care meetings would bc Mpful?

C)

PIc8st dtsaibc how Pian-ofGmc meetingi would not bc étlpfuI?

Do feel tbat it is important for you to have input at the regular plan-of-care meetings?

D)

Wùy or why not?

6.

How useful is initial support when a child is first placed in your home?

A)

Very useful
Somewhat useful
C'mure
Somewhat not useful
Not very useful

7.

B)

Please describe what types of support are most useful when a child is first placed?

A)

Do you feel that ongoing training for al1 foster parents (not including initial training) is
a helpful support to foster parents?

-Yes, definitely

Y es, generally
Unsm
No, not r d y
No, defimtely not
How many training sessions do you feel foster parents shouid be offered each year?

B)

None
C ) n e

Two

-Three
More than four pcr year
C)

Pltase identify the type of training sessions you would fdhelpfd and supportive if
offcred by the agency. Check as many as apply and please List othcr types of training
you would f i hc1pN. In addition. please select the tbrtt m a t important topics and

rank order them by writing the conesponding number beside the chosen topic (ie. 1.23
with I being most important and 3 king third most important).
Behaviouf management
Fetal alcohol syndromei Fetal aicohol effect
Sexual abuse
Physical abuse
hotionai abuse
M i n g with disclosmes
DeaIing with natural farnily involvement
Separation and loss
Teaching healthy sexuality
Non crisis intervention
Dealing with breakdown and its impact on the famiIy and child

-

8.

Who do you feel c m provide you with the most useful support to your foster family as a

A)

whole? PIease select one only.
ChiId's social worker
Resource support worker (foster family worker)
Other (please specify)

-

9.

A)

Piease identify the types of support you would like to receive from the foster care
support worker? Piease check as many as apply and add any rhat are wt included in
the lis. In addition, please select the five most important supports and rank order them
by writing the corresponding number beside the chosen support (ie. 1.23.4.5 with 1
k i n g most important and 5 king fifth important).

Re-placement meeting with the social worker and cMd
7 &y visit foUowing the child's placement in your home
30 &y visit following the child's placement in your home
Regular visits tbroughout the child's p1acement in pur home
.In-home support during crisis situations
Immediate phone support during aisis situations
Somtont to talk to about the daily süesses of fostering
Someone to talk to specifically h u t the child's behaviour
Somcone to taik to fdlowing a chiid's pla~nedor implanned ~ m o v af-i
Oiha

B)

your home

Whcn is it hclpful to have phme contact wi th the foster cair support worker?
Rtast check as mftny as apply.
puring initial stages of a chiid's placement in your home
On a rcguiar bais to check on the p l a m a i t

D u r i n g crisis situations
-My
when you initiate contact
Other@lease identify)

10.

C)

Lf you checked regulur visits as a support you would like to receive from the foster care
support worker, please describe what is most helpfd and supportive during those
home visits. More specifically, what is it you want the social worker to be doing for you
or wi th you:

A)

Please identify the types of support you would like to receive from the child's CAS
social worker? PIease check as many as apply and add any that are w t included in the
list. In addition. please select the three most important supports and rank order them by
hting the corresponding number beside the chosen support (ie. 1 ' 2 3 . with 1 k i n g
most important and 3 k i n g third important). Topics continue on next page.
Re-placement meeting ui th the social: worker and child
7 day visit following the child's placement in your home
30 day visit follo\iing the child's placement in your home
Regular visits throughout the child's placement in your home
In-home support during crisis situations
lmmediate phone support during crisis situations
Someone to talk to about the daily stresses of fostering
Someone to taik to specifically about the child's behaviour
Someone to taik to following a child's planned or unplanned removd from your home

B)

Wben is i t belpful to have phone contact WYth tbe child's social worker? Please check as
many as apply.
Dunng initial stages of a child's placement in your home

On a regular basis to check on the placement
Dwing crisis situations
M y when you initiate contact

OtheQlease identify)

C)

If you checked regular visits as a support you would like to receive from the child 's
socid worker, please desaiùe what is most helpful and supportive during those home
visits. More -caüy,
what is it you want the socid worker to be doing for you or
with you:

11.

A)

In times of crisis, what do you need fmm CAS workers? Hease check aU caiegories
which apply and add any other which arc not included in the list. In addition, please
select the three most important supports and rank order them by wri ting the
corrrsponding number ksi&tbe chosen support (ie. 1 - 2 3witb 1 king most important
and 3 king third imporîant).

Someone to talk to over the phone
Someone to taik to in-person
in-home back-up support
Direction on how to handle the situation
Someone to come in-home and handle the crisis
Someone to talk to after the crisis
Relief followin,o the crisis

12.

B)

What type of supports are most important during crisis situations? l'ou may select from
the list above if you wish.

C)

What t y p of supports are mos t important immediately following a cnsis situation?
You may select from the lisr above if you wish.

A)

Nrould you find foster parent support group meetings for foster parents helpful?

Yes

13.

Unsure

No

B)

if yes. why do you think they would be helpful?

A)

How important do you feel the Foster Parent Association is in terms of support to your
family?
Vcry important
Somewhat important
Ume
Somewhat not important
Not important at aii

Rease identify the types of support which wodd be useful to receivt from the
@l
Foster Parent Association. Check aU applicable kmxes and plase include any other
suppoa~which arc not listed. In addition, please select the five most impartant supporrs
and r a d order tbcm by W n h g the cœrespondingn u m k btgde the choscn support (ie.
1.2.3.4.5 with 1 being m a t important and 5 bekg fdth important).

Referrals to outside support
Someone to tiiUc to about dailylgeneral f o s t e ~ stresses
g
Sorneone to talk to about chiid's behaviour
Foster parent traioing
hployee assistance program (Cornwall d y )
Communkator's group (Cornwall only)

Oth=
13.

A)

Generally. who is most helpful to you in raising your foster children, besides your
spouse? Please rank order by placing a number one through six (seven if you have
included other) beside each answer. One is most helpful; six is least helpful.
Child's social worker
Foster care support worker
Foster parent association
A relative
Another foster parent
X friend who is not a foster parent

B)

Who would you usually contact if you needed help witb one of the following fostering
situations,besides your spouse. Please rank order by placing a number one through six
(seven if you have included other) beside each answer. One is person you would cal1
first. while six is the last person you would call.

Help during a major crisis (CAS serious occurrence)
Child's social worker
Foster care support w orker
Foster parent association
A relative
A o t h e r foster parent
A friend who is not a foster parent
Someone to talk to about daily fostering stresses

Child's sala1 worker
Fosta care support worker
Foster parent association
A relative
m t h e r fost a parent
2fricnd who is not a foster parent
Advice on bow to solve a behavioural problem with one of your foster children
CMd's social workcr
Fostacaresupportwaktr
Foster parent association

A dative

/l.nother foster parent
A friend who is not a foster parent
Additionai financial assistance with foster children essentials

Child's social worker
h s t e r care support worker
Foster parent association
2relative
Another foster parent
A friend wbo is n a a foster parent
15.

A)

In general. which type of support is most important to tbe maintenance of your foster
home?
Exnotional support (ex: someone to caik to about fostering stresses)
Concrete support (ex: money, respite!reIief)
Emotionai and concrete support are equeally important

16.

B)

Hease esplain why you chose the reponse you did in a) above:

A)

Do you feel that reiief is a type of support to you and your foster family?
Yes, defimtely
Yes, generall y
Unsure
No, not r d y
No, definitely not

B)

Please describe how miief is helpfd?

C)

Piease describe how relief is not klpful?

D)

How o f t a do you fecl you necd relief?

17.

A)

Do you feel that support foilowing a child's removal from your home (unplanned or
planneci) is necessary?
Yes, defimtely
Yes, generally
Unsure
No. not reall y
No, definitely not

18

B)

if you checked yes, please describe what type of support you wouid fmd most helpful
following a child's removal from your home?

A)

Please estimate the amount of money you feel you would need per pay cheque from
CAS. in addition to the amount you norrndly receive, to successfully maintain your
foster home? Please estimate on average for one child
None
Up to $20
$20 to &O
S.IO to $60
S60 to $80
Over 580

PART III:
1.

GENERJU FOSTERING QUESTIONS

In your fostering experience please identify the mcult behaviours or situations which would
benefit from CAS support. Please check as many as apply and identify al1 otber
behavioias andior situations which you feei would benefit from regular CAS support.
Disruptive behaviour by foster child
Foster child is aggressive or violent towards othn children
Foster child does not follow the d e s of the home
Foster child exhibits depressive behaviour
m e r children exhibit jealousy of fater children
Foster cbiid nms away

2.

B d d o w n refers to an u n p l a ~ e dsituation w h a t tht chiid and f d y can no Imgcr livt togethcr
for a variety of reascais, ihaeforr the child is eitber ranovedor ntns away, and mt retumed to the
foster famiiy. Based on this &fi tion please answu tbt foUowiag questions:
A)

O v a the p s t two ycars have you had any f o s t e ~ situations
g
end in brtakdown?

B)

If yes, how many fostering situations have ended in brcakdown?

C)

For the 1 s t two breakdown situations please briefly describe the situation, and identify
what you felt led to the breakdoun. Please also identify the gender of the chiid and his
or her age. Foliowing this please check which support senices you feel would have
helped to save the fostering siuation, and keep the child in your home (from your
perspective). You may select as many boxes as apply.

Breakdown # 1:

Support Services which would have belped alleviate the breakdown
More information on the chiid upon hisiher entering your family
Better support by CAS during crisis situations
More contact with the foster care support worker an a regular basis
More contact with the child's social worker on a reguiar basis
Better teaching of and assistance with b e h a v i o d management techniques
More frequent training sessions
Different types of and more relevant training sessions
Increase in per d e m to foster parents

Breakdown # 2:

Support Services which would have helped alleviate the bnakdown
More inf'tion on the child upon his/her entering your family
Be- support by CAS during crisis situations
More contact with the foster cart support worka on a regular basis
More contact with the chiid's social worku on a reguiar basis
petter teachingof and assistance with behaviourai managernent techniques
More freqiicnt training sessions
W e m t types of and mort reievant training sessions
Inaease in pcr <fiesito fostu parent!?

-a=
PART IV:

PROGRAM SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1.

Over the past two years, how would you rate the support services offered to you by CAS, in
general? Piease rate on a scde from 1 to 5, with 1 king not at al1 helpful. and 5 king very
helpful.

2.

In general. how would you rate the support services offered to you by the fostcr care ~ o r k eat
r
CAS? Please rate on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 king not at al1 helpful. and 5 king very
helpful.

3.

In general. how wodd you rate the support services offered to you by the child's social worker?
Flease rate on a scale from 1 to 5. with 1 king not at al1 helpful, and 5 king very helpful

4.

Hos would sou rate the support services offered to you by ihe Foster Parent Associaûon? Please
rate on a scale from I to 5. with 1 king not at al1 helpful. and 5 k i n g very helpful

5.

if you have ever used the employee assistance program please rate the s e n i a s you received.
Please rate on a scde from 1 to 5, wiih 1 being aot at al1 helpful. and 5 being very helpful
( C m d only)

-Xot applicable; we bave never used this servi=
6.

If you have ever used the support savices of a communicator, in what capacity did the
co~~~municator
assist you? Pltase c k c k as many as apply. (Cornwall cmiy)
Support during a crisis situation
Suppat during a dispute with the agency or with agency staff
Support during an degation
In-home support regarding child's behavioln
Phone support regarding child's behaviour

-

-Other

Nat applicable; we have never used the semica of a txmmunicator

7.

If you have e v a wd the services of a cummMicatorplease rate the d m you r a x i v c d
Piease rate on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1king not at ail helpilul. aod 5 bcing very helpful
( h w ddy)

Not applicable; we have never used this service

PART V:

FINAL QUESTIONS

1.

Please list the types of support services you wouid like to receive, but are a O t currently receiving
from CAS.

2.

PIease Iist the helpfiù types of support services you are currentiy receiving from CAS.

3.

Do you have any other suggestions about how support services could be improved by CAS in
y our regi on?

3.

Do you have an); other comments about support sewices or this study?

Thank you for taking tirne to complete this questionnaire. Please r e m od y the questionnaire pages in the
addressedstamped envelope. REMEMBER: Do not include your name and address anywhere
on the questionnaire or envttope. This wilI ensure that CAS,the FPA and the researcher wiii not
know who you are. A copy of the results of this study wiü be made available to you througb the foster
parent association upon the campletion of the research.

Appendix C

QUANTITATIVE CODING SHEETS

FOSTER CARE SUPPORT STUDY
(Kingston Region)

Please answer each question by placing an X in the appropriate box or by wnting your
answer in the space provided. Do not indicate your name or the names of foster children
on these pages. This will help to ensure confidentiality and anonymity. If possible please
have the main caregiver of the foster children fil1 out this questionnaire.
Note: questions that are not answered are assigned: n/a,which is different
than answers that have s not applicable choice these a r e assigned a
numeric value.

-

Note: questions where there is a choice for 'Mher", the assigned nurneric
value will be entered into the database, but the actual response will be

found listed with the qualitative data during the processing phase.
PART 1:

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.

Are you the mother or father in this foster home?

2.

Who is the main caregiver of the foster children in your hûme?

1.2.1 1 M o t h e r

-3-Both

2Father

3.

Are there tvvo parents in you home on a regular bais?

4.

How many years have you been a foster parent for the Children's Aid Society of
the City of Kingston?

1.4.1
-1 -Les than 3 years
-4-More
than 10 years
5.

1.5.1

6.

-1 N o n e

-3

7 to 10 years

2

-3-2

1

-4-3

-5-4 o r more

Please identify your current foster children by gender, age, and how long they have
resided with you (ex; Boy - 10years old - 1 year)

1.6.1.2

1.6.1.3
1.7.1

to6years

How many children are you currently fostering?

1.6.1.1

7.

-2-3

Boy

-

-

1
Girl 2
Age in years to nearest year
Years to nearest year

How many different children have you fostered for this agency?

8.

Besides the foster children, are there any other children residing in your home?

1.8.1

If yes, please identify them by gender and age.

-

-

1.8.2.1
1.8.2.2

Boy 1
Girl 2
Age in years to nearest year

PART II:

FOSTER CARE SUPPORT SERVICES

This research study is interested in what support means to you as a foster parent, and what
supports you need to successfully maintain your foster home and foster children. Please
think back over your yean of fostering, and answer the following questions as cornpletely
as possible. Thank you.
1.

In Sour own words please descri be what foster famil y support means to you and
your family? This may i nclude support from the agency and extemal to the agency.

2.1.1

2.

In previous foster care studies foster parents and social service stafi have identified
the fol lowing supports as necessary to successfully maintain foster families.
Please check the types of support you feel are important in you foster home. You
may check as many as apply. In addition, please select the five most important
supports and rank order h e m by wnting the corresponding number beside the
chosen support (ie. 1,2,3.4.5 with 1 k i n g most important and 5 k i n g fifth

important).
2.2.1
Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was completed as per the
first part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was checked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice Is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indkating that it is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned an d a to indicate no answer.

New foster parent orientation & training

-_ARe-placement
visit and meeting with child and m i a i worker
7 &y visit by the social worker
A Plan-of-Care meeting at 30 days
Plamof-Care meetings every 90days
Support when a foster child is initially placed in the home
Ongoing training

-

Regular visits from the resource support worker (foster farnily worker)
Regular phone 4 1 s from the resource support worker (foster family worker)
Regular visits from the child's social worker
Regular phone calls from the child's social worker
Foster parent support group meetings
Foster parent association
Assistance in crisis situations
Relief
Support when a foster child l a v e s the home
3.

2.3.1

Do you feel that information nights and initial preservicelcore-uaining for
ne w foster parents is a helpful support?

A)

-1-Y

es, definitely
es, generally
3 U n s u r e
-4 N o , not r d l y
5 N o , definitel y not

-2-Y

B)

What topxcs do you feel should be included in the information nights and
initial preservicdcore-training for ne w foster parents? Please check as
many as apply. In addition, please select the three most important topics and
rank order them by writing the comesponding nurnber beside the chosen
topic (ie. 1.22 with 1 being most important and 3 k i n g thrd rnost
important). Topics continue on following page.

2.3.2

Rank is eliminated €rom this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was completed as per the
first part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was checked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that it is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned a n n/a to indicate no answer.
Overview of the Children's Aid Society
Discussion about working with the child's family
The foster child. including stages of s e p t i o n
Child management, including constructive discipline
The fostering experience in general
CAS policies and procedures
4.

2.4.1

A)

Prior to a foster child entering your home,how useful are pre-placement
visits by the social worker and child?

-1 V e r y usefui

2
3

Somewhat usefui

Unsure
- 4 S o m e w h a t not usefui

very useful

J N o t

B)

Please descnbe how pre-placement visits by the social worker and child
would be helpful?

C)

Please describe how pre-placement vin ts by the social worker and child
would not be helpfui?

A)

How useful are Han-of-Care meetings in terms of support to the foster
family?

2.4.2

2.4.3
5.
2.5.1

-1-Very

useful
usefu1
-3 U n s u r e
-4-Somewhat not useful
-5 N o t very useful

-2-Somewhat

2.5.2

2.5.3

B)

Please describe how Plan-of-Care meetings would be helpful?

C)

Please describe how Plan-of-Care meetings would not be helpful?

D)

Do feel thai i t is important for you to have input at the regular plan-of-care
meetings?

2.5.4.1

-lYes

-2 N o

Why or why not?
2.5.4.2
6.
2.6.1

A)

Homyuseful is initial support when a child is first placed in your home?

-1V e r y useful

2-Somewhat
useful
3 U n s u r e
-4-Somewhat not useful
5 N o t very useful

B)

Please descnbe what types of support are most useful when a child is first
pld?

A)

Do you feel that ongoing training for al1 foster parents (notincluding initial
training) is a helpful support to foster parents?

2.6.2

7.
2.7.1

-1-Y
-2-Y

es, defînitely

es, generaily
3Unsure

4 N 0 , not really
, S N O . definitely not

How many training sessions do you feel foster parents should be offered

B)

each year?

2.7.2
1

N o n e

-3

Two
4
T
h
ree
-5Four
- 6 M o r e than four per year

Please identify the type of training sessirriia you would find helpful and
supportive if offered by the agency. Check as many as apply and please list
other types of training p u would find helpful. In addition, please select
the three m a t important topics and rank order them by %ri
ting the
correspondhg number beside the chosen topic (ie. 1,2,3 with 1 k i n g most
important and 3 k i n g third most important).

C)

2.7.3

Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was eompleted as per the
first part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was checked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that it is not Important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned an d a to indicate no answer.
Behaviour management
Fetal alcohol syndromel Fetal alcohol effect
Sexual abuse
Physical abuse
Emotional abuse
Dealing wi th di sclosures
Dealing with nafarnily involvement
Separation and Ioss
Teaching healthy sexuality
Non crisis intervention
Dealing with breakdown and its impact on the family and child
Other

8.

A)

Who do you fée1 cm provide you with the most useful support to your
foster fmily as a whole? Piease select one od y.

-1
-2
3

Child's social worker
Resowce support worker (foster farnily worker)
Other (please specify)

B)

Why?

2.8.1

9.

A)

Please identify the types of support you would like to receive from the
foster care support wor ker? Please check as many as apply and add
any that are not included in the List. In addition, please select the five most
important supports and rank order them by writing the corresponding
number beside the chosen suppon (ie. 1,2,3.4.5 with k i n g most
important and 5 k i n g fifth important).

2.9.1
Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was completed as per the
Tirst part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was checked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that it is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned an n/a to indicate no answer.
Pre-placement meeting with the social worker and child
7 day visi t following the child's placement in your home
30 day visit following the child's placement in your home
Regular visits throughout the child's placement in your home

In-homesupport aunng crisis situations
Immediate phone support dunng crisis situations
Someone to talk to about the daily stresses of f o s t 4 n g
Someone to talk to specifically about the child's behaviour
Someone to talk to following a child's planned or unplanned removal frorn
your home
Other

B)

When is it helpful to have phone contact with the foder care support
worker? Please check as many as apply.

2.9.2
Each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2 value. If the the choice was
checked it is assigned a 1 indicating that the choice is important. If the
choice has n o marking it is assigned a 2 indicating that it is not important.
Where the question is not answered, each choice is assigned a n d a to
indicate no answer.
During initial stages of a child's placement in your home
On a regular basis to check on the placement
During crisis situations
Only when you initiate contact

ûther(p1ease
identify)
C)

2.9.3

If you checked reguhr vis& as a support you would like to receive from the
foster care support worker. please describe what is m a t helpful and
supportive during those home visi ts. More specifically, what is it you want
the social worker to be doing for you or with you:

10.

A)

Please identi fy the types of support you would like to receive from the
child's C A S social worker? Please check as many as apply and add
any that are not included in the l i a In addition, please select the three most
important supports and rank order them by wnting the corresponding
number beside the chosen support (ie. 1'23. with 1 k i n g most important
and 3 k i n g third important). Topics continue on next page.

2.10.1

Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed ro
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was completed as per the
first part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was ehecked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that it is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned an n/a to indicate no answer.

Pre-placement meeting with the social worker and child
7 day visit following the child's placement in your home
30 day visit following the child's placement in your home
Regular visits throughout the child's placement in your home

In-home support during cnsis situations
Immediate phone support during crisis situations
Someone to talk to about the daily stresses of fostenng
Someune to talk to specifidly about the child's behaviour
Someone to talk to following a child's planned or unplanned removai from
your home
Other

B)

When is it helpful to have phone contact wîth the child's social worker?
Please check as many as apply.

2.10.2

Each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2 value. If the the choice was
ehecked it is assigned a 1 indicating that the choice is important. If the
choice has no marking it is assigned a 2 indicating that it is not important.
Where the question is not answered, each choice is assigned an d a to
indicate no answer.

Dwing initial stages of a child's placement in your home
On a regular b i s to check on the placement
During crisis situations
W y w hen you initiate contact
Other

C)

2.10.3

If you checked r e g u b v i s i as
~ a support you would like to -ive
from the
child's social worker, please describe w hat is most helpful and supportive
during &ose home visits. More specifically.what is it you want the social
worker to be doing for you or with you:

11.

In times of cnsis, what do you need from CAS workers? Please check al1
categories which apply and add any other which are not included in the list.
In addition, please select the three m a t important supports and rank order
them by wnting the corresponding number beside the chosen support (ie. 1.
2 3 with 1 k i n g most important and 3 k i n g third important).

A)

2.11.1
Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was compfetcd as per the
nrst part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was checked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. 19 the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that i t is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is assigned an n/a to indicate no answer.
Someone to talk to over the phone
Someone to talk to in-person
In-home back-up support
Direction on how to handle the situation
Someone to corne in-home and handle the crisis
Someone to talk to after the cnsis
Relief following the crisis
Other

B)

What type of supports are most important during crisis situations? Y ou
may seiect from the list above if you wish.

C)

What type of supports are most important immediately following a cnsis
situation? You may select from the list above if you wish.

A)

Would you find foster parent support group meetings for foster parents
hel pful?

2.11.2

2.11.3
12.

2.12.1

2.12.2
13.

-1-Y

es

2 U n s u r e

3

N

o

B)

If yes, why do you think they would be helpful?

A)

How important do you feel the Foster Parent Association is in tems of
support to your family?

2.13.1
-1

Very important
Somewhat important
3Unsure
- 4 S o m e w h a t not important
5
Not important at dl

3

-

B)

Please identify the types of support which would be useful to receive from
the Foster Parent Association. Check dl applicable boxes and plase include
any other supports which are not listed. In addition, please select the five
most important supports and rank order them by writing the componding
number beside the chosen support (ie. 1.29.4.5 with 1 k i n g most
important and 5 king fifth important).

2.13.2
Rank is eliminated from this question because a large percentage of
respondents either did not understand the instructions or simply failed to
do the rank ordering. Therefore, if the question was completed as per the
fird part of the instructions, each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2
value. If the the choice was cheeked or ranked it is assigned a 1 indicating
that the choice is important. If the choice has no marking it is assigned a 2
indicating that it is not important. Where the question is not answered,
each choice is essigned a n nla to indicate no answer.
Assistance in cnsis situations
Regular phone contact initiated by either side
Family counseling
Foster parent support group meetings
Referrals to outside support
Someone to talk to about dailyIgenera.1fostenng stresses
Someone to talk to about child's behaviour
Foster parent training
Other
14.

A)

Generally, who is most helpful to you in raising your foster chiidren,
besides your spouse? Please rank order by placing a number one through
six (seven if you have included other) beside each answer. One is m a t
helpful; six is least helpful.

2.14.1
A large percentage of the respondents did not rank up to six, however,
most did rank u p t o e least three. Thereofore, the analysis will only focus
on the first three rankings.

-1C h i l d ' s social worker
Fostercaresupportworker
-3 Foster parent association
-2

- 4 2 relative
-5
Another foster parent
-6 A friend who is not a foster parent

B)

Who wouid you usually contact if you neeàed help with one of the
following fostering situations, besides your spouse. Please rank order by
placing a nurnber one through six (seven if you have included other) beside
each answer. One is person you would cal1 first, while six is the last person
you would d l .

A large percentage of the respondents did not rank up to six, however,
most did rank up to a least three. Thereofore, the analysis will only focus
on the first three rankings.
Help during a major crists (CAS serious occurrence)
2.14.2.1

-1 Child's social worker
Foster care support worker
3-Foster
parent association
-2

-4

A relative
- 5 A n o t h e r foster parent
6
A fnend who is not a foster parent
7
- Other
Someone to talk to about daily fostering stresses
2.14.2.2
-1 Child's social worker
2
Foster care support worker
3
Foster parent association
4
A
relative
- 5 A n o t h e r foster parent
-6 A friend who is not a foster parent
-7 Other
Advice on how to solve a behavioural problem with one of your
foster children
2.14.2.3

-1

Child's social worker
Foster care support worker
3
Foster parent association
- 4 2 relative
S A n o t h e r foster parent
-6 Afnendwhoisnotafosterparent
-7 Other

-2

-

Additional Anancial assistance with foster children essentials
2.14.2.4
-1 Child's social worker
-2 Fwter care support worker
3 Foster parent association
-4 2 relative
5 A n o t h e r foster parent
6
A friend who is not a foster parent
7
Other

-

15.

2.15.1

A)

In gened, which type of support is most important to the maintenance of

-1

Fimotionai support (ex: m e o n e to talk to about fostering stresses)
Concretc support (ex: money, respitdrelief)
Emotional and concrete support are equeally important

3
-3

your foster home?

B)

2.15.2

16.
A)
2.16.1

Please esplain why you chose the reponse you did in a) above:

Do YOU feel that relief is a type of support to you and your foster family?

-1Y

es,definitely
es, generall y
3 U n s u r e
- 4 N 0 , not reaily
-5 N 0 , definitely not

-2-Y

B)

Please describe how relief is helpful?

C)

Please describe how relief is not helpful?

D)

How often do you feel you need relief?

A)

Do you feel that support following a child's removal from your home
(unplanned or planned) is necessary?

2.16.2
2.16.3

2.16.4
17.

2.17.1

-1Y es, definitely
2-Y
es, genedly
3 U n s u r e
-4 N o , not redly
- S N o , definitely not
B)

If you checked yes, please describe what type of support you would find
most hel pful following a child's removal from your home?

A)

Please estimate the amount of money you feel you would need per pay
cheque from CAS, in addition to the amount you normal1y receive, to
successfully maintain your foster home? Please estimate on average for one
child.

2.17.2
18.

2.18.1

PART III:

GENERAL FOSTERING QUESTIONS

1.

In your fostering experience please identif>tthe difficult behavioun or situations
which would benefi t from CAS support. Please check as many as apply and
identify d l other behaviours and/or situations which you feel would benefit from
regular CAS support.

3.1.1
Each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2 value. If the the choice was
checked it is assigned a 1 indicating that the choice is important. If the
choice has no rnarking it is assigned a 2 indicating that it is not important.
Where the question is not answered, each choice is assigned an d a to
indicate no answer.

Disruptive behaviour by foster child
Foster child is aggressive or violent towards other children
Foster child does not follow the niles of the home
Foster child exhi bi ts depressive behaviour
Other children exhibitjealousy of foster children
Foster child runs away
Other

.3

Breakdown refers to an unplanned situation where the child and famil y can no
longer Iive together for a variety of rasons, therefore the child is either removed or
runs away, and not retumed to the foster family. Based on this definition please
answer the following questions:
A)

3.2.1

Over the past two years have you had any fostering situations end in
breakdow n?

-lYes

2

No

B)

If yes, how many fostering situations have ended in breakdown?

-the

actual numeric value is entered

C)

For the last two breakdown situations please briefly describe the situation,
and identify what you felt led tu the breakdown. Please also identify the
gender of the child and his or her age. Following this please check which
support services you feel would have helped to save the fostering siuation.
and keep the child in your home (from your perspective). Y ou may select
as many boxes as apply.

3.2.2

Breakdown # 1:
3.2.3.1
Boy 1
Girl 2

--

Age in years to nearest year
Age in years to nearest year

Support Services which would have helped alleviate the breakdown
3.2.3.2

Each ehoice will be assigned either a 1 or 2 value. If the the ehoice was
ehecked it is assigned a 1 indicating that the ehoice is important. If the

choice has no marking it is assigned a 2 indicating that it is not important.
Where the question is not answered either because there is no
corresponding breakdown or there was a breakdown but the question is still
not answered, eaeh ehoiee is assigned an d a to indieate no answer.
More information on the child upon hislher entenng your family
Better support by CAS dunng crisis situations
More contact with the foster care support worker on a regular bais
More contact wi th the child's social worker on a regular basis
Better teaching of and assistance with behavioural management techniques
More frequenttraining sessions
s and more relevant training sessions
Different ~ p e of
1ncrease in +r diem to foster parents
O?,k.er
-

Breakdown # 2:
3.2.3.3
Boy -1
Girl 2

-

Age In years to nearest year
Age in years to nearest year

Support Services which would have helped alleviate the breakdown
3.2.3.4
Each choice will be assigned either a 1 or 2 value. If the the choice was
checked it is assigned a 1 indicating that the choice is important. If the
choice has no marking it is assigned a 2 indicating that it is not important.
Where the question is not answered either because there is no
corresponding breakdown or there was a breakdown but the question is still
not answered, each choice is assigned an nla to indicate no answer.
More information on the child upon hislher enienng your family
Better support by CAS during cnsis situations
More contact wi th the foster care support worker on a regular basis
More contact with the child's social worker on a regular basis
Better teaching of and assistance with behavioural management techniques
More frequent training sessions
Different types of and more relevant training sessions
Increase in per diem to foster parents
Other

PART IV:
1.

PROGRAM SPECIFK QUESTIONS

Over the past two years, how wouid you rate the support services offered to you by
CAS, in general? Please rate on a sale from 1 to 5, with 1 king not at al1
helpful, and 5 king very helpful.

4.1.1
Actual corresponding numeric values will be entered.

2.

In general, how would you rate the support senices offered to you by the foster
care worker at CAS? Please rate on a sale from 1 to 5,with 1 king not at al1
helpful, and 5 king very helpful.

4.2.1
Actual corresponding numeric values will be entered.

3.

In general, how would you rate the support services offered to you by the child's
social worker? Please rate on a sale from 1 to 5, with 1 king not at al1
helpful, and 5 king very helpful

4.3.1
Actual corresponding numerfc values will be entered.

4.

How would you rate the support services offered to you by t!ie Foster Parent
Association? Please rate on a sale from 1 to 5, with 1 being not at al1 helpful,
and 5 king very helpful

4.4.1
Actual cor responding numer ic values will be enter ed.

PART V:
1.

FINAL QUESTIONS

Please list the types of support services you would li ke to receive, but are not
currentl y receiving from CAS.

5.1.1

2.

Please list the helpful types of support services you are currentiy receiving from
CAS.

5.2.1

3.
5.3.1
4.

5.4.1

Do you have any other suggestions about how support services could be improved
by CAS in your region?

Do you have any other comments about support s e ~ c e or
s this study?

Appendix D

Quat itative catenorizinn & rules
PaH II: question l(a) "What is support?"

1. Concrete support
financial, payment, relief, physical help, obtaining information

2. Emotional support
recognition, caring, celebrating, talking, shanng concerns, emotional help, respect

3. Nonspecific contact

-

visits, contact content of contact or by whom may nat be specifically
identifiedor qualified

4. Crisis contact
crises, urgency indicated

5. Overall and general support
broad definition enwmpassing "everythingn

6. Miscellaneous answers
spiritual & intellectual help

Pari E question 4(b) "How are pre-placement visits helpful?"

-

1. General opportunity for foster family to meetlassess child
talk tolmeet child, hands on feeling, familiarize

-

2. General opportunity for child to meet/assess foster family
child talk tofmeet family, familiarize

3. Specific purpose and outcome of visit to benefit the family
namw purpose, set rules, getting specific information (possibly on mutines,
needs)

4. Specific purpose and outcome of visit to benefit the child
narrow purpose, request cerîain needs be met

5. Miscellaneous reasons
al1 other (kt), with teens, not with younger children

Part il: question 4(c) UHoware pre-placement vlsHs not hefpful?~

1. Behaviour at these visits are not typical of daily behaviour
child does not act like themselves

2. Visits that are too short
3. Visits with young children
4. Social worker negativity I lack of support

5. Miscellaneous
time consumption, creating apprehension

Part M: question 5 (b) "How are plan-of-care meetings helpful?"
Answered two ways:
A) What positive outcome is there from POC's
1. Direction given to foster parents and others involved
direction, keeping parents on right track

2. Child's needs & routine are identified and outlined
long term plans

3. Expectations 8 responsibilities are discussed & outlined
goals

4. Evaluation of placement
going over past months

5. Miscellaneous
al1other

6. Discussion
opportunity for open discussion, express feelings

B) What has to happen to make POC's positive
1. Foster parents have input 1 are listened to

2. POC needs to be followed 1 not filed away

Part Il: question 5(c) W o w are Planof Caretsnot helpful?"
Answered two ways:
A) An overalll broad purpose or outcome of POCg+
1. Crown wardJlong-term situations

2. POC on paper doesn't equal reality
POC not realistic

3. When POC is not followed
4. Tao frequently
When POC's occur too frequently

5. Miscellaneous

B) Specifically at the POC meeting
1. When there is no input from foster parents
2. Problems with social workers

3. Involvement of natural family
4. Responsibilities not clearly defined

5. Miscellaneous
Part Il: question 5(d): 'Ves,if is important to have input at the regular POC
whyî "
1. F.P. has imp. information to offer - knows child and his/her needs best

2. F.P. has to augment POC,therefore should have input
deal with diildren on a daily basis, relates to carrying out POC successfully

3.General - it is F.P. nght as a caregiver
respect foster family

-

4. Miscellaneous reasons
wncern

Part Il: question 6(b): 'What types of support are most useful when a child
is fïrst placed?"
1. Information on the child
general information, background infonnation, history

2. Basic needs organized: clothing, medical, dental & school
paperwork done

3. Information on behaviour problems & effective management techniques
4. Contact and visits by S.W. and f.c.w., including general wncern & caring
phone calls

5. Miscellaneous reasons
Part II: question 8@): "Who can provide you with the most useful support fo
your foster family as a whole?"
1. Child's social worker
1. S.W. has most infonnation on the child
general infornation

2. S.W. knows the child best 8 has dealt most frequently with h i m e r
3. Miscellaneous reasons, including good support person
parent figure

2. Foster family worker
1. F.C.W. focus is the family as a whole, advocate for the family
focus on foster family or foster parent

2. F .C.W. is the most helpful in ternis of problem solving and understanding the
children
3. Miscellaneous reasons

4. Comfort level with FCW

3. Foster parent association
1. They are removed from CAS1not wnnected to CAS

2. They are foster parents
4. Other

-

Part II: question 9(c): "Regular visits from the FC W what is most helpful8
supportive during those visits?"

1. Listening and talking about child and placement

2. Problem solving assistance

3. Ensuring basic child needs are met
4. Nonspecific emotional support, including understanding and caring
not specifically talking or listening, reassurance, friend, mncern, offering of
help

5. Link to CAS and SW
informationfrom CAS

6. Miscellaneous

-

Parf II: question f O(c): "Regular visits from the S W what is most helpful8
supportive during those visits?"
1. Information on the child, natural family & court situation
PûCupâates

2. Assistance with behaviour problemslsituations - problem solving
discussion of child's needs, discipline

3. Spend time with the child
talking to child, focus on child

4. Nonspecific emotional support, including understanding and caring
affirmation, cornfort

5. Ensuring basic child needs are met

Part li: question W(b):W 7 ~ atypes
t
of supports are most impodant during
crisis situations?"
i. ln-home assistancd direction
visits

2. Phone assistancd direction
3. Assistance/diredion - not specific
help, assistance, direction - doesn't specifically Say phone or in-home
4. Nonspecific ernotional support, including SW being a sounding board
affirmation

5. Other forms of support, including legal and psychological & relief
Part II: question if(c): "W71at types of supports are most important
immediafely fol10 wing a crisis situation?"
1. Relief

2.Someone to talk to about child and situation - via phone
3. Someone to talk to in-person / follow-up visit

-

4. Someone to talk to not specific
not specifically phone or in-person

5.Miscellaneous
6. Someone to specifically work with the child

Part II: question f2(b): 'Wow would fosterpamnt support gmup meetings be
helpful?"

1. Sharing experience 8 eliciting advice based on cornmonalties
being with foster parents

2. Nonspecific emotional support, including understanding
3. Miscellaneous reasons, including upgrading knowledge
Part II: question 15(b): "Which type of support is most important to the
maintenance of your foster home?"

A) Emotional support
1. Sharing 8 talking is most important

2. Miscellaneous reasons, including stress reliever

B) Concrete support
1. Parents reap benefits, including relaxation tirne

2. Children reap benefits with extra concrete support
C ) Emotional8 concrete support equally important

1. Both are essential for coping long-terni

2. Financial stress leads to emotional stress1 breakdown
Part E question 16 (b): "How is relief helpful?"
1. Gives FP's a break, rest, holiday
time away

2. FP's are able to refocus, re-group, re-build parental strength.
fresh start, new life, self-analysis, coping mechanism
3. Child gets a break from the foster family

4. A break duringlafter crisis situations - prevents breakdowns
5. Miscellaneous reasons

Part II: question 16(c): 'Wow is relief not helpful?"
1. Negative effect on the child
outcome is negative on child

2. Relief homes are not competent
don? fotlow fosterfamily rules, lack of training, lack of support to foster family
3. Poor coordination of relief causes problems
4. Child has bad feeling towards relief
resentment, scared

5. FP personal bad feeling towards relief

Part Il: question 16(d): "How often do you feel you need relief?"
1. Once yearly
once yearly, 1 week per year, 10 days per year, 2 weeks per year, not often.

2. Once monthly
3. Once weekly

4. Twice rnonthly

6.Never
Part Il: question 17(b): "What type of support is most helpful following a
child's removat from the foster home?"
1. Information on how the child is doing

2. Sorneone to talk to and to listen
mntad by CAS

3. Other emotional support, including reassurance
counseling for separation

4. Miscellaneous specific support

contact with child
Part 111: question 2(c): "Bmakdown 1 reasons"
1. Disruptive behaviour
aggression, violence, abuse

2. Depression
3. Generally a bad match from the beginning
4. Other

PaH Ill: question Z(c): "Bmakdo wn 2 reasons"
1. Disruptive behaviour
aggression, violence, abuse

2. Depression
3. Generally a bad match from the beginning

Part IV: question 1: "What types of support services you would like to
receive but are NO T currently receiving?"
1. More contact with chiid's social worker
support from

2. Financial increase
money. payment increase

3. More relief
4.More visits and phone calls - not specifically from whom

-

5. Miscellaneous reasons list

Part N:question 2: "What are the helpful support services you ARE
cumntly receiving from CAS?"
1. Positive assistance from FCW
2. Positive contact and assistance from SW

3. Relief
4. General support from CAS, including availability of workers & reassurance
5. Professional assistance

6. Miscellaneous

Part IV: question 3: "Any other suggestions about how support services
could be improved by CAS in your region?"
List individually since there are relatively few responses to this question

Part N:question 4: "Any other comments about support senrices of this
study?"
List individually since there are relatively few responses to this question

Appendix E

March 23, 1998

Dear Foster Parents:
Several weeks ago you received a questionnaire regarding foster parent
support in your region. Many of you have responded already, and I thank you
sincerely for this. If you have returned the questionnaire you can disregard this
letter.

If you have not had an opportunity yet to complete the questionnaire and return
it, I would appreciate if you wuld as soon as possible. I would like my
conclusions to be representative of al1 the foster parents in your area, so I
encourage you to take the time and express your opinions on foster care
support. However, please remernber that this study is completely voluntary, so
you may choose not to participate.
Thank you for your help. I look fomvard to hearing your responses and
opinions.
Sincerely,

Karen M. LeVasseur

Dear Foster Parents:
This is a final latter of reminder to please return the recent questionnaire you
received regarding foster family support. Many of you have returned it, and
once again I thank you. If you have retumed the questionnaire you can
disregard this letter.
If you would like to return the questionnaire, but have mispiaced it or the return
envelope, both can be obtained at the Children's Aid Society front desk.
Alternately, you can cal1 me colled at XXX-XXX-XXXX and 1 would be happy to
send you another questionnaire and return envelope.
Thank you for your help. I look foward to hearing your responses and
opinions.

Karen M. LeVasseur
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